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TO OUR READERS 

Already in the 1960s computers were recognized as tools that would 
change the design process in many branches of industry. The 
essential advantage of computer design is its tremendous versatility 
achieved at negligible cost Nowadays computer design has become 
indispensable for competitiveness. With the present globalization. this 
means that no company. either in industrialized or developing 
coL·ntries. can really be competitive without the support of computers 
for product design. 

In this issue of the Microelectronics Monitor. the special article is on 
this subject The designs discussed include engineering design. drug 
design. architectural design. dress design. electronic circuit design. as 
well as software design. The paper has been prepared by a professor 
of technology management from India. and presents the question of 
design from a developing country perspective. The automation of 
design is one of many forms of improving competitiveness through the 
application of information technology. Another crucial one. is the 
improvement of management performance. To that end UNIDO is 
implementing the project XA/RAF/94/633 "Improvement of 
Management Performance through the Applications of Computers and 
Training for SMEs (IMPACT)". 

During the period 11-15 December1995, the IMPACT Unit at the 
African Regional Centre for Technology (ARCT). in collaboration with 
UNIDO. organized the Regional Workshop on Reengineering in 
Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises through the Application of 
Computers and Training. The workshop was held in Dakar. Senegal. 
in conjunction with the AFRISTECH 95 conference. The main 
objectives of the workshop were to present the IMPACT strategy and 
to demonstrate the IMPACT components to participants from the 
region. to discuss the applicability and usefulness of IMPACT to small 
and medium enterprises. and to elaborate a strategy for its further 
dissemination in the region. All the object:ves were achieved. and the 
participants from Kenya, Ghana and Zimbabwe expressed their 
interest and desire to have IMPACT implemented in their respective 
countries as soon as possible. as it was considered to be a vital tool in 
the process of strengthernng SME performance and competitiveness. 

It was furthermore agreed that IMPACT should be introduced as a 
vehicle for business reengineering. thereby giving support 
organizations the opportunity of close cooperation with individual 
SMEs during the reengineering process. It is assumed that sustained 
improvements are more likely if support is provided for a period. 

Adaptation of the 38 and PHAROS software packages will require 
some additional work before b£:coming operational. However. it should 
be possible to use the IMPACT management training course 
immediately after completion. It was thus agreed that the training 
course can be disseminated to tr.~ countries after a training-the-trainer 
session. and serv~ as a vehicle +.J attract interest for IMPACT among 
local ~mall- and medium-sized ~nte1 prises. In addition. the training 
courses can be offered for a fee. which should bring some funds to 
the national counterpart institutions to be used for the local adaptation 
of the IMPACT software. as appropriate. 

Konrad Fialkowski 
Scientific Editor 
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hy B. Bowonder 
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Administrative Staff· ( 'olle;?I! of India 
Bella - 1 "ista. Hyderahad 

Introduction 
World class manufacturing is no longer sutlicient to 

remain competitive, and world class product development 
is emerging as the next competitive frontier.[ I) Design is 
the crucial step which can provide a competitive edge in 
the manufacturing cycle. Among the competitors. all other 
facto~ are evenly matched. Developing countries which do 
not have indigenous design capabilities, may find the 
inadequacy in design capabilities a serious handicap in 
becoming integrated with the global economy. Even in 
traditiona! industries. such as textiles. leather, carpets a.1d 
gems, new design technologies are making ir.roads. In 
service industries also, innovation and new design are 
becoming the key to competitiveness. Hence. without 
design competence industrial trading advantages may not be 
long lasting. The cost of the design step for many of the 
industrial products may be as low as 5 per cent of the total 
manufacturing expenses. but it determines 70 to 80 per cent 
of the manufacturing cost.[2) This article is an attemp: to 
examine the design technology trends and their implications 
for competitiveness in the present context. This article 
covers design from a broader perspective. and encompasses 
fields such as engineering design, drug design. architectural 
design, dress design, electronic circuit design. as well as 
software c.esign. 

Competitive context 
1 echnology driven compet1t1on is shortening the 

product life cycle.[3) Because of this. the idea to market 
cycle time is becoming compressed. Many executives have 
recognized t~e significance of response time as a com
petitive weapon. but are ~truggling to achieve world class 
speed. The first major competitive demand today is to 
reduce or compress the idea of manufacturing to market 
cycle. At the same time. the emerging requirements of total 
quality management and ISO 9000 demand that the design 
be error free in the shortest possible time. Similarly. 
because of competitive pressures. the cost and performance 
need to be better balanced. The three simultaneous 
demands on the designers are: 

o Shorten the new product realization time. 
ri Conform to stringent quality norms. and 
o Minimize the cost. 
These require that the designer considers these aspects 

from the start and integrates the conflicting requirements 
hefore the tinali1.ation of design. 

A design engineer is presented with a technical 
problem or need and the ultimate aim is the conv.:rsion of 
this into the information from which something can be 
manufactured at a high enough quality and low enough cost 
to overcome the problem or to meet the nced.141 Design is 
a multifunctional team acdvity and hence the success of 
design ,will depend on communication itnd information 

exchange. By realizing t:1e importance of design. manu
facturing and service. organizations are using advances in 
information technology to facilitate information exchange 
and communication. The design technology trends have to 
be seen in the context of the emerging information
communication revolution.[ 5] 

Design techno:ogy trends 
Design is the process of converting an idea or market 

need into detailed information from which a product or 
technical system can be produced.[ I) The design can be 
conceived as a process consisting of five generic processes. 
namely: 

c, Design concept formation, 
-=' Conceptual design. 
o Detailed design. 
o Prototyping. and 
o Manufa.:turing. 
Pugh considers total design.(6) as a cycle consisting of: 
c Market nee<l identification. 
c Product specification. 
-=' Concept design. 
c Detailed design. 

Manufacturing. and 
,:; Marketing. 
Currently the emphasis is on total design. The generic 

processes involved in realizing a design have been termed 
as: 

r Integrated product development. 
'' Fast cycle time. 
o New product realization. and 
~) T earn design. 
l he advances in information technology have provided 

a variety of enabling technologies for the realization of new 
product development. The new major technologies which 
facilitate in realizing a new product can be identified as (a) 
digitization of design: (b) collaborative design: (e) virtual 
design: and (d) concurrent design. 

(a) Digiti7.ation of desi2n: This allows for better 
specification of design inputs and design outputs. Computer 
aided design, along with engineering analysis software. 
allows the :esting of designs rapidly and the making of 
changes rapidly. The quality of design will depend on the 
gr .. ,.,. processes which get into the first design step. 
namely. the concept formation. This is the most important 
step in a design pmcess. The initial step in design is more 
irituitive and experience hasecl.[71 This step involves 
intuition. renection. imagination and expression. a~ si1own 
in figure I. To realize the concept formation one would 
like to have a creative and expressive organizational 
culture. In other words. realization of design has a 
hehav1oural and organizationaldimen,sion. Any c1i-npetcnce 
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building process focused on design has to address both 
these dimer:sions apart from any technological moderni
zation. The design process integration is schematically 
presented in figure 2. 

(b) Collaborative design: Computer supported 
cooperative work (CSCW) means facilitating interacti\·e 
and collaborati\ e design. CSCW is a system !aat integrates 
informatio'l processing and communication activities t.> 
help design group members -.H'rk together a.:; a group. us in!!. 
user friendly softw:.re. standardized terms and protocols to 
handk interactions between multiple tasks performed by 
multiple groups.(8] The evolution of CSCW is schemati
call~ presented in figure 3. Computer supported cooperatiw 
work is being used by film and TV pwducers. Real time 
communication using comp:iters is helping visual pro
fessi•mals such ls film producers anu industrial :.s well as 
architectural designers lt~ carry out concept and product 
planning. CSCW requires an inter-di~iplinary approach 
from the earliest sta~es. invol\·ing academic researchers in 
\ i:;ual communica:ions and human factors. as well as 
software engineers. Working visually ;s a new paradigm to 
many protC:ssionals in fields such as architectural design. 
fi:rn ar.. interior decoration. museum organization. as well 
as nachine or electronic circui~ design. Awareness of and 
;;.;,iii:y to work with images or \isual thinking is the critical 
c:;;pability needed in the present context. Conventional 
de>ign teams lack \·isually trained professionals who can 
ar.iculate user n:quirements. Visualizing the unknown and 
~nsee!l is becoming the basis for innovative design. Using 
cooperative work systerr.s. experts are able to conceptuaiize 
the design jointly and derive alternative designs. 

(c) Virtual design: Virtual reality is facilitating 
conceptual design. Computer generated 30 images, along 
with immersive techniques. are helping designers to con
ceptualize hospital interiors. aircraft interiors. kitchen 
layouts. complicated system coup!ings in machines. textile 
colour combinations. molecular interactions for drug 
design. surgical interventions in the form of digital surgery. 
etc. Boeing Co. used virtual reality for the conceptual 
design of the interior of the B-777. which became opera
tional in June I Q95. Virtual reality will revolutionalize the 
design conceptualization process. along with the adv·ances 
in visualization and animation. Innovations are often driven 
by a combination of technology advances and application 
demands. Swift advances in computer hardware ···particu
lar!) faster. larger and cheaper memories· -have been trans
forming rr.volurionary approaches in computer graphics into 
reality.191 Visualization help-; in generating representations 
from Jara sets through the use of interactive graphics and 
itnagin!!.[9) I Jser friendly software is making this possible 
for a variety of situiitions. 

(d) Concurrent dc!ii2n: Concurrent c1.ginccring or 
concurrent design. can he defined as an emerging d..:sign 
philosophy which systematically incorporates planning for 
all phase•. of the project lifo al it" very inc.:ption. 
Concurrent cnginecrmg is a culture in which all functional 
cxpcrt'i from all phases of the lili.- cyde play an active role 
in realizmg the cor.cept. Concurrent cngincerini.: i~ an 
i11re!!ra1ed product development procedure which ensures 
helter functional coordination. lower failure rates. lower 
rework and rapid trouhle th·e design impknll'ntation. 

Implementing concurrent engineering requires the: use of 
multidisciplinar)· or interdisciplinary teams. Customers and 
suppliers are also im·itcd as team memhe~. so that real 
time l~edback can be obtained from them.( IO) Chrysler. 
Boeing. Honda. Toyota. Nissan. t•h: .• are o;ome of the 
engineering .irms which haw· benefited im1ni·nsely frnm 
thi: u:::e of con..:um:nt engineering.( I i I Shorter new product 
rca!ization has been ;ichi~\ed by the following: 

Custo,n~r inv.>h-cm;:nt in the initi.tl stages llf design. 
Preparing multiple prn:otyp.:s. 

~' Funt:tional coordination. 
Ver;dor de\elopment along with design. 
Strucmral evalu<1linn and fauit ana !ysis in th;: early 
pha:.e of design. am:! 
Using a common CAO and CAM pro!m:ol. which 
facilitates easy transfer. 

fhe concept of coilcurrcnt engineering is schematically 
pr.:sented in figure ..t. along with the traditional or 
sequential engineering. Competitior. will further shoncn the 
product realization time. Adrnnccs 111 i11.ormation techno
logy are making concurrent design easrei and affordable. 
even for small- and medium-sized fimlS. 

Design and manufacturing int6gration 
I lne of the major trends driving the desi.!,!n process is 

the easy transferability of desi1!n to the manufacturing 
phase through a common protocol. The integration of 
design and manufacturing has been ma~e possible through 
a variety of techniques or procedures. most of which arc 
being widely used by inno\atiw firms all over the '~orld. 

Rapid Prototyping: Rapid protmypirig involves the 
direct generation of physical objects from graphical 
computer data. Rapid pro!otyping and manufacturing can be 
used to increase competitiveness in virtually any industry. 
from the aerospace to the medical. It is well suited for 
producing prototype components and products as diwrse as 
rocket thruster gimbals. hip impla.us. rocket inrake 
manifolds. automobile distributor bodies. centrif•1ga! 
CClmpressor wheels. etc. The basis of rapid prototyping is 
··stereolithography'". 1 he Chrysler Corporation first began 
rapid prototyping in 1989 through the use of stereo
lithography. and the results were so promising in tem:s of 
cost saving. time saving and improved quality. that they 
never looked back.( 121 Chry·sler Corp. leads the ;iutomotive 
industry in the application of stereolithography. The basis 
of rapid prototyping is "one real prototype is worth a 
thousand picture~'". The steps involved in rapid prototyping 
and integrating it with ·nanufacturing are: 

Design the prot;.1ype on CAD. 
Bui le.! th.: prototype with rapid proto!y ping 
equipment. 
Inspect the rapid pwtotyped part for errors. 
Correct the errors in CAD. 
Verify the corrected rapid prototypl'd part. 
Iterate. using rapid prototyping equipment lo 
improve the design 
C >ptimizc by testing multiple rapid prototyped dcsi~n 
variatiom 
1-ahricatc a functional test model utili1ing the rapid 
pro101ype 
Perform functional resting on the functional test 
model. and 
Aller final approval. proceed to manufacture. 
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Figure 3. Evolution computer - supported cooperative work and groupware 
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A number of global industries are already using the 
technology. By using rapid prototyping. designers hve 
been able to detect prodact flaws early in the design 
process and to iterate and optimize a design at reduced cost 
relative to traditional methods. 

lksign for manufactunbility and asKmbly: Product 
design plays an important role in determining the cost and 
quality. and thus the effective life of a product.( 13) lbe 
sequential nature of product design and manufacturing 
process implementation prevents :he integration of product 
and process design. Product designs often get thrown .. over 
the wall"' by designers leaving :he responsibility of building 
the products to manufacturing engineers.[ 13) Although the 
actual cost of design may be a small proportion of the cost 
of manufacturing. 70 to 80 per cent of the manufacturing 
costs are determined in the design phase. Design for manu
facturability and assembly attempts to ensure that the 
designed product can be fabricated and assembled without 
substantial cost or quality penalties. Design for manu
facturability (DFM) is an approach to design th:;t fosters 
simultan~ous involvement of product design as well as 
manufacturing process design. DFM aims to produce a 
design at competitive cost by improving its manufac
turability without affecting its functional and performance 
objectives. Design for assembly (DF A) attempts to develop 
a quality product at the lowest cost by eliminating 
unnecessary parts and by refining geomt>trical considera
tions to facilitate quicker assembly of the product during 
the manufacturing cycle. The design for manufacturability 
and assembly aims at optimization of product and process 
concepts during the design phase of a product in order to 
ensure ease of manufacture, including assembly.[ 14) l he 
tools used for facilitating better manufacturability are: 

o Axiomatic approach: This aim!. at optimization of 
manufacturing systems through the application of 
good design principles or axioms. 

o Taguchi method: This method attempts r~ achieve 
robust design through optimal values of design 
parameters that permit maximum robustness. 

o Assemblage evaluation: This methods allows the 
evaluation of designs with respect to ease of 
assembly. 

o Design for manufacturability guidelines: This 
method uses guidelines derived from years of design 
and mailufacturing experience. 

Ensuring that the functional and performance objectives 
are balanced within a cost limit imposes a tremendous 
challenge for design engineers. DFMA needs a blend of 
experience, use of various tools and an interdisciplinary 
work team. Japanese firms have been practising DFMA for 
the last twenty years. It is used in a variety of situations 
such as design evaluation, manufacturing option a:;sess
ment, etc. 

Design for recyclability: Design for recyclability 
(DFR) is becoming important because of the need for 
environmental protection and pollution control. The aim of 
DFR is to minimize non-recyclable components or toxic 
components which are detrimental to the environment and 
to ensure that recyclable and non-recyclable pans and 
components can be separated at the time of disposal after 
use. The concept of life cycle analysis in the initial stage 
of design help the designers to use more empirical data on 
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recyclability parameters. The design of recyclability 
includes the following: 

u Use of materi3ls with high recyclability and low 
environmental degradative potential: 

o Use of environmentally friendly materials which are 
biodegradable: 

,:, Ease of separating recyclable :md non-recyclable 
materials during disposal: 

o Incorporating the concept of .. green design·· to 
create long life products: 

o Reduced use of toxic materials or materials with a 
long half life and toxics such as arsenic. cadmium. 
mercury. etc. 

Automobile manufacturers have already started using 
this method so that recyclable and non-recyclable parts can 
be easily identified and separated. The use of non
recyclable parts are minimized. 

lksign for rcusability: Design for reusability (DFU) 
is a coding and classification technique that is u!>ed lo 
classify designs by material. shape and manufacturing 
process characteristics.[9) The objective of design for 
reusability is to fit new items or designs into an existing 
classification to take advantage of the similarities of the 
class. This helps in reducing design and manufacturing time 
by reusing existing designs to produce new parts. It has 
been reported that 80 per cent of the parts required for a 
new product can be created from existing designs.( 13) Only 
a small percentage of parts needed for a new product must 
truly be designed as completely new. In design for 
reusability. designs or parts are coded for reusability using 
the type of material they are made from. the shape or 
geometry of the part. and the manufacturing process used 
to create them. Design for reusability has a number of 
benefits, namely: 

o Reuse of existing designs will reduce the time to 
design new products: 

o Rc:use of available designs reduces the cost of 
designing; 

o Duplication of parts can be eliminated, leading to 
work reduction. 

Boeing Co. has implemented a programme for the 
increc.sed use of the concept of design for reusability. An 
electronic data interchange system is being usrd lo identify 
part" available on the shelf from the s•1ppFer. or easily 
available from the supplier. EDI. when combined with 
design for reusability, is emerging as a powerful technique 
for improving flexibility and reducing design time. 

Design and man~facturing interface is becoming elimi
nated because of the possibility of direct transfer of designs 
from CAD to CNC, as well as the other techniq1.1es. Intelli
gent manufacturing systems envisage this. Japan has a 
comprehensive projtct for the realization of the concept of 
intelligent manufacturing systems.( 15) This wil! be the 
basis for the factory of the future. 

Software support of design 
Software support for design is improving because of 

the emergence of new object oriented technology. as well 
as high resolution graphics. Object oriented programming 
languages provide a way of integrating data definitions and 
processing rules along with objects. Design can be faci
litated by the use of an object oriented databa$e. An object 
oriented database contains objects defined by an object 
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oriented data model that covers objc..-cts. attribt:tes. 
constraints and rdationships.(9J Obje\:t oriented technology 
permits the creation of new objects from existing objects. 

Another enabling software support is visual pro
gramming software. Pictures are no longer worth only a 
thousand words: faster computers. high resolution graphics 
and a host of scientific visualization software increase their 
value immensely. While 90 per c..:~: of the scientific 
visualizations are adequately managed in three dimensions. 
researchers and software developers have begun to rely on 
cognitive psycholog~ methods to eflectively display over
lays that require more than three dimensions.(16] Visuali
zation techniques are used along wi'h three dimensional 
digital imaging. 

Probably no other area has had as much impact from 
scientific visualization efforts over the past five years than 
molecular modelling. It has been used in such diverse areas 
as ceramics. superconductors. polymers and drugs. Power
ful computers. high resolution graphics. high speed data 
networks. large databases. user friendly software, etc .• have 
changed the landscape of design. 

Testing design alternatives at the time of design itself 
has become a reality. Finite element analysis software. such 
as ··rowerSolver ... on powerful workstations test for fatigue 
failure and other structural modes of failure. Knowledge 
bases. along witti structural analysis. gives rise to 
.. intelligent design-. Knowledge bases store a wide range of 
information. such as rules. guidelines. tables and equations 
normally used for designing new products. The software 
uses data. knO\~!edge rules. and routines to facilitate the 
testing of alternative design configurations. Advances ii' 
software are makir.g design more user friendly and 
knowledge based. 

Examples from selected industries 
A number of firms are implementing(<' J newer techno

logies to realize new products: (b) new ll'anagement tech
niques for design management; and (c) collaborative 
design. These leading edge compal'ies set the rules and 
expectations of the market and 1hey are perceived as 
progressive and innovative.[ 17) The shelf-life of many 
products has shrunk considerably over the past few years 
and as a result, the time to deliver products to the market 
has been reduced. The finns have to re-engineer their 
strategies for new product development so as to reach the 
market and also to sustain the speed of innovation. 

Product data management systems help companies to 
streamline and fine tune their product development pro
cesses to shorten the time to market.[ 17) Product Data 
Management packages provide for better milnagement of 
design and rapid access to product infonnation. Product 
data management is one of the aspects of engineering data 
management. Engineering data management involves func
tions such as: 

o Management of design user rights, 
,, Data conversion and communication. and 
" Multiple access control. 
Engineering data management systems help designers 

to manage. organize. access and control engineering data. 
Engin-.:ering data management referred to as product data 
management systems. or engineering information manage-, 
ment systems, or product information managementsystems., 
provide improved management of engineering processes, 
through a helter control of engineering data, of engineering, 
activities, of engineering changes and of product, 

configurations.( 17) Using standardization capabilities of 
software. such as .. Aspect Development"" and design 
libr.sries. Kodak significantly reduced the cycle time of its 
newest single use camera.( 17) 

To meet the current competitive challenge designers are 
using a variety of engineering software that accurately 
predict product performance. The Boeing Co. recently pro
duced the new B-777 aircraft. It has been Lite first large 
passenger aircraft to come out without a physical mock-up. 
It used .. digital product definition .. using cornputers.(18) 
The B-777 design and manufacturing involved the follow
ing aspects. namely: 

o Extensive use of electronic data interchange. 
o Networking with co-manufacturers. 
o Well trained engineers. 
o Finely tuned concurrent teams. and 
o Cutting edge soti:·:are. 
The Boeing Co. has also used advanced visualization 

techniques. as well as virtual reality for visualizing the 
aircraft's interior and for improving its maintainability.( 18J 
Boeing Co. has improved its design management systems 
and design productivity, as w-:ll as office productivity and 
manufacturing productivity. The company has also used the 
concept .. Design to Build T cams~ in which the --concept to 
manufacture cycle" is dealt by a single multidisciplinary 
team. The B· 777 ProgrM11me consisted of 700 such design
to-build teams. The concurrent design was the result of 
multifunctional work and team integration. 

The automobile sector has been one sector which has 
been sharpening its design capabilities. Chrysler has been 
one of the corporations which has applied advanced design 
techniques.(12) Chrysler was the first US automobile 
manufacturing firm to use concurrent engineering. rapid 
prototyping and a common platform for design and manu
facturing. Chrysler uses .. stereolithography"' along with 
process driven design to improve quality. Stereolithography 
is used to create three dimensional plastic components 
Jirectly from "C ATIA .. (CAD System). Chrysler designs 
·;3 per cent of its models using three software packages. 
m.mely: 

o CATIA 
o Pro-Engineer 
o AutoCAD 
Using these, along with rapid prototyping machines. a 

variety of models have been made and used. The rapid 
prototyping. or electronic prototyping. is used for the 
following objectives at Chrysler:( 12] 

0 Proof of packaging 
o Design verification 
o Component optimi7.ation 
) Vehicle development testing. 
Chrysler has used secondary tooling from ma<;ter 

patterns made by rapid prototyping to provide a fast means 
of prototyping components using traditional mould making 
or foundry techniques. 

As global competition increases. automation of design. 
rapid prototyping. as well as concurrent engineering. will 
be iPcreasingly used (a) for shortening the product develop
ment cycle time; (b) for facilitalingdesign team interaction: 
and (c) lo smooth lhe design to manufacluring transition. 

Design and competitiveness: Implications for 
developing countries 

The design stage has lhe maximum strategic leverage 
to influence the new pro~uct devclopmenl success. as 
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B. NEWS AND EVENTS 

Maximizing the value of information 
lkspite all the technological ad\ances that ha\'e 

occurreJ in the past few decades. \\hite collar workers 'itill 
spend a large amount of their time retrie\'ing and mani
pulating information from ,·arious sources in order to 
perform their jobs. Some information resides on compulers 
of different makes and types. some exists on paper and 
othertraditional media. and some must be accesscdthniugh 
personal interactions. The O\erhead im·ol·•ed in managing 
and integrating these pi.:ces of information is a major 
barrier 10 enhancing productivity. 

No single organization. howe\'er. can today design 
solutions encompassing ;;II theo;e issues. Instead. industry. 
government. and academia must work in concen to JeHlop 
approaches that can sumount strategic. organizational. and 
technical barriers to the effectiw deployment ol 
information technology (IT). This concened approach is 
emphasized by the PROFIT IProducti\ity from Information 
Technology) Initiative. PROFIT w..is established two years 
ago at MIT's Sloan School of Mana·~ement to define new 
processes and technologies reou:red to gain greater 
producti,·ity from IT in ooth the pri"atc and public sectors. 

PROFIT developed from a comersation Dr. A. Gupta. 
co-director of PROFIT. had a few ~ears ago with MIT 
President Charles Vest about establishing a research 
programme at MIT that would relate to the IT industry in 
much the way the Leaders for ~fanufacturing (l.fM) 
Programme relates to the manufacturing industry. Just as 
the LFM sponsoring organizations benefit from their 
association with the programme. PROFIT sponsors pani
cipate in seminars and symposia. serve as :.tudy and test 
sites for research acti,·ities. use knowledge gained from the 
programme. and ha\e access to material de\'eloncd b~ the 
research teams: this includes a sotiwarc package for 
automated ··reading .. of handwritten r.1aterial at high speed 
and accuracy. 

According to Dr. A. Ciupta four themes arc Jri\·ing 
PROFIT to maximize the \·ah1t• of data and make it the 
tmly 'aluable corporate resource. These include: (I> 
automated data gathering:(:!) ctlicient data integration and 
dissc:nination: (3) re-engineering of processes: and (·H 
hctter appreciation of the relationship hetwecn in\'cstments 
in informal ion technology and m;erall productivity. 

Ap.1n from specific technologies PROflT researchers 
have analysed the impact of information technologj on 
productivity in different sectors of the economy: the owrall 
numhcrs arc far more imprcssi\ c than pre\ i.msl1 lhought 

For mon: infonnation ahout PROFIT contact Julie 
Malloni. MIT Sloan School of Management. Room rs;. 
;10. :\0 !\1cmorial Drive. Camhridgc. !\1,\ O:!l-t2-13-t7. 
lei.: !6171 :!:'i:<-8~8-t. L1\: (6171 :!:\8-7:'79. e-mail 
profit" mit.cdu. (Extracted from ]Ji,· \!IT R,·1•orl. 
l>eeem tier fanu;ir) I l)iJ.J.<))) 

Information route to success 
lnfomlation \\11rk or. ;11nong 11\ pral·ti!ioncr,. 

mformation 'cicnce j, .1 )!nmth arc.1 for joli'> .. i\! !he 
'pccialisl le\ cl tt comhmc' a rcquircmcr.t for d.:iailcd 
'uhjcct kno\\ h:tlge w11h an ah11i11 tn 'ed. 11111 and identify 
\Ot1rrc' 1•f infonnatinn. a''e's !he \aluli!j of !hl' 
informa!ion ohtainc:d. and piecl· to)!etlh:r fnin1 a \;me!~ ol 
Jl' .. p.1r<1te :.otlrCl'' "1phis1ica1cd 111d11,1rial. hu,mc'' and 
l'i.:on11111il: inti:lli!!cnl·e. Al 11, mo'! 1kmandin)! 11 can 

/'rl.I!•'· /II 

pnnidc companies with data critical to policj Jcci~!ons. 
For this reason. far from be in!! ··onh lihran work··. it can 
t•tl~r access to top jobs in indu~try. b.usiness: and the public 
and pri,·atc sectors. And-~ofgood news to scientists there 
is still a shonagc of suitably tr.iined and qu;.lilied 
pr..tctitioners in the scientific and technical field. 

Information science in the mid- I Qt)()s increasingly 
rc,·olws around the use of information technol1•g1. ~ct it 
is not a compukr-scicncc-based job. It concern' the 
principles and practice of the produdi,111. t•rg:mi1ation and 
pnnision of information. It includes the stud1 nf intiJmla
tion from its generation to its exploitation. and its 
transmission in ..t \·ariet~ of fom1s through a \ariety of 
channels. lne\itably. it seeb to exploit the potentiai of 
compt1tcr applications tt1 their utmost. 

As the infom1ation re,;olution gathers pace. Stlt:icty is 
sullering more than e\cr from information 1wc:rload. ~e~ 
requirements for any information scientist arc: familiarit] 
with the subject and its contrO\crsies and debates. fami
liarity with the various sources of rele\ant information. a 
nose for new and unnnhodox sources. and an abilit} to 
read between the lines of the pre-;s and identil~ not only 
what has been said. but what has not been said ;ind \\ hy. 

In spite of the increasing a\ailabilit~ of information or. 
CD-ROM. on-line databases and academic hullctin ht1ards 
accessible through the Internet and commercial nct\Hlrls. 
much information will be a\ailable more cheap!~ else· 
where. in printed rather than electronic form. 

The information scientist. however. will definitely nc:t•d 
electronically to access other information ;wailahle O\cr 
gtl\emment networks or other datahac;eo; He she \\ill ha\c 
to decide on the usefulness of the information generated 
\\ hether to download it on to internal databases. whether to 
use it to complement or supplement inli.lfmation .11ready 
held and to cieal with issues such as classilicati.m. o;onin;; 
and indexing of information held in clectrt>nic media 

The information scientist. then. is a mediator bctwct:n 
his her subject and the community 11f u'er'. anJ a pnwid\.·r 
of sen ices that access information in the most wst
cffecti\·e \\ay. In orderto pnwide the right information. the 
information scientist must he ahlc 10 communicate with 
clients and users to ensure that the infomlation ohtaincd is 
what is needed. arnilablc in a useful foml and acecssitilc 
n here and when it i' needed. :\s \\ell as having 'uhject 
knon ledge and systems cxpcni'ie. an infonna1i11n scicnti't 
needs strong intcr-pcr:..onal skills Without ta'king 111 user'. 
it will he impossihle to keep abreast of an 11rgani1a111in · s 
changing ncc1h and prinritie'. 

On a da~-111-da~ has1s. information -.cicnti'h \\Ill ne 
required In und..:rtake a\\ id.:" ari..:tj of ta:;b. I hese indudc 
writing abstracts for company repon'. sy sh:ms anal~ si' and 
design. the implcmcntin)! oi· commercial mtclligcnce 
'',fems to ensure the clfrcli\ e \.·ollcction of in format inn 1111 
,;,mp..:tilor activity. and the ..::.aluation of the scop..: ;md 
priorities of the :.er\ ice hcinµ prn\ itled. It ma~ abn he 
nece"ar~ lo learn efli:cliH· mformation pr..:sl·ntatlllll 
·;kill' de,J..top punlishin,!! ;111d comp11!cr l.!rapl11.-, i So11rn·. 
< 'h,·1111.,tn ,(. /11,/r"11T. 16 fanuar~ l'l'I'> 

The Internet takes off 
l"uropc: I'• now rhe rt:µ inn on 1hc lnterrll'I 'ho\\ 111µ !he 

la,teo;t !!nm th. I hcrl' arc o\cr nfll' milli1111 h"'"· ''1th thl' 
I 'K the ka1kr 111 ll·rm' ol ,;,e\.·r n11111hn,,, follmH·d "' 
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Germany and France. Major growth is occurring ;n Spain. 
Portugal. Greece and t'ie Czech Republic. although even 
the larger economies are showing Internet growth rates of 
55-75 per cent. 

The number of service providers is also increasing. 
making it easier for users to go on-line. The largest 
commercial sen-ice provider is EUnet. with more than 
10.000 accounts in .JO countries. It focuses on small and 
medium-sized companies. although it does oiler a low-cost 
sen;ice for individuals. EUnet is. howt>~er. now facing 
competition. 

Pipex. a UK sen·ice provider. has formed PiJl'!X 
International to attack the wider European marld. and is 
forming strategic alliances with companies in \lrious 
countries. It specializes in the corporate market. otlering 
end-to-end managed services. IBM is ollering tfte IBM 
Internet Connection Service for the equivalent of USS 20 
a month. plus a setup charge of S.J5. Apple will offer a 
means of accessing the Net \·ja its Eworld sen·ice. Other 
playerS include IDT (International Discount Telecom
munications). Deutsche Telekom. British Telecom. Europe 
Online and CompuSerre. Pipex has demonstrated Internet 
access via a GSM mobile phone. and no doubt oth~·r~ wi'[ 

follow soon. Five GSM operators oiler digital communi
cations serrices. 

An alternative lo the Internet is presented by the 
French Minitel \·ideotex system. but even in France. 
Internet access is growing in popularity. This year. the 
world will be able lo access Minitel sen-ices over the 
Internet. whilst Minitel users in France will he able lo use 
Internet Email and news sen·ices. (Source: Byre. February 
1995) 

A world without jobs 
Since ~he beginning of the industrial revolution people 

have predicted that machines would destroy jobs. 
Fear of what machines will do lo men al work waxes 

and wanes. Right now. the fear is growing strongly. Arc 
o;uch tears justified? In one way. yes. Millions of jobs haw 
indeed heen destroyed by technology. A decade ago. the 
'.\'Ords you are now reading would haw reached you from 
two sets of hands: those of a journalist and those of a 
Typesetter. Thanks lo computers. the typesetter no longer 
has a job. But. although the typesetter no longer has that 
job. he may well have a different one. John Kennedy put 
it well in the 1960s: .. If men ha\·e the talent lo invent new 
machines that put men out of work. they have the talent to 
put those men back to work··. That is as true no" as it wa~ 
then. and earlier. 

In lhe past 200 years millions of manual workers ha\e 
been replaced by machines. O\cr the same period. the 
number of jobs has grown almost continuously. as have the 
real incomes of mos1 people in the industrial \WrlJ. 
Furthermore. this growth and enrichrr.cnt have come aboul 
nol in spite of technological 1.:hange hul because of it 

The idea that t.:chnology is capable of creating morl· 
johs than it destroys. and will Jo so again. would not 
surprise an economist. Deo;pile a h1!ge investment in 
computing and so on over lhe pasl decade. unemplc•)menl 
in 1hc lJSA. al around 5': per cenl. is currently no higher 
1han it was in the early I 960s. In weo;tcrn 1-.uropc. where 
the inwslmcnt has heen sm:iller. 11 per cent of \\orkers arc 
jobless. This is hardly a persuasive sign that IT is " hig 
cause of unemploymenl. Some of lhe new johs in Amenc;i 
ha\e hecn disparaged as Mdnbs hamhurger flipping and 
the like. Bui such joho; dn not seem to make up a big sh;ire 
of lhe lnlal. 

A new machine helps you make more sruff with te" er 
people. Bur tl-e assumprion that rh1s results in tewer jobs 
r.uher rhan more ourput (and hence more goods and more 
jt>~srimulating demand. in a beautifully \irtuous circle) is 
based on an economic fallacy known as the ··rump of 
labour··: the m•lion that there is only a fixed amount of 
output (and hence work) to go round. Tcchnology creates 
new demand. ~ither by increasing producti\·ity :md ht.-ncc 
re t incomes. n by creating m:w goods. Ne" things go on 
getting inwnted. If output expands. producti\ity gnl\\th 
can march in step with rising employment. 

Even if IT destroys more jobs than pre\ iLus technical 
innm ations. irs pen·asi\ eness also means tha! the compen
'ating <kmand-generating ellects "ill be stronger. with 
<:normous im·estmenl and growth opportunities li.>r the 
.:conomy as a whole. 

It i" of course impossible to predict exactly where :he 
new -~'bs will emerge O\er the next ~5 years Many jobs 
listeJ in the \·acancy columns of today ·s newspapers Jid 
0<'{ exist in 1970. There are some clues. imwc\er. about 
\\here the expansion might come. 

In America in the past ten years. employment in the 
computer-software industr) has almost trebled. The 
Bureau of Labor Statistics forecasts that between I Qt12 
and .2005 the number of jobs for computer systems 
analysts and programmers will more than double - the 
fastest-growing occupal ions a lier home-health w ort..ers. 
who tend the sick in their own beds. 
The number of elderly people in the population is 
growing. and they are a lot richer than elderly people 
were 50 or 100 years ago. They will create jobs 
in-for instance-health care. home help. financial 
advice and the holida~ industr). 
Rapid technological cnange increases the need for 
workers to 1rain them!>ehes for new sorts of work 
\\hen the old sort gets done by machines. So there will 
be a growing demand for training. and teachers to do 
it. 
There is scope for a big expansion of the entertainment 
and information scn·ices. ··Virtual reality .. cxoeriences. 
such as pretending to be a jet pilot for a couple of 
hours in a session with a sophisticated simulator. could 
become as popular as going h• the cinema. If it does. 
ii could create quite a lot of jobs. 
The notion that technology creates more jo.,s than it 

destrO\ s is home out in a re\ iew of variou~ economic 
studie~ published last year m the OECD 0 'i .. Jobs Study .... 

If any thing. says the <>ECO. the current \\a\e of 
technological change has bel'n modest I) beneficial for jobs. 
The dcmand-hoostmg effects ha\e more than offset the joh
destro) ing ones. Indeed. the countries that ha\e been 01ost 
succe'isfu! in creating iohs America and Jap.l" ha"e also 
'icen the faste'it shift in 1hc1r indu .. tnal stru.:mn: 1owards a 
high-tech. L.n1m ledge-ha .ed cconom~. 

One difficult~ "ith estimating the impact of l::chnolog~ 
on producti\ ity and _robs i-; that it i' hard to mea'iurc 
producli\ it~ in servic.:c' l"he huge tn\e'<lmcnt wh;ch ~r\ice 
indu,tries had made in computing had made little 
mea<.urahlc d1ffercn.:c 10 rmiJucli\ 11~ in the: 'ier\ ice sector 

lhc app.1rcnt failure 111 I I 10 ho11,1 producll\'llY m 
•.en ic.:c' m;1~ m p;1n be d:1e lo rnca,urcment prohlems 

• ·· 1 he 1 >I< 'I> lob' ·.;11111~ I \ 1dencl· and hplana
rion,.. S.:c al'" "'I he Of·C'I> Sc1.·n1.:c ;ind I cchnolo!!~ 
Rn1c"·-_ ~ .. I~ 1ti1nhcommg1 

-----------------
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According. to the OEC'D. obsolete management structures 
inherited from the past ha\e :ilso hindered the ellicient use 
oi technology in many organizations. 

Both theory and evidence suggest th:it in the long run 
new technology should create more jobs than it destroys. 
B1Jt the long run can take a long time:. In the next decade 
or so. things d::pend on how quickly demand expands to 
match increases in productive capacit~. l Tr.fartunately. there 
may be prolonged lags between job iosses and the creation 
of new jobs. And the new jobs may anyway be inappro
priate for the displaced workers. 

How can this problem of mismatch be alleviated'? The 
familiar but none the less correct answer from the OECD 
is that compensating demand effects are likely to come 
through more quickly when general economic gro\\1h is 
strong. and when the markets for both labour and products 
are flexible. Govc:rnments can therefore help by making 
workers more adaptable through improvements ir. education 
and training. and by removing obstacles to free markets in 
labour and in goods and services. 

Experience suggests that the worst thing governments 
can do about new technoloev is to tn· to slow down the 
period of adjustment by ~~ing sub~idies. protectionist 
barriers or strict regulation. In many continental Euro~an 
countries many jobs were lost. but stricter regulations have 
hindered the creation of new products and jobs. 

It is not alwavs the least educated who are most at risi. 
from new technoiogy. But it is they who. if they do lose 
their jobs. may find it hardest to get new ones. (Extracted 
from Tilt! Eomomi.~t. 11 February 1qq5) 

Searching for cleaner electronic processes 
A consortium of microelectronics makers and suppliers 

has been awarded a S7. I-million contract by Wright 
Laboratories to develop new ways of making printed wiring 
boards. The work is funded b~ the US federal Advanced 
Research Projects Agency. The objective is to test 
alternative production methods that will reduce hazardous 
waste output and water and energy use. The consor
tium-- the Microelectronics and Computer Technolog~ 
Corp. (Austin. TX)-includes DuPont and se\•eral other 
microelectronics makers and suppliers. DuPont says the 
programme ··is a direct result .. of its effort to find more 
cost effective and envimnmentall~ benign technologies to 
make clec.:tronic components. I Source: Ch.·n11c.1/m:.:k. 
15 February. IQ95) 

Electricity cleans up contaminated land 
The concept of cleaning up contaminated land without 

having to dig it up first is attracting mounting interest on 
hoth siJes of the Atlantic. 

1.a~t \ear. I JS giants !\1onsanto. DuPnnt and CiF 
Plastics j~ined force~ to promote the use of electrici!y to 
.. draw .. wastes through .. treatment 7oneo; .. in the soil -the 
'io·callcd .. la'>agna .. process. Now EA Technology. the 
IJICs former dc..:tricity re<;earch council lahoratol}. has 
announced a 'iimilar but apparently simplified clcctro
o'>m<•!>i'i technique 

Born of .m l'J\ r.:search programme "ponsorcd by 
.o;everal of the recenll~ pm;:1i1ed regional electric it~ supply 
companies. the t·:chnique in\nl\l.0 'i ifl'icrtinµ electrodes into 
the ground. with minimal land di'>lurhance. The metal wn" 
dis,;>l\·ed in the waler arc drawn towards the cathode and 
the acid'> toward' the anode. \\h~·re they can he dealt y, ilh 
·mhseq11en1ly. l·.A ha'> patented an inc\pen'ii\·e clec:rnde 
design. helil."ved to be p;1rticularl\ effective for this type of 
remed1;1I wnrli. 

/'ai.!r' I,.' 

Depending on the nature of the contamination. [,\ 
estimates the cleanup operation C•lUld taken between one 
and six months. The technique has already been tested ,m 
men:ul}-contaminated land at EA· s heJdquarters site in 
Capenhurst. near Chester. A 5x5 array of ek-ctmdes \\as 
u~d to treat a 25m: area. 

As the next stage in the development. EA is n~gollating 
lo work on other sites on a commercial basis. The c.:ompan~ 
is hl>ping to work on one site in the lJK and one outside 
Europe. 

EA also belie\es the technique holds promise as a 
containment technique for landfull sites_ One option 
a\·ailable is to ring fence the landfill with electrodes and 
then prevent the contaminant from leaching into the 
surrounding groundwater. a spokesman explained_ The 
r:ompany belie\·es this may prov;: a particularly attractiw 
option for large landfills where the source of pollutant may 
not be known. lbe cost of running the system \\ould be 
relatively small. 

Recognizing that while it has the technology. it lacks 
the infrastructure. EA is now seeking partners alread~ 
active in the business of land decontamination\\ ith which 
to commercialize the process. 

EA estimates that there arc 90.()()(l priority contamina
ted sites in Europe and the lJS. which it belie\·es will 
generate more than £::! bn (S3. I bn) of reclamation work. 
(Source: Eumpcun Clr.:nrirnl .\".·iH. :!0-::!6 Februal} 1995) 

NEC develops recycling technique 
NEC has developed a technique for recycling waste 

material from printed circuit board production. l!p to 
9~ per cent of copper-rich metals are remo\·cd. The residue. 
mainly glass and solid epoxy resin. can be used as a filler 
for plastic mouldings_ Plastics made with this filler can be 
twice as strong as those filled with traditional materials like 
talc or calcium carbonate. (Source: Ell.'cfrtil1in Wc..klr. 
5 April 1995) 

Competitive intelligence and social advantage 
The concept of compctitiw intelligence 1CI) goes 

beyond the traditional focus on business competition. There 
are emergent tools and techniques suc.:h as groupware :md 
networking which allow the concept to be operationalized 
in terms of social advan!age. There are cowrt and O\ert 
competiti\e intelligence considerations which co\ er a wiJe 
range of data diversity. Demotic data is imponant as is the 
information available via the Internet. New forms of 
organization are emerging which add a new dimension In 
corporate intelligence work. Sources that have not hl·en 
analysed will nol provide high grade competiti\e intel
ligence. which is the product of the value added process. 
I .ibrary and infomrntion science programmes can pro\·ide 
key Cl skills such as searching. anal~sing. synthesizing. and 
interpretation . 

It is concluded that ao; wmpetitive intelligence draws 
on different ~ubjcct area~ and specialist skills. it should fit 
best \\ ith academic disciplines that span houndarieo; 
naturally such as communication or mformalion studies. A 
school with an in1cn·s1 in Cl might include systems experts. 
semioticians. marketing spe..: ia I io;ts. CO!;n i1 ive sc ient isls. and 
reference experts The skills dev~lopcd ma~ \\ell !ie outside 
lh.: traditional framework of the husiness or corporate 
lihraf}. A new Ii ind of gamesmanship may be demanded hy 
the electronic piayin!! field hy free agents or cnn1rac1 
worker-; with link or no emotional equity in huiiJings. 
collection'i. or formal profcs.,ional structures. lhe'e people 
will need 111 he adl."pl 111 navigatin.c the Internet and :;killed 
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in elec1roniceavesdropping. (Source: Lihr11n· Trt?lkis. ~ 3( ::!). 
199-1) 

Information technology-enabled change: the risks 
and rewards of business process redesign and 
automation 

The 1raditional approach to employing infonnation 
technology (IT) within the organization was to automate 
existing processes within a gi,·en function. such as finance 
or marketing. In recent years. however. the competitive 
business climate has forced many companies to undertake 
thorough-going redesigns of their operational procedures. 
implementing systems which cross functional boundaries. 
This is usually referred to as business process redesign 
(BPRl. 

A number of risks associated with process change may 
be identified. Firstly. t:1e irreversibility of t:-ie d:ange 
process increases the costs or financial risks associated\\ ith 
project failurr.. Secondly. resistance to change increases the 
risk of failure. Thirdly. the change may introdt.ce ambi
guity or uncertainty into the work of the individuals 
concerned. inducing sub-optimal perfonr.ance. Other risks 
arise out of crossing functionai boundaries. They include 
:hose associated with structural change. increased structural 
complexity and parochial ownership of the process. 

A postal survey of 300 info1.nation services directors 
produced 59 replies (20 per cent). Data derived from the 
study was used to model the respective risks and rewards 
associated with cross-function:il and intrafunctional process 
change. A higher degree of satisfaction with the outcomes 
of the fonner was recorded. but organizations contem
plating process redesign need to make provisions for the 
associated risks. (Source: Journal of Information Tech
nology. 9(4) December 1994) 

Strategic users of information technology: a longi
tudinal analysis of organization strategy and per
formance 

While discussed extensively. very few studies have 
attempted to fonnally integrate the notions of organi
zational strategy. competitive advantage. and the strategic 
use of information technology. Utilizing the typology of 
Miles and Snow. this study attempts to identity the 
strategic orientation (prospector. analyser. defender) of 
widely cited users of .. strategic infonnation technology" 
before and after the launch of their innovative systems. 
Also. measures of financial performance are compared 
between emergent groups in order to determine if any 
!>articular strategic orientation consistently outperfonns the 
others. 

In general. this study reports four findings. First. it 
appears that strategic users of information technology are 
not concentrated along a single strategic rlimension. The 
firms examined in thi-; study exhibited characteristics 
associated with each of Miles and Snow·s strategy types. 
Second. ii seems that many firms shifted strategic orien
tation after the launch of their systems. Interestingly. these 
shifts were rather dramatic and seem to represenl a 
fundamental change in strategic direction from earlier 
"prcsystcm ··operating philosophies. Third. casedes.:riptions 
along with narratives of annual reports suggest that usage 
or competitive intent of these strategic systems matche.s the 
prevailing strategic profile of the iniriating firms. In other 
words. the systems seem to support organi7.allonal stralegy. 

Finally. ii seems that prospectors and defenders realized 
significantly higher measures of financial performance 
immediately after the implemenlation of"stralegic inform~-

tion technolo!!v··: however. in the l<'n~ term no strat~2ic 
orientation siemed to outperform th~ others. (Sour~e· 
Journal of Stratt·gi,· lnformatio11 .~i·stems. 3(~1 December 
19Q4). 

Riding the information hypeway 
lnfonnation is suddenly a fashion business. The 

mainstream press has built up the expect~tions of people 
reeardine infonnation deliverv. Thev are heraldine the 
mival of the information high~ay. Ho~ever. the definition 
of this so-called information highway (or infonnation 
superhighway or infobahn. depending upon which publica
tion you read). is so fuzzy. so inexact and so exaggerated 
that it might more justifiably be deemed the infonnation 
hypeway. 

The infonnation superhighway is full of answers for 
questions. The problem is matching the question asked with 
the answer in the machine. Journaiists tend to become 
enchanted with the number of answers in the networked 
machines. They forget to ask real questions that require real 
answers-the kinds of questions asked of information pro
fessionals around the globe every day. Having hundreds of 
:housands of answers is wonderful. of course. but quantity 
and quality are not the same thing. A journalist impressed 
with quantity of infonnation confuses trivia with facts. 

There are 7.9 million subscribers to online services and 
at least three or four times that number of people who use 
the Internet. There are 91.3 million personal computer 
owners. Television set owners number in the billions. No 
wonder the information industry is hoping for digital con
vergence. If we can count television owners as online sub
scribers. we truly have an industry. It may be hype but the 
information highway has done something that the more 
traditional services have not done. It has captured public 
attention. (Source: Information World Rel'iew. December 
1994) 

Business on the Internet 
The NET has become one of the business buzzwords 

of 1994. with over 4.000 items appearing in Textline 
containing tile word Internet in 1994-a 500 per cent 
increase over 1993. In addition. there is a sharper focus on 
business aspects of the Internet. Commercial information 
providers are generally the best source for company and 
market information. Some services. such as Dialog and 
Data-Star. are accessible via the Internet as an alh:rnative 
communications route. but this is usually slower and what 
is saved on telecommunications cost may be lost in 
increased connect time charges. Other existing services 
such as Dow Jones are developing service options which 
make use of World Wide Web features. There are also 
completely new commercial services starting up on the Net. 
such as QuoteCorn and UnCover. Useful free business 
information on the Internet is usually provided by an 
individual comrany about itself; provided by a firm thal 
makes money out of other organizations by mounting da:a 
or selling services; or provided as a public service. 

The US Government's information policy has resulted 
in a large volume of data being made available fr.:e. Some 
of the freenets operated by local or state authorities in the 
I JSA provide good data on rhc local community. and there 
arc many sites. usually university-based. which focus on a 
particular topic. The llK Government ha-; a small presence 
via the Treasury pages and a CCT A site. There are also 
discussion lim and USENET groups. examples bein;; 
BllSl.IR-1. (husiness librarians~ and E-EI IROPE (for 
casrcm and central Europe). Examples of new Net-based 
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products are gi\·en under the headings: sit.:s prnvidin~ 
information about an indi\·idual compan~ and its products: 
commercial organizations taking on a public-sen-ice role: 
sites which enable product ordering: new products: sites 
acting as directories and shopping malls: new products: 
information products: and use of discussion lists and e-mail 
as an advenising medium. (Source: /nji>rmation .\lanagl'
ment Report. Janua~ llN5) 

The fHflail of the specie$ 
Electronic mail (e-mail) is analogous to its Royal Mail 

counterpan. Message!> are sent from computers to other 
computers via telephone: lines solely on the basis of an 
e-mail adc;ress. The post-box. soning otlices. transport and 
postmen are replaced in the electronic counterpart by 
computers(nodes) linked tog,.therby telephone lines. These 
nodes redirect messages to other nodes holding the 
addressee· s address. When addressees dial into their local 
node (log on). their messages are automatically downloaded 
to computers at work or in the home. and can be read at 
leisure. 

There are some catches. The first is that the Internet 
was an experimental creation and for some still is. The 
protocols lack the sophistication of. say. wordprocessing 
progrdmmes There are also substantial delays in logging 
on to the local node. If the node is down for any reason 
there is nothing to do but to wait until it is back on line. 
although most systems have an autodial facility. 

rhe l!tternet is also frontier count~'. with minimal law 
enforcement and plenty of electronic hoodlums. some of 
whom see their mission in looking over and may be disabl
ing your computers. Consequently. companies may confine 
their e-mail within their firms. and the best advice seems 
to be that external e-mail should be handled on a stand
alone machine and cenainly not by any machine or net
work ca~·ing sensitive infonnation. (Source: /.cam~·d 
f'uhlishin>{. 8( I) January 1995) 

Some thoughts and predictions (on the lntem'Jt 
Age) 

We have recently begun the third stage of the elec
tronic information revolution--what we will probably come 
to call the Internet Age. The location of information v.:11 
become less and less rele\:ant as we can move information 
around more and more readily. The nature of the relation
ship between the players in the information arena will Le 
up for grabs in an increasingly complex environment. The 
Internet will continue its exponential growth. al least 
through the end of this century. 

The use of public key encryption will become routine. 
Probably by the end of this century. when we e-mail a 
message to a colleague then encryption via your colleague· s 
public key. which will be kept both by your interface 
package and in a directory system available to al: Internet 
users. will he the automatic default option. and if we want 
to send a n.essage in the clear we will have to specify sn. 
Commercial transaction;; will behave similarly. Indeed it is 
the need for secure and reliable commercial traffic that will 
drive this development. 

Another prediction is that the ability to cram more and 
more dala down an ordinary tele;ihonc wire will continue 
its exponential growth. and that by 200 I the connections 10 

the house that already exisls will carry at least two simul· 
taneous full video channels and two voice conversations. 
This. coupled wirh the dcvelopmcnr of high throughp.il 
servers. will render the cahle companies and our present 
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discussion of 500 channels an inlerim tcchnolo~v. (Source: 
011/i11l' und CORO.\/ R.:i·il'!I-. 18(6) Deccmber-i«N-t) 

Electronics industry get serious about the 
environment 

While: the electronics indust~· in the United States may 
appear to be: in the forefront of prote.:ting the em·ironment. 
the issue is now a global one:. 

In May I 99-t for example. a conforencc titled ... rhe 
World's Environment- Where the Electronics Industry 
Wants to be in the Year 2000'-. was held in Brussels. This 
summit marked the first time that experts in worker safety. 
health and the environment joined to a'iSess the impact of 
semiconductor manufact:.iring on a global basis. 

rhe cveilt was hosted by the European Electronic 
C omponcnt Manufacturers Association and co-sponsored by 
the Electronic Industries Association ot Japan. the Korea 
Semiconductor lndt:srry Association and the Semiconductor 
Industry Association. 

Meanwhile. SEMA TECH funded four new uni\•crsity
based em·ironment. safcty and health (ES&H1 resean: .. 
projects. The Semiconductor Research Corp. (SRCl will 
manage the projects. These tasks are additions to the 28 
with identified ES&H objectives which SRC has funded 
and manages at 15 universities. Two of the new projects 
focus on water use in chip makir.g. the third relates to 
chemical use and the fourth will study lithography. 

At the Uni\•ersity of Arizona. researchers will develop 
tools and techniques to overcome technical obstacles related 
to ultrapurc water recycling in semiconductor manufacture. 
Stanford. meanwhile. will provide critical models. metho
dologies and sensors to optimize surface preparation and DI 
water rinses. The goal is to achieve lower water use and 
reduced costs in chip making. as well as better perfor
mance. 

Nonh Carolina State University will determine methods 
to sense emissions which might be environmentally harmful 
and optimize processes amJ equipment to cut emissions. 

Finally. the University of Texas will work on develop
ing new resist materials designed to minimize the environ
mental impact of the lithography process. The research will 
include an exploration of new imaging chemistry that could 
pro\'ide a means for water-borne coating and development. 
(Reprinted with permission from Semicond11,·tor Inter
national Maga:inc. December 199-t. Copyright I 9Q-t by 
Cahncrs Publishing Co .. Des Phines. IL. USA) 

Will eastern Europe be the world's next chip 
assembly capital? 

Asia has been the capital for parkage assembly for at 
least two decades. From time to time. orhcr regions. 
Bangladesh and Casablanca in Morocco. for example. hid 
for some of the package foundry business. Joining 11at 
~hort list soon will be such countries as Belarus. 

With lhe fall of lhe Iron Curtain. do not he surprised 
to sec Eastern l:loc republics entering the package foundry 
business. 10 supply mostly lJS and western European 
companies. 

One of the first .:ounlries to vie for western business is 
Belarus (fonnerly Byelorussia). Through a lJS contract for 
more rhan SR million. the Kras Corp.. Fairless Hills. 
Pennsylvania. has been selected to upgrade Integral 
Sem iconduclor. Belarus· l.1rgest device maker. Through 
contracts like rhis one. lhe l JS plans to help domestic 
companies upgrade former l!SSR defence lirms into non
military enterprises. Kras "ill work with Amkor 



Electronics to upgrade Integral with state-of-the-art 
assembly equipment. 

A separate manufacturing module. kr.own as lntekras. 
will be set up to handle foreign contract assembly work for 
Amkor. 

Packages assembled in Belarus will meet quality 
specifications virtually identical to established plants in 
Asia. 

Integral in Minsk. the capital of Belarus. is the largest 
semiconductor maker in the former Soviec Union. At one 
time. Integral employed -10.000 workers in six Belarus 
factories-about 10 per cent of the city's population. 
Integral also has several fabs. but front-end processing is 
not included in the Kras contract. ( l<.eprinted with 
permission from Semic:onJu,·tor International Magt.eillt!. 
N..>\·ember 1994. Copyright 1994 by Cahners Publishing 
Co .. Des Plaines. IL. USA) 

Digital rights: ideas of openness and free 
exchange of information are clashing with the 
right to control creative material on the Internet 

As the concepts of freedom of speech and of the press 
gained currency. so did copyright law emerge as a means 
of protecting the rights of those creating original material. 
Ir.creased media and public interest in the Internet is now 
raising issues of how those rights and freedoms may 
conflict. 

By its very nature, the Internet developed in larJ!ely 
anarchic fashion. with no central direction or control. Manv 
users have relished the freedom with which scanned-in text 
and images may be exchanged over lhe Net. and would 
fiercely resent any attempt to curtail such activities. The 
growing interest of commercial concerns in the Net. 
however. means that copyright laws will be enforced more 
strongly and coherently than has previously been the case. 

Certain myths regarding copyright are common. There 
is the idea that infringement oniy occurs if a charge is 
made for the pirated work whereas in truth. the distribution 
alone constitutes infringement. Another notion is that 
copying a single article or image-as opposec! to a whole 
book-does not break the law. US law is. however. quite 
specific: once an original work is created. the author enjoys 
full rights in that item. including those of reproduction and 
distribution. Playhoy, for example, successfully obtained an 
injunction preventing images being scanned and uploaded 
to a Florida BBS. 

An individual author may not place a copyright notice 
on a work to enjoy protection, but it is helpful if a case 
must be pursued in law. The wo1~ can also be registered 
with the US Copyright Office. (Source: Internet Wnrld, 
November/December 1994) 

The trouble with IT 
A recent seminar focused on the disillusionment with 

IT experienced by many users. For many companies. IT 
has at best automated yesterday's manual systems, at worst 
let\ them with ill-assnrted systems apparently incapable of 
supplying the information needed by the business. Many 
are now reducing IT budgets and subcontracting their 
computer operations to third parties. 

The recession has caused IT budgets to he put under 
much closer scrutiny than has previously been the case. In 
the past. the mystery surrounding IT meant that it escaped 
cutbacks when times were hard. hut this i~ no longer the 
case. lJS surveys have suggested that companies have 
gained at most a I per cent improvement in productivity, 

throut?h the introducti(>n of IT. causint? senior manaeement 
to tdome sceptical as • egards its alleged benefits. -

In part. the emphasis on hard- ~d software. rather than 
on solutions to business problems. has played a part in 
excluding senior managers from the procurement process 
and therefore specifying what is required in terms of results 
rather than performance measured in millions of instruc
tions per second. 

Abandonment of IT by outsourcing. how.:ver. can mean 
that companies are disregarding a key competitive weapon. 
The combination of technology and creative bt siness 
thinking can be a powerfol one: First Direct in banking. 
and Direct Line in insurance. provide examples. Some 
company boards. however. persist in regarding IT as an 
overhead rather than as a valuable re~\lurce. Moreover, 
even when they acknowledge that IT must be employ'!d. 
they tend to concentrate on tactical issues, or what the 
competition is doing. ratherthan on the long-term potential 
of IT to re-make the business. (Source: .A.fanagement 
Today. November 1994) 

Virtual organization: a vision of management in 
the information age 

Virtual organization is an assessment of a new 
paradigm of organization a.,d management. Like most new 
ideas, virtual organization is not entirely new-some of its 
components are recognizable from earlier concepts of 
organization. However, the integration of all the compo-
11ents does signal something new and revolutionary. Its 
revolutionary character stems from the prindple of 
switching (i.e. shifting between means for satisfying a 
need). which calls upon management to maintain a logical 
separation between abstract requirements and the concrete 
means for their satisfaction. Advanced informalion techno
logy makes it possible to realize virtual organizatiJn in 
practice, and !he paradigm is clearly manifest in the 
Op.!rations of some innovative firms. 

Tne economic and social significance of virtual 
organization in the future is likely to be comparable to that 
of the factory in an earlier period. Properly implemented. 
virtual organization may deliver increases m efficiency a;1d 
effectiveness on an unprecedented scale. At the same time. 
it may siimulate social changes at least as far-reaching as 
those aswciated with the industrial revolution. This article 
provides a precise definition of virtual organization anti 
undertakes to justify these daims about the new paradign:. 
(Source: The Information Socie~r. Vol. 10, October/ 
December 1994) 

Women and information technology opportunities 
and challenges-a social issue 

Information technology is driving us towards a digital 
world. What we see now is the beginning of a long road 
which changes many if not all aspects of our lives, 
including our workplace, leisure, creativity, and family life. 
This provides important challenges for society to cope with 
and creates new opportunities. for women to strengthen 
their role in so<::iety. The following qu\Jtation from l&T 
Magazine shows us the digital world as it will be, perhaps 
in the first decade of the twenty-first century: 

..Homes and offices are now connected at minimal 
cost to thousands of pcwerful and easy-to-use digital 
services. The precursor of them all was the French 
Minitel at the end of the twentieth century. These 
services cover about all of human activities rang
ing from working at home - independently or for a 
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company-to !he distribution of music. movu:s. 
rnstom-made news or cooking recipes directly 
displayed in the kitchen. 

.. The quantity and the richness of the resources 
made available to a!.nost e\'crybody ha-; given rise to 
new sources of n-vcnuc rewarding the crcati\'c intel
lectual production l.lf all individuals. For , .. ~ample. an 
attractive or interesting photograph (digital of course) 
can be lo:idcd from your home in Sp.!cializcddatabaS(.s 
served by infonnation agencies. Ha\'ing specified from 
your terminal the owner of the information as well as 
the fees attached to future use of your c:reation. you 
will be automatically paid should anyone find your 
creation useful fer his personal or professional use. The 
information will be automatically deleted frc .1 tt.e 
database or returned to you if after a certain period of 
time it has not been accessed by potential users. 
Indeed. a new protession has been created just for 
tracking information pNentially interesting for certain 
organizations. for example news agencies. 

··on the other hand. you can pzy for any inforn1ation 
or services ~ou use with a personalized ·smart· 
copyrigh!ipayment card. This card is used as an 
electronic debit card for gener:il-purpose payments bu: 
also has particubr features specifi: to \:errain 
applications. For copyright operations payJ"lents are 
made instantly on-line when you are connected to a 
server. For off-line opt:rations. payments <Jrc debited 
from a prepaid amount loaded in your card and the 
information to whom the payment has to be relayed
( copyright ownt:rs and servi-::e providers~is trans
mitted each time you re-load your card to rtnew the 
prepaid amount stored in it or whenever you make an 
on-line transaction. 

.. One of the most popular services is to get well
known paintings of famous artists displayed on large 
extra-flat LCD screens. with colorimetric correction 
features. hung on your walls: usage fees could be for 
just one evening or for a whole year. and the image 
disappears automatically al the end of the rental 
period.·· 
However, looking al the closer future between the 

present and the end of this century. some applications could 
change the office environment, also within the UN system. 
fundJmentally from the one we are accustomed to. 

Let us consider. for example. the already existing 
.. taiking dictation computer" which. although its use is not 
yet widespread. can produce an electronic or, if needed. 
printed copy of a dictation. How many relatively low
skilled jobs will b~ eliminated by this device? This could 
certainly be considered as an example of a labour
endangering phenomenon such as those which have accom
panied the development of information technology almost 
from their advent. It ma). however, be regarded 
differently---as an example of lhe new informal ion environ
ment in which change is the essence of reality. This iirings 
a new element to our lives: one which has been absent in 
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all past generatio:1s of humankind. and one \\ hich is. 10 
some extent. psychologically dillicult for ti-. individual to 
cope with. 

This problem results from the fact that human beings 
are most apt to learn in their youth. In the past. skills 
acquired in one's ycuth sufficed to cope with the techno
social en\'ironment throughout one's whole lite. Now 
change is \·ery fast. ;md those born more than half a 
century ago now live in a world not 0·1!\' technically but 
also socially essentially ditlerent from tile· one they grew 
up in. In many .:ases this has resulted in difficult adaptation 
to the new working and social environment. sometimes 
leading e'ren to alienation. One should realize. howe\'er. 
that from our generation on this will continue. and we. as 
well as the next generation. must learn to li\'e in such a 
dynar.ticaliy changing world. 

For women. however. the situ.uion is easier than for 
men. Antt>ropologists tell us that women as a ge11ler are 
bet\er adapted than men for coping with complicated social 
environments. Therefore. th<!ir chances of adapting to the 
l·hanges brought on our lives by advances in information 
technology are more favourable. 

To contend with these circumstances. howe\'er. an 
awarenesc; must be created that these constant changes arc 
ine\·itable. The first conclusion is obvious. The rapidly 
changing work en-.-ironmen: and social world generally 
require a life-long 'earning process for everyone. 

Information technology 1101 only invokes the pressure 
for permanent learning. but also provides the means to 
implement it. The use of satellite as well as terrestrial 
communication lines .'x di~tance learning. and broadband 
tclematics for interactive video. video conferencing for 
professional training. and INTERNET as a global sy~stem 
for virtual uni\'ersity. are just some of the means offered. 

The vital task for organizations and institutions. in our 
case the UN system. is to make these new educational 
means easily available as soe>n as possible. In our competi
tive world those who appror:riate these means early will 
have a tremendous advantage over the latecomer. Thus. the 
recommendation to bring the availability of information 
technology to women. independert of their current pro
fessional position within the UN system. provides them 
with opportunities 10t only to keep up with the develop
ment of information tt>chnology needed in their present 
work. but also opens avenues to develop new skills in areas 
which are now emerging (e.g .. 1he virtual library) and will 
continue to materializt in fu•ure . 

Therefore. new information technology should not be 
regarded as a threat to the established labour modes. but 
rather as an opport•mity for women to jump into an 
emerging labour niche. providing a chanct" 10 master skills 
now in short supply on the labour markc.:t. and lhuc; 
ensconce themselves as highly qualified and singular 
specialists. (Taken frcm a paper preparer1 hy Konrad 
Fialkowski for a seminar on Women and the IJniled 
Nations· -Reflections and New I lori1ons. held al Vienna. 
Austria, on 4-5 May 1995) 
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C. NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

Biocompu!ing could fast outdo the chip 
A promising new avenue is opening in computer 

science. Spurred by a paper published a few months ago 
describing the solution of a difficult mathematical problem 
using the chemical units of DNA as computing s~mools. 
researchers are planning !'ystems that would use the genetic 
material for computations that would in some cases thwart 
even the fastest supercomputers. 

One new proposal is for a memol')· bank containing 
more than a pound of DNA molecules suspend(d in about 
1.000 quarts of fluid. in a tank about a yard square. Such 
a bank would be mv.·e capacious than all the memories of 
all the computers ever made. The reason is that chem;..::al 
reactions occur vel')· fast and in parallel. so that if the DNA 
molecules are S}nthesized with a chemical structure that 
represe.nts numerical ir.formarion. a vast amount of number
crunching is done as the reaction proceeds. 

Another project is a computation that wouid involve 
manipulating DNA molecules. It would take four months 
to complete and would yield. at its end. the answer to a 
problem that. with a conventional computer. would require 
more operations than al: those ever performed on all the 
computers ever built. 

Computer scientists have sketched out ways in which 
DNA computing systems might in principle break the 
Government's data encryption standard system and attack 
the notorious challenge '.;nown as the satisfiability problem. 

Researchers explain that they now realize that in DNA 
nature has created an extraordinary. special purpose com
puting system. DNA and the genetic machinery that pro
cesses it store and retrieve a prodigiou'i amount of 
information-all that is needed to design and maintain 
every kind of living organism. Scientists think they can 
make DNA work for them by using the same ger.c:ir 
machinery that generates living organisms ro rnlve 
mathematical problems. 

The nascent field of DNA computing gol started only 
five months ago with an article in Sdence by a leading 
computer theorist. Dr. Leonard Adleman of the University 
of Southern California in Los Angeles. Dr. Adleman 
explained how a problem cou!d be set up by synthesizing 
ONA molecules with a partkular sequence. and solved by 
letting the DNA molecule~ react in a test tube. producing 
a molecule whose sequence is the answer. In his paper he 
recounted how he had put his th..:ory into practice h~ 
;olving a standard problem with a UNA n:action system. 

Dr. Adlemaa dubbed his DNA computer the TT- I 00. 
for test tuhe tilled with 100 microlitres. or ahout onc
!iftieth of a teaspoon of fluid. which is all it took for the 
reactions to occ~·r. 

Conventional computers represent information in terms 
of zeros and ones. physically expressed in terms of the 
flow of electrons through logical circuits. Builders of DNA 
computers represent infom1a1ion in term~ of the chemical 
units of DNA. Cah.:ulating with an ordinary computer is 
done with a program that inslructs electrons lo travel on 
parti1.:ular paths: with a f)!'; i\ computer. calculation require~ 
synth.:sizing particular sequem:ernf l>NA and letting them 
react in a test tube. In a scheme devised hy Dr. Lipton of 
Princeton University. the logical command .. and.. is 
performed hy separ;iting DNA strands according lo thei; 

sequences. and the command ··or .. is done by pouring 
together DNA solutions containing specific sequences. 

The .id vantages of DNA computers would be that they 
are a billion times as energy etlicient as cvnventional 
computers. And they use just a trillionth of the space to 
store information. 

But. most important. computer scientists describe DNA 
computers as .. massively parallel". meaning that with 
billions or trillions of DNA molecules undenwine the 
chemical reactions it would be possible to -do 'ffiore 
operations ac once than all the computers in the world 
working together could ever accomplish. For example. a 
DNA computer could easily have 10=0 DNA molecules 
(that number is I followed by 20 zeros) in a tiny test tube 
doini; calculationssimultaneously. A conventionalcomputer 
would have no more than a few hundred to perhaps a 
thousand independent processors. 

No one expects DNA computers to replace laptops or 
other computers based on silicon. Instead. researchers said. 
the two types of computers could complement each other. 
perhaps in the form of hybrid machines. Some memol')-. for 
example. might be stored in DNA. or certain huge calcu
lations might be done in the laboratory with DNA and the 
results fed ;nto a conventional computer for further 
analysis. 

One of the simplest ways to use DNA might be as a 
memol')· system. The information could be encoded into 
DNA sequences and the DNA could b~ stort:d. To retrieve 
data. it would only be necessal')· to search f.>r a small part 
of it-a key word for example-by adding a DNA strand 
de~igned so that its sequence sticks to the key worJ 
wherever it appears on the DNA. 

A DNA memory could hold more words than all the 
com'1ut..r memories ever made. For example. with DNA. 
some 1014 words could fit easily in a test tube. 

Searching a DNA computer memol')· would be slow. 
however. taking about 17 minuk, to nearly three hours to 
find a sequence. so it would be most u~eful when speed is 
not of the essence. 

Still. DNA computers might solve certain kinds of 
problems faster than the fastest supercomputer. One is the 
sat1sfiahili1y problem. a not.1riously diffo:ult computer 
science problem that involves lengthy logical equations. A 
ONA computer should he able to solve a satisfiability 
prohlem with 70 variahles and 1.000 and-or connections. 

A possible approach to such a problem would h.: to 
assign various DNA sequences to represent zeros and ones 
at the various positions of a 70-digit binary numher. Vast 
numbers of these sequences would be mixed together. 
generating longer molecules corresponding to evel')' 
possible 70-digit sequence. (Larger and smaller numbers 
would also be generated hut they would he screened out.) 

This solution of70-digit numhcrs would then he mixed 
and separated in a series of operation~. corresponding to the 
.. and .. and .. or .. commands of a computer program. !-'or 
example. the logical statement ··x or Y .. is true if X is true 
or if Y is true. To simulate that. •he scientists would pour 
the DNA strands corresponding to .. X' together with those 
corre~ponding !o .. Y ... In the end. the l>NA molecules that 
emerge from this process. if any. would rcprc~enl the 
~olutions to the problem. 
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D"IA Compatrn: Pro and l"r>a 

Although bi.>logical computing is still in its inl3110:}. scicnlists an: 
aln:ad} speculilling 3bout its pra.:1!c;il aJnnrag.:s arid 

disiMh aniages. 

D"IA. Bawd Computu c·bi~ba~d Computrr 

Could do u:di .. idual operations l:Jo.:s indi .. idu:il <>pcrations 
"a)" >k"~ I}· "a) fast 

·-
Could di.> billit>ns <•f operations Can do signilicantly f.:\\cr 
al llO\."l: operations ill on.:c: 

V asl po1cn1ial :nemo~ in " !las a signiticantl} smaller 
small space lllCIU<~ 

·-
Sc:ning up a prul>lem \\<•uld he 

I 
Sc:Pini: up a pml>lem mcrd} 

ditfo:ull rcquin:1g S} nthc ,is of requires punching in the 
spci:itk m••l.:cuks numhc:~ lo be: calculai.:J 

Requires less encri;.} 

I 
lla.'i sign;:icanl encrg}· 
n:quin:mi:nl'i 

DNA is subject 10 ph} si.:31 l'kcuonic da!i1 an: \·ulni:r.al>le 
damage and dclc:rioralion but ba.:kup copies can bi: made: 

Th,•-'"""" fork 11-s 

(Extracted from Deccan Ht•rald. 15 May 1995) 

Breakthrough in superco:1ducting 
US Government researchers claim to have created a 

breakthrough superconducting material that is flexible 
rather than brittle and can be used in a wide number of 
applications. 

Scientists at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in 
New Mexico described the new material at a meeting of 
the Materials Research Society. 

They demonstrated a flexible metal and ceramic foil 
that they said can be made into wires with a huge current 
carrying car . .,;ity at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 

The superconductor is a ceramic mat'!rial based on 
yttrium barium copper oxide deposited on a nickel tape to 
give it flexibility. Pre11ious superconducting materials ha..,·e 
heen too brittle to form wires. 

The superconducting material is said to carry more than 
I million amperes per sq cm compared with No. I:! copper 
wire thal carries 800 A per sq cm (Source: Ehxtronic.\ 
w ... "·klr. 26 April I Q9:'i) 

Journey to the centre of the chip 
Chip designers in the near future may ··ny-· around 

their complex creation\ with 11irtual reality systems. 
according to a top chip design expert at California's 
prestigious Stanford Univcrsity. 

According lo Robert D111ton. professor of electric.:al 
cngineering and chief ~cientist at Stanford's Center for 
Integrated Systems (CISI. virtual H'ality systems for chip 
designers mighl soon hec.:omc the nonn in order 10 deal 
with lhe complcxilies of designing ever .>mailer 1.:ircuils. 
The smaller chip feature sizes will require 3-D modelling 
~ystems which can he easily adapted to become virtual 
reality '}sterns where designers don ~pecial goggles ;ind 
slip on dala gloves to navigate through suhrnicron 
geomelrie~. 

Dutton believes that the development of 3-D mode II in~ 
systems will be essential to foture chip design simply 
because (lf the laws of physics. As chip element sizes head 
towards the 0. I µm and sub-0. I µm scales. el .. "'Ctron inter
actions begin to change. requiring chip modelling sy~tems 
to take into account effe1.:ts between electrons and the edge 
of transistor devices. -

This will require 3-D simulation and the ~olving of 
large numbers of simultaneous partial ditTen:~tial 
equations-well beyond the scope of today·s chip model
ling systems running on high end workstations. 

One answer to this formidable computational problem 
is to use computers with se..-eral. or even hundreds ot: 
microprocessors operating in parallel. with each processor 
tackling pan of the equation !)Olving. While parallel 
processing computers are capable of incredible processing 
performance. thi> y can only achiew their potential provided 
that special software can be written that can break up a 
problem into tasks that can be run simultaneo~sly. 

This is where the Stanford researchers believe that they 
l:ave achieved a breakthrough towards the eventual goal of 
3-D chip modelling. Using 2-D chip modelling tool!> 
already offers chip companies considerable cost sa11ings in 
the millions of dollars range and cuts down on chip design 
time to bring additional competitive advantages. Using 3-D 
modelling techniqu.!s offers the potential for e"lien greater 
savings. 

An IBM SP-2 system ··orings three-dimensional simula
tion capability down to <t price that semiconductor cnm
panies can afford. It also runs fast enough so tha, designers 
can rt.:ally use it. At these rates. 3-0 will take about the 
same tim.: to run as current two-dimensional simulations"'. 
Dutton said. 

There is also the potential to port the Stanford 
de\eloped algorithm to smaller and cheaper parallel 
processing workstations that while solving only several 
thousand fquations simultaneously. would still offer 
C<lmpelling cost ?.nd time savings. The algorithm can also 
be adapted to speeding up :!-D chip modelling systems. 

The algorithm hJs alreJdy been incorporated into a new 
11ersion of the PISCES chip modt•lling program which 
models the behavicur of electronic de11ices in complex 
microjlroces:.ors. IBM is \er: interested in the techn.1logy 
and is working with Stanford researchers to incorporate the 
algorithm into its 3-D FIEL-DA Y chip simulation software. 

'"There are some new technologies. like sub-tenth
micron CMOS. silicon-on-insulator and silicon-germ;iniu:n 
technology, where we do not really capture all the 
behaviour corrcctl~ in 2-D. so we reall) need 3-D model
ling··. said Ro:iald Knepper. an IHM researcher wori-ing 
wilh Stanford's CIS. 

Dullon also secs 3-D modelling t:ccomin~ an esser.tial 
component in the design of op1,1clcctronic devi..:es. and 
microscopic mac~.in.:s suLh as ac..:eicromctersuse<.1 in auto
mohik air hags. (Souicc· F..lcdromn lfrckfr. I:! April 
1995) 

Plastic transistor technology 
With lhc latcsl advantages in plastic lransi,tor 

lechnology it v.111 ~non he a simple mailer of rolling up 
your laptop computer and placini.: it in your p11ckct 

I Ip to now throughout lhc electronics industry. all 
semicondu~lor de11ice~: have h1:en fahricatcJ from sili1.:on or 
gallium-arsenide. hui sci1:111i~1s at lhe l.ahoralory for 
Moler.ular Materials. a divi~ion of C'NRS in lhiai~ in 
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France. lead by Francis Gamier. have shown that organic 
polymer materials can be used to produce just as good elec
tronic devices as silicon. TI1e all-polymer dc\·ices show 
go'ld electrical characteristics. are fully flexible and above 
all they are considerably cheaper to manufacture than 
silicon. 

The first work on this subject started five years ago 
under the umbrella of the Ministry of Research in France 
which partly sponsored it. CNRS Thomson Electronics and 
Philips were al! involved in this project. Now interest in 
these devices is rising and many large electronics firms are 
already researching the possibilities of using them in many 
applications which will replace silicon-based transistors. 

The structure for silicon and gallium-arsenide is crys
talline. whilst organic materials contain carbon molecules 
which are fairly large. This molecular size affects the size 
of the electronic device. But it is this molecular structure 
and the weak Van der Waals interactions. with low 
cohesion characteristics. which allow the easy processing of 
organic materials. 

The main advantages of polymer transistors ar..: their 
flexibility and ability to bend. twist or even be rolled with
out their electrical properties being affected. They alst' 
have very good optical properties. and can be easily pro
cessed. even on large surfaces. 

l\.esearchersdeveloped the first polymer substrate semi
conductor device. ini!ially with metal electrodes. These 
devices showed better carrier velocities and good electrical 
characteristics. but \\'ere unstable with the metal contacts 
breaking off due ~o mechanical incompatibility with the 
flexible substrates. 

Continuation of the research into these devices led to 
two major breakthroughs. One was relat::d to the molecular 
structure of the poiymer material. The other was related to 
the w0rk of Dr. Richard Fric>nd at the University of 
Cambridge, who showed that an organic semiconductor 
could be efficiently used as an active layer in electro
luminescent diodes. 

The all-polymer device is still relatively large, but by 
using convectional printing techniques the channel lengt~s 
can be reduced to 50 µm and channel widths from between 
0.5 mm and i mm. These dimensions still compare un
favourably with a silicon transistor's .:hannel lengths. which 
range between 2 and 5 µm. 

But even with these dimensions the new polymer de
vices can find use<. esrecially in macrosized applications 
such as displays. elcrtrode arrays, photovoltaic cells. smart 
cards and control ekctronics for plas1ic LEDs. 

The first low-g··,~·!e applications are expected as soon 
as 1996 and 1997. 

But one very i1lleresting aspect of these devices is in 
the way they can he produced in volume. Researchers have 
shown that web printing techniques similar lo those used in 
publish:ag will be a good method of manufacturing them. 

This will reduce the cost re!ated to volume fabrication 
drastically. opening the way for large-area, low-cost plastic 
electronics. (Extracted from UcL'lromc.f Wcer;~r. 
29 March 1995) 

X-ray chips 
In February 1995, the world's first working samples of 

I Ghil DRAMs were unveiled at the ISSC(' chip confer
ence in San Francisco. 

The devices shown hy NIT and llitachi were l!thori
ou~ly hand-crafted I (ih1! DRAMs will nor be in com-

mercial production until after the year 2000. Yet. less than 
a week after the ISSCC presentations. a production facility 
capable of drawing lines on a wafer ti1in enough to make 
a 16 Gbit DRAM was formally opened. 

Based at Sandia National Laboratories in Livermore. 
CaiifClmia. the facility uses soft X-rays to draw lines spaced 
just 0.1 µm apart on a silicon water. 

The production line is the result of a five-year colla
boration between Sandia and the lithography research 
department at AT & T's Bell Laboratories. It is the first 
complete lithograplay system in the world capable of 
producing 0.1 µm features on a wafer. 

The team which developed the system believes that it 
could form the basis of a commercial production line that 
would be simpler. cheaper and more compact than any 
other proposed 0.1 µm production technology. such as syn
chrotron hard X-ray lithography or systems based on beams 
of electrons or ions. They are alo;o confident that the tech
nology can be extended well beyond the 0.1 µm generation. 

The Sandia/ AT & T system includes virtually all the ele
ments needed for a commercial production line. including 
a laser source. reflecting masks. X-ray imaging optics to 
focus the mask pattern on a wafer. X-ray photoresists and 
a sophisticated alignment system using magnetic levitation 
to reposition the wafer accurately between lithography 
steps. (Extracted from Electronics Wed(v, 8 March 1995) 

Big power in little package 
Ultralife Technology has announced wh1t it claimed to 

be the world's first commercially available rechargeable 
lithium-ion solic! polymer battery. which has the potential 
to be small and flexible enough to fit int~ a ski glove. 

It consists of several ·Myers. the core of which is a 
polymer membrane that represents the solid state 
electrolyte. It has a carbonaceous anode and a lithiated 
metal oxide cathode. The whole structure is housed in thin 
plastic foil. The battery's size, weight, efficiency and 
rohustness properties are panicularly suitable to one of the 
biggest emerging markets for compact battery cells, that is 
mobile phones and laptop computer terminals. 

By using a solid state polymer electrolyte the battery 
has the characteristics of being lightweight. with high 
energy that proportim1ately turns into long-lite of up to 
I 0 years. It is also easy and cost effective to manufacture 
and it is environmentally friendly. 

Currently the market for halleries i.; split into 
two groups. primary hareries. the disposable · ines. and the 
secondary batteries. the rechargeable ones. Th~, t 1tal battery 
market by the year 2000 is predicted to rea:;h a value of 
$45 billion which will split equally in value over primary 
and secondary batreries. The marke! for high performance 
rechargl·able batteries is estimated to be in excess of 
H billion and is growing fast. With a CAGR of 20 per 
cent its growth is closdy linked with the rapid growth of 
cellular phones. laptop computers. camcorders and smart 
cards. 

The lithium-ion solid polymer battery can handle up to 
2.000 charge/discharge cycles ;ind the actual achieved 
energy densities arc relater! to the battery's discharge rate. 
Its energy density can he up to 125 Watt-hours per kilo
gram. The rechargeable hatlcry can deliver :wo to three 
times as much energy :is nickel-cadmium halteries of c0m
parahle si;,e. 

Length of operation before recharge is one of the most 
critical parameters when choosing a hallery for any ilpplica-
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lion. The lithium-ion baneries can operate between two and 
four times longer than conventional carbon-zinc ar.d alka
line primary batteries. depending on the applicatioo and 
operating environment. The baneries self discharge at ies~ 
than I 0 per cent per month and there is no memory effect. 
Baneries can be recharged after brief periods of use with 
no loss of capacity. 

This type of battery is up to 25 per cent lighter than 
conventional primary baneries. The operating voltage of the 
cell is 3.5 V. which is nearly three times that of nickel
cadrnium or nickel metal hydride cells. used in today's 
mobile phones. It can also be fully charged in ari hour. 

Other organizations which have been developing this 
kind of banery are the UK Atomic Energy Authority·s 
R&D facility, AEA Technology and the US-based Valence 
Technologies. AEA Technology was developing a more ef
ficient cell for electric vehicles. 

Valence last year was in a deal with Motorola to 
develop a large quantity of lithium-ion batteries for 
Motorola's cellular phones. However. Valence failed to 
deliver on time leaving Motorola searching for the next 
technological partner ·to develop solid state polymer 
batteries. 

Ultralife's CEO Bruce Jagid said that the company had 
recently won an exclusive contract fmm <t large tele
communications company to c;upply up to 10 million 
lithium-ion polymer cells over the next three years. which 
he confirmed will be used in cellular phones. But Jagid 
would not confirm whether this was the Motorola contract. 

Ultralife's expertise comes from many places and in 
June last year it acquired UK-based Dowty Batteries of 
Abingdon. Before the acquisition. Dowty was part of the 
Tl Group. It manufactured a variety of lithium batteries 
and it was renowned as the world's largest producer of sea
water batteries. Dowty was particularly strong in the re
search and development of advanced-technology lithium 
batteries. an expertise that \loas transferred to Ultralife with 
the acquisition. 

"Dowty's assets blend perfectly with Ultralife's short
and long-term strategies. The combined resources create a 
strong company ready to intcoduce an exciting new tech
nology for the next generation of wireless electronic 
products", said Jagid. 

The buy-out had a double effect. With the injection of 
cash that Ultralife brought into Dowty. the turnover in
creased. the number of employees wP.nt up and the com
pany is looking forward to increasing its production 
capacity from 1,500 cells per day to 5,000. There is talk of 
further expansion and the possibility of Abingdon being 
turned into a major manufacturing site within the next 
12 months. 

"Now we are the fastest growing battery manufacturer 
in lhe UK. And with the support we are getting from Ultra
life this trend will continue". said David Goodwin. 
mar.aging director of Ultralife (UK). 

The development of lithium-ion cell technology for the 
mobile phone market was an important factor in the Dowty 
acquisition. lJltralifc recognizes the strength of the 
European market where cellular technologies arc moving 
fasl and is considering the possibility of manufacturing 
lithium-ion cells in the UK. 

"We would like to see a manufacturing facility for 
solid state balleries in the IJK. The tendency is that we will 
build ii in Ahingdon hecausc from there we can support 

Europe ... said Jagid. (Source: Elt:c:tronilJ H"ed:(r. 5 April 
1995) 

Osaka University develops CLBO crystal for 
sensing element 

Professor Tomotaka Sasaki et al. of Osaka University. 
College of Engineering. Department of Electrical En
gineering. have succeeded in developing a selenium
lithium-borate (CLBO) crystal wh:ch converts infrared 
lasers into ultraviolet lasers. It has a high performance. 
covering the defects of conventional wavelength conversion 
crystals. including a broad area of short wa\·elength 
conversion up to 213 nanometres. Focusing on short wave
length conversion of solid infrared lasers such as neo
dymium Y AG lasers instead of excimer lasers. which have 
a problem of longevity at present. would be linked to 
implementation of a fully solid-state .iltr.1violet laser. 

CLBO crystalline gro\\1h was achieved by the top seed 
growth method in which boron oxide. lithium oxide and 
caesium oxide were mixed at a fixed proportion and heated 
to a temperature of sso· C. Professor Sasaki discovered 
that CLBO has the optical characteristic of generating 
ultraviolet rays upon laser input to CLBO crystals. More
over. a short wavelength of 266 nanometres to 213 nano
metres was the output in the ultraviolet range. Crystalline 
growth is also very rapid. and the researchers succeeded in 
growing ultra-large crystals of I 0 cm= in I 0 days. The 
conversion efficiency of these crystals is in the cla!!>s of 
second harmonic generation (SHG) devices. but they have 
been confirmed to have higher c:: ·stalline cuning properties 
and impact resistance. The wavdength of infrared lasers 
could be shortened to the ultraviolet range by stacking two 
or three CLBO devices. In addition. the wavelength conver
sion efficiency rises as higher-output lasers are input. 

A solid-state neodymium Y AG laser using a semi
conductor laser as the excitation source is in the infrared 
oscillation wavelength, but barium or borates. which 
shorten the wavelength to the ultraviolet wavelength. can 
achieve a 200 nanometre wavelength. However. the wave
length conversion is obstructed when greaterpowe~ is input 
to raise the conversion efficiency. and the proMem 11f lase 
optical absorption arises. 

Furthermore. lithium borate has the defect of inahilit) 
to output at wavelen£ths shorter than 300 nanometres. and 
the crystalline growth i~ slow. Growth of a large crystal 1.s 

difficult. which makes it unsuited for commercialiution. 
However. solidification of an exposure light source for 

ultra-fine processing equipment becomes pos~ible ~1ric1~ a 
short wavelength ultraviolet laser. which was impos~ihk 
using lithium and borate. can be generated by <.:ombining 
CLBO with a neodymium YAG laser. Pattern transfer tech
nology at the 0. 15 micron level is necessary for the de
velopment of one gigabit class ultra LSI. and the practical 
application of exposure technology based on X-rays and 
ultraviolet lasers is anticipated. 

Excimer lasers have been applied practically at pres~nt 
in the ultraviolet range. but problems remain associated 
with industrial utilization, including use of fluorine g.-.s. 
short equipment life. and excessive enlargement of equip
ment. The advantages in terms of lite and size would be 
expanded if it were fully solid-stale. and it would be ex
pected lo have great advantages in ultra-precic;e machining. 
material surface improvement. ootical moulding. material 
synthesis in medical applications in addition to micro-
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machining equipment for semiconductors. (Source: Ni&n 
Kogyo Shimhun. I Febru~· 1~5) 

Shimadzu mass produces solid-state blue laser 
ShimadZ'J Seisakusho. Ltd. will commence the mass 

production of a solid blue laser. Production will commence 
at the Atsugi Factory in Kanagawa in September I ~5 on 
an annual scale of a few thousand units. The solid blue 
laser is eiq.ected to serve as the next generation of optical 
devices. but there have been few examples of its commer
cialization. Shimadzu will take the lead in commerciali
zation even though it cones from a different area of 
industry. that of medical and measurement equipment. 

The laser to be mass-produced is a 473 nanometre 
short wavelength solid-stale blue laser .. solid state 47r. 
There are two types. a standard type having a 10 milliwati 
output and a low noise type with percentage difference in 
output stability. and sample shipments have already 
commenced. 

The yield has been raised through design ideas imple
mented in manufacturing procedures. It will start mass
production and commercialization as the industry leader 
after reaching the prospect of a price level of argon lasers. 
Making good use of its advantages of small size and long 
life. it aims al the broad demand for optical sources in 
high-dcnsitystorageequipment.micromachiningequipment 
for semiconductors. medical equipment and analysis' 
meascrement equipment. 

The blue laser of this company e;ttcites a Y AG crystal. 
the active material. using a near-infrared semiconductor 
laser to radiate 940 nanometre laser light. Short wavelength 
light of 473 nanometre wavelength could be obtained by 
inserting a gallium niobate crystal. which is a second har
monic generation (SHG) device. Continuous oscillation of 
32 milliwatts. the highest reached so far. was achieved at 
the laboratory level through design ideas applied to an 
optical coresonator with good mode match between laser 
light and excitation light. and applied to the design of 
lenses which focus excited light. (Source: .'Vik/can Kflgyo 
Shimhun. 11 February 1995) 

MITI to develop four-dimensional computer 
An outline for a "four-dimensional computer .. th3t 

Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
(MITI) will begin building during 1995 describes a super
parallel computer of individual microprocessors (MPlJ) 
with combined arithmetic and communications functions. 
The world's first optical wiring will be mounted onto the 
core central operations structure. The Real World 
Computing Program (RWCP) has been commissioned to 
research and develop the computer through a I 0-year 
project that began in 1992. MITI plans to utilize the 
completed four-d;'Tlerisional computerto acc-:lerateresearch 
and development on human-life flexible information 
processing functions. 

During early 1995. the RWCP will develop an MPU 
meant exclusively for a super-parallel computer with 
arithmetic processing and high speed communications func
tions. Construction of the computer itself will begin later. 
604 MPUs will be built into a rectangular parallelepiped 
1.5 metres long. I metre wide, and O.R metres deep; the 
computer will be operated 1-y linking two oflhese together. 

In order to carry out high speed transmission of data 
between the microprocessors, optical wiring will be em
ployed in one part of the central operations structure. This 

will be the wortd·s first mounting :est for optical wiring. 
The mounting range will be expanded as test results are 
checked. and MITI would like to shift all wiring to optical 
communications in the future. 

Software de1elopment is continuing at the same time. 
In addition to the basics such as the operating system (OS) 
and programming language. scientists an: trying lo develop 
a way to integrate inf0tmation so that it can be understood 
by combining characters and pictures. much the way a per
son would read a comic book. 

As improvements are made in the four-dimensional 
computer itself. the number of MPU will gradually increase 
as well. Ultimately. the system will be expanded to one in 
which I million MPUs arc theoretically possible. MITI is 
promoting a -Joint Optoelectronics Project"" with the USA 
as the R wcp· s optical technology link: the US Department 
of Commerce is directing its anention to the results of 
optical technology that Japan has taken on first. 

The -rour-dimensional computer .. is a project that aims 
to realize information processing functions with nearly 
human flexibility. by merging supcr-parallelcomputertech
nology with various types of advanced technologies such as 
optical technology. neural networks. and fuzzy logic. 
(Source: Nihon Ko10·0 Shimb11n, 26 January 1995) 

JESSI partners develop XRF wafer analyser 
To meet the growing need for more accurate wafer 

analysis in IC production. four JESSI partners de,,·eloped an 
X-ray fluorescrnce (XRF) wafer analyser tha• allows the 
precise determination. to a few ppm or bener. of almost 
any element from beryllium to uranium. 

The analyser. dubbed the SPW2800, is easy to use for 
a range of process components (e.g. silicides. phosphorus
doped polysilicon and aluminium based metallization). It is 
especially useful for BPSG in which the B and P concen
tration~ are critical. The analysis and BPSG thickness can 
he performed in under three minutes with an accuracy 
I 0 times better than production tolerances. 

In XRF spectrometry. electrons in the sample are 
elCcited by X-rays. The electrons lose energy. emitting 
fluorescent X-rays with wavelengths specific for each 
elemenl and virtually independent of the molecular con
figurat .ons. Analysis is performed by wavelength measure
ments by crystal diffraction. 

The technique was estabiished by Philips in the early 
1950 •. but four years of testing wen· required to show it i!; 
ideal for wafer ar.alysis. It is especially useful for the 
contra! of uniformity across the whole surface area of 
200 mm wafers. 

The analyser. developed by LETI. Philips Analytical 
X-ray, Philips Research and SGS-Thomsoil, is designed for 
mounting into a cleanroom wall. with only the wafer loader 
open to the cleanroom area. (Reprinted with permission 
from Semiconductor International Afaga:ine. March 1995. 
Copyright 1995 by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
IL. lJSA) 

Crolles benefits from combined expertise to 
advance CMOS, BICMOS process control 

Impressive achievements in advanced CMOS and 
BiCv10S processing were announced by the 200 mm wafer 
joint research and manufacturing centre run by three in
dustry and government organizations in Crolle'.';. France. 

After the qualification of two 0.5 µm CMOS and 
two 0. 7 RiCMOS processes in I 994, processing of the first 
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0.35 I'm CMOS '°"otypes has staned. This centre will be 
among the first in the world to provide 0.35 ;.un de\·ices. 

The best available equipment was introdLaced into the 
line immediately after its industrial maturity was proved
thus achieving process control an onkr of magnitude better 
than older technologies. 

Allhough gate oxide thickness in the Croll~ double 
gate oxide process is detennined by four independent 
process steps. uniformity is remarkably· good: a statistically 
significant number of lots in the line show thickness 
variations of about 0. 7 nm. 

Extreme care has been taken to provide an ultra-clean 
environment. In tests carried out with a 200 mm horizontal 
wafer in a fully operational cleanroom. only one particle 
was added to the wafer every three days. 

The Crolles facility d..~ivt:s benefits from the combined 
expertise of its three pa~!cipating organiz..uons: SGS
Thomson. Philips and CNf:. f '.Centre National d"ctudes des 
Telecommunications. Fr.ince Telecom). 

Crolles is unusual in that IC development and pro
duction are fully integrated and use common development 
and pilot production teams. This is said to allow optimum 
preparation of processes in the •echnology Jevelopment 
phase and very rapid transfer of know-how tc ~roduction. 
(Reprinted with permission from Semiconductor Inter
national AluKa::ine. March 1095. CopyTight 1995 by 
Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL. USA) 

1811 microelectronics researchers develop a decal 
solder bumping process 

Researchers at IBM Microelectronics. Endicott. NY. 
have invented whar they rerm ··a simple. high yield 
method .. to add control. ed amounts of eutectic :;vlderto nip 
chip attach (FCA) carrier pads. 

The method is based on electroplated -nun-wettable·· 
substrates (decals). Reporting on the results recently. 
Ramnath Venkatrarnan.Miguel Jimarezand Kenneth Fallon 
claim the technique is viable for both chip attach and chip 
rework processes for COB applications. (Extracted with 
pennission from Semiconductor lnternationa: MaKa::ine. 
March 1995. Copyright 1995 by Cahners Publishing Co .. 
Des Plaines. IL. USA) 

French develop thin plastic transistor 
Workers at the French National Centre for Scientific 

Research have developed a metal-free plastic FET. It is 
claimed this device can be used to produce circuits that are 
thinner than a sheet of paper. Tracks made by inks contain
ing graphite are employed instead of conventional metal 
con<.'uctir.g links. Thin layers of different materials arc 
deposited by printing techniques. 

The organic transistors thus produced can handle high 
currents. yet they can be bent. or even twisted through 90° 
without their electrical properties being noticeably affected. 
This technology is expected to enable various economical 
devices to be produced as flexible sheets. perhaps even
tually even leading to computers that can be rolled up. 

This work is believed lo be the firsr use of purely or
ganic polymers as the active layer in electronic Jcvices. All 
earlier devices have used metallic parts. Traditional high 
temperature and high vacuum equipment may he elimin· 
ated. (Reprinted with permission from Sl.'miconJu,·tor lnter
nationa: Ma~cJ:tnt'. March 1995. Copyrigln 1995 by 
Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL, IJSA) 

Low-power transistor developed 
Philips Research Labt>ratories. Eindhoven. the 

Netherlands. has developed a lateral bipolar transistor 
structur:! on SO! (silicon-on-insulator) with a polysilicon 
emitter for ultra-low power use. 

The researchers showed excellent dences with emitter 
areas down to 0.15 µm=. with scaled junction capa.:itances 
and with f, values of up to 15 Gllz. Ponable telecommuni
cations equipment uses seem likely. 

These devices are fabricated using IBIS SIMOX SOI 
material with a top silicon thickness of 250 nm doped witt 
arsenic to I01&·cm 1

• After isolation of :he transist~ by 
etching exces.-= silicon. a -100 nm TEOS layer is deposited 
and patterned to form an oxide block whose width deter
mines the width of the collector drift reeion. The collector 
contact area is implanted with phosph~s to :h I Cf" cm; 
and self-aligned with respect to the oxide block. A reo;ist 
mask prevents phosphor.is implantation into the base area. 

The process requires only seven masks with ju'it one 
critical step and single metallization. The sheet resistance 
of then· collector contact layer is only 20 u:sq. This layer 
can be used as a local interconnect level in many applica
tions. The device exhibits a nearly constant current gain at 
f«: I pA. indicating low defect densities in the silicon and 
at the buried-oxide:silicon interface. Much shallower bases 
should be achievable by lateral diffusion of the base from 
a p-type source. (Reprinted with pennission from Semi
conductor International Maga=ine. March 1995. Copyright 
1~5 by Cahners Publishing Co .• Des Plaines. IL. USA) 

NO to make sub-5 nm oxynitrides 
Australian resc:archersat the School of Microelectronic 

Engineering. Griffith University. Nathan. Australia. have 
investigated the use of NO as the nitrogen source in the 
manufacture of ox~nitride films. Oxynitrides are seen as 
potential replacements for SiO: films for tunnel dielectric 
in EEPROMs and as gate ox.des in MOSFETs. due to their 
impro\·ed dielectric integrity and hot carrier reliability. 

Previous research examined thermal nitridation of thin 
SiO: in ammonia(NH 1) and. more recently. in Np. Unfor
tunately. ammonia-grown oxynitrides were reported lo 
show degraded mobility due to the heavy nitridation and 
increas~d electron trapping due to the incorporation of 
hydrogen atoms. Np-grown oxynitrides show good elec
trical characteristics. but have insufficient nitrogen 
(- l-2atm%) at the dielectric-silicon interface to prevent 
boron penetration. 

The Australian researchers (led by Z.-Q. Yao) also 
found that it is not possible to obtain good quality film:; 
below 4 nm using N.O. 

The new studies- using NO have shown excellent re
sults: the oxynitrides have higher nirrogen concentration in 
both the bulk of the film and also at the dielectric-silicon 
interface. NO-grown films are also superior in rerms of 
leakage current. interface state density and electric stress
induced degradation. The researchers say their 1.2 nm films 
had a leakage currenr at least three orders of magnitude 
lower rhan rhar reported for Nfl 1-nitrided and pure SiO: 
films <>f the same rhickness. 

The films were grown by rapid rhennal nitridation 
using 99.0 per ccnr NO at 1150" C for I to 5 minutes. 
(Reprinred with permission from Semiconductor lntt•rna
tmnal .\laf.:u:int•. February 1995. Copyrighr 1995 hy 
<"ahnl'rs Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL. (jSA) 
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Stepping up to the 256 llb DRAll chip 
Samsung Ekctronics in the Republic of Korea has used 

SV<.i Lithography·s tS\"lil.l Micrascan II step-and-~·an 

phO{ohthography· system in the dc:\·dopmc.-nt of the world's 
firs• 1'6 Mb DRA!\t chip. Samsung otlicials report that the 
appii~ation and technical support from SV<.iL were a \alu
able contribution to their project. 

The machine-to-machineo\ erlay and large field siLe of 
the Micr.iscan II allows Samsung to meet the stringent sub
micron design rule requirements of the ::!56 Mb DRAM: the 
system has d.11 overlay accurac~ of better than 70 nm at 
3 sigma. By coupling hith resulu:ion. low distortion. and 
a unique focusing and lewlling capabilit~ with a 22 mm by 
3::!.5 mm field. Samsung has been abk to produce this 
sophisticated de,· ice. C Extracted with pennis,.ion from Semi
.-11.·1di.<1or lm.:rnuflon<.li .\lag,cint.·. February I 'N5. Cop~ -
right l'N5 by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL 
L'SAI 

Watching IC current with tiny magnets 
A team of rese&-rchers at Sandia Laboratories· Elec

tronic Components Center has developc:d the first prac;:ical. 
non-imasive method for detecting and imaging currents in 
operating ICs. The m .... thod uses rr agnetic force microscopy 
(MfM). a scanning. probe microscop~ technique. to detect 
and image the magnetic fields produceJ by internal currents 
in operating ICs. 

Both current and voltage imaging of internal con
ductors on operating ICs are feasible by combining this 
new current contrast imaging (CCI) technique with 
conventional electron-beam voltage contrast methods or 
with scanning probe microscopy-based voltage contrast 
techniques. 

The Sandia team has shown that MFM-based CCI 
detects and images current magnitude and direction or 
pha:;e in IC condactors with a current sensitivity of 
approximately I mA for direct currenl and approximate!~ 
I µ.A for alternating current. The spatiJI resolution ranges 
from a few micrometres to submicrometres. Jepending up
on the sensor used for the measurement. 

The researchers are now concentrating on developing 
large-area scanning capabilities so that an entire ~hip can 
be imaged. They arc abo refining scanning probe micro
scopy technologies for vollage measurement and applying 
hoth current and voltage imaging lechniques to the diag
no'iis of chip failures. (Reprinted from permission from 
S.:mic11nd11ctor /ntern<Jtum<J/ Jf<Jgt.ein.:. February 1995. 
Copyright 1995 h~ Cahners Puhlishing Co. Des Plaines. 
IL llSAI 

Turning amorphous silicon into polysilicon 
A!\111.l"D manufacturers in Japan. Korea and the lJS are 

working with a laser annealing technique pioneered hy 
XMK Inc (Santa Clara. <:alif.) that allows !hem to con\ en 
amorphou'i silicon inlo poly,ilicon. This could lead to sub
stantial savings in !hat it cnahle.s !he use of a low-cost glass 
instead of quanz substrates when fabricating high resolu
tion polysilicon lhin-tilm transishir displays Polysilicon 
enahh:o; fa,ter transio;tor switchinc -;peed-; and allo\.\s thl"m 
lo fabricate the display ··driH:r., .. on th~· J,?lass substrate 
along with the lFh. 

Since a lmv fempcrature. large area polysilicon dcpmi
tion proces,; h;1s yet lo he developed. mosr displa~s toda~ 
arc fabricated of amorphou'> 'iilicon and tlw .!river chip.; arl" 
honded lo 1he glass and connected hy Lipe Automated 

Bonding (TAB). A study by Dnid Sarnoff Laboratone'i 
sho\\ed the cost of an on-glass driver w~'i about S3. com
pare!\i to about SIOO to Sl:!O for TAB dri\·ers. 

XMR say:; the a<l\·antage of la...;er annealing is that the 
shonwave u\· laser energ~ is intensely at>sorbed b~ the 
amorphous silicon. quickly turning it into pol~silicon 
without affecting the glass substrate undernea1h. 

The laser annealing system includes a proprietary 
150 W XeCI excimer laser. and a subsystem !hat synchro
nizes beam delivery with the substrate handling system 
Another uniq;ie teatur: is an oplical train homogenizer that 
turns the quasi-Gaussian intensity profile into a --top hat"" 
profile. scanning a spatially uniform and n-ctangular beam 
o\·er the substrate. XMR can al~' provide a cassette-to
cassette handling system for automa•;c loading and un
loading of substrates with an hourly throughput of up to 20 
360x..a:'iO mm substrates. iReprinted with permi;;sion from 
S.:m1con.Juctor lnta11atiolkll .\lagu::illt.'. Februa~ IQ95. 
Copyright 19'15 b~ Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
IL. USA) 

Optical trapping of metal particles 
Resean:hers at lhe Institute for Ad• anced Materials 

Processing. Tohoku IJni"ersity (Japan). ha\e succeeded in 
trapping metal particles with a laser beam. The .. optical 
tweezers .. can hold microscopic metal particles without 
mechanical contact. 

C on\·entional implementation oflasertrapping has been 
applied only lo a transparent object such as a li"·ing cell or 
a sphere of glass or polystyrene. This is because capturing 
and le,·itating the target takes advantage of the two dif
ferenl forces generated when the incident beam enters and 
exits the targel. The com·entional me1hod must aho scan 
the laser be:im in a circle. 

The new method can easily !rap and carry one or more 
opaque panicles of metal. such as goid. sil\"er or bronze. 
previously thought almost impossible. II uses 1he force gen
erated when the incidenl laser beam is retlecti::J by the 
target melal ~article. 

In the new method. a metal panicle is suspendeJ in 
water. and a tens-of milliwatts la.-ier heam is focused 
around 1he panicles by an objective lens wi1h a large N.A. 
The granule is trapped in a 'i(lOt a little above the focus In 
the laborato~. the new method could !rap and hori10ntall~ 
mme melal panicles I 10 µm across with lhe exception of 
a few metal mah:rials. 

Theoretical analysis predicts that 1he method ma~ he 
applied to semiconductor'\ if the 1.-ser wa..-elcngth i-; 
ad.iplcd. The new laser scheme 1s a promi~in!? general "a~ 
of !rapping every micro-;copic panicle from a Ii" in!? cell to 
a metal paniclc. 

Researcher'\ of micromachineo; now have a proces" for 
fabricating microscopic components. and arc waiting for ;i 

lotally non-contacl method of trapping and 1rano;ponmg 
such components It seems that the new mclhod will !?real I~ 
ca-;e the assemhly of micro'itmclurcs. and will '>11ppon the 
forthcoming technology 

Funhcr detail" from: Institute for :\d\"am:L"d ~1a1erial-; 
l'roc:cs'iinl,!. foholrn I lnivcrsity. 2-1-1. Katahir:t. ,\oha-lrn. 
Sendai< "ity. Miy;igi Prl'f 91UI-77; Td · · 111-2:1-227-6200. 
Fax: dll-22-2<11-1141.IK. (Source: .11-JRO. March l'>'i~) 

Disk type AC electrostatic actuator 
Prolessor I. I lig111:hi l"I okyo I lni1.1·r.,11y1 and !11, 

research ream of the Kanagawa Ac:;ulcm~ of SCJen..:e and 

f'tl.J!,I' }_I 
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frchnolog.y have developed a disk type AC electrostatic 
actuator whose rotor is driven by electrnstatic force. This 
actuator consists of a rotor with radially arranged three
phasc electrodes and a stator with electrodes of t~e same 
conshuction. 

Two polymer films each mounting radially arr.mged 
electrodes are counterfaced. and a torque is generated by 
utilizing the attraction and repulsion forces between the 
thrtt-phasc electrodes when AC voltages are applied to the 
electrodes. The prototype actuator has a diameter of 2 cm. 
weighs about 0.3 g. and has a ma."<imum power of 36 mW. 
so is lighter and generates a bigger torque than the con
,·entional type of small motors. The new actuator is ex
pected to be an excellent drive system for compact di~lls. 

The actuator drive unil (rotor) is made of~ polyam1de 
film 0.1 mm thick and weighing 0.13 g. which is th< same 
kind of material as that of the printed circuit substrates 
fitted into cameras. and a to!al of 192 electrodes are 
arranged radially on a ring-shaped stator with an inside 
diameter of 12 mm and outside diameter of 18 mm. The 
film backside has three concentric ring electrodes which 
come into contact with electrodes called brushes to receive 
AC voltages of different phases and send the voltages to 
the radial electrodes. A stator fined radially with electrodes 
in the same way is arranged counterfacing this rotor. and 
the rotary force is generated by the electrostatic force that 
acts between the rotor an~ stator. 

Performance tests showed that the torque generated by 
the prototype actuator was a maximum of 0.7 Nm. the 
power density per kg was 140 W. and the ~peed was a 
ma."<imum of 3.900 rpm. Both rotor and stator are very 
light and thin. so the actuator is usable as in compact disk 
players which use electromagnetic motors to enable 
downsizing and weight reduction. 

Further details from: the Kanagawa Academy of 
Science and Technology. 3-2-1. Sahdo. Takatsu-ku. 
Kanagawa Pref. 213; Tel.: +8 l-44-819-2o.J8. Fax: +81-44-
819-2095. (Source: JETRO. March 1995) 

Capacitor for large-capacity 1-Gbit DRAMs 
NEC Corporation has establi;hed technology for fann

ing capacitors applicable to the manufacture of large
capacity 1-Gbit DRAMs. A strontium titanate (SrTiO,) 
film. a ferrodielectric material. is fonned on a ruthenium 
dioxide (RuO:) electrode by the electron cyclotron reso
nancechemical vapour deposition (ECR-MOCVD) process. 
This technology allows capacitors 10 be produced with an 
area of 0.125 µm;. electrode height of 0.5 µm and cell 
capacity of 25 fF for manufacturing 1-Gbit DRAMs. 

The new capacitor has a construction in which the 
surface of a rectangular parallelepiped electrode with a 
bottom area of 0.125 µm= and height of 0.5 µm is coated 
with a highly dielectric strontium titanate film as thin as 
40 nm. The electrode material is ruthenium dioxide of ex
cellent workability in place of platinum used up till n.>w. 

Heating to about 600" C is necessary for formin~ a 
strontium titanate thin film. which causes deterioration of 
the performance of the element. so had not been used till 
now. '.'!EC applied the ECR-CVD process of reacting the 
raw material gas by plasma excitation for forming the film. 
and established technology 10 fonn exceilent superthin 
films by stepped coating for fonning the necessary film. 

As a result. the electrode lateral faces can store electric 
charges. and the cell charge storage capacity deterioration 
has been suppressed. Compared with the tantalum oxide 

film that is the main terrodielectric film for 1-ubit 
DRAMs. the strontium titanate film has a higher dielectric 
constant. corroborating that e\·en a superfine cell is capable 
of displaying adequate charge storage capacity. 

Testing the protot~ pc capacitor showed that the charge 
storage capacity is 25 fF cell. A 1-Gbit DRAM req:iires a 
capacity that is at least 20 tF to pre\·ent misoperation. so 
the new capacitor has an adequate capacit~· allowing com
me~ialization. 

Further details from: NEC Corpor.llion. Public 
Relations Division. 5-7-1. Shiba. Minato-ku. Tokyo I 08-01: 
Tel.: +81-3-3798-6511. Fax: •8l-3-3-t57-72-t9. !Source: 
JE/RO. March 1995) 

Plasma spraying process for superconductive 
magnetic shielding on large containers 

The National Research Institute for Metals (Science 
and Technology Agency). Mitsui Mining and Smelting Co .. 
Ltd .. and Nippon Keiki Work. Ltd. have jointl} developed 
a new production method for superconductive films to be 
used in large magnetically shielded containers. which are 
indispensable for determining weak magnetic fields such as 
those radiated from human brains. The new method takes 
advantage of the plasma spraying process to lay a super
conductive magnetic shield film on a container substrate. 

Plasma spraying is a film deposition method b} which 
film material is heated by a \cry hot arc discharge to form 
a plasma. which is bombarded onto a target surface. where 
the plasma is cooled ro make a film. The process can pro
duce an extensive. thick. yet homogeneous film in a short 
time. The process works well with a target body of any 
shape or dimensions. Because the arc discharge concen
trates <'n a small zone of source material. the production 
efficiency of the film is very high. The process is a good 
way 10 cover plastic products with non-abrasive metal film. 

The research team envisages applying the new process 
to medical equipment by measuring weak magnetic fields 
from human brains. 

Further details from: National Research Institute for 
Metals. Science and Technology Agency. 2-1. Sengen. 
Tukuba City. lbaraki Pref. 305; Tel.: +81-298-53-1187. 
Fax: +81-298-53-1199. (Source: .IETRO. March 1995) 

Gallium-arsenide LSI for 10-Gbitls optical com
munic•tions 

Oki Electric Industry Co .. Ltd. has developed a next
generation gallium-arsenide (GaAs) LSI for I 0-Gbit!s opti
cal communications. This LSI integrates about 7.000 tran
sistors on a 16-mm= GaAs wafer. has a switching speed of 
10 billion per second. and is applicable to optical 
communications with an infonnation transmission speed of 
iO Gbit/s. 

In optical communications. the information carried by 
a laser beam is converted into c:lectric signais with an opto
electronic integrated circuit ((>EiC). then processed with 
semiconductor-;. The new LSI is for processing these elec
tric signals m~1smitted by the OEIC. and divides the 
10-Gbit/s signals into eight parts of 1.25 Gbi1:s each for 
simultaneous parallel processing. The 16-mm: LSI consists 
of about 7.000 Schottky gate field effoct transistors 
(MESFETs) with a minimal line width of 0.5 µm. 

Further details from: Oki Electric Industry Co. I.Id .. 
Puhhc Relations Department. I-7-12. Toranomon. Minato
ku, Tokyo 105; Tel.: •1!1-3·3501·3111. Fax: •111-3-35111-
5522. (Source: Jf;TRO. March 1995) 
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Large semiconductor wafer carrier 
Mitsui Tootsu Chemicals. In~. has de"elopcd a large 

semiconduct\X' water carrier (PEEK Wafer Carrier) made 
of the superengineering plastic polyether ether ketone 
(PEEK). A carrier for 6-inch waters is to be marketed in 
the early part of I 995 and another for 8-inch wafers to 
enable the handling of all wafers within the range of 
-1-8 inches. 

The wafer carrier is a container accommodating silicon 
wafers on which printed circuits are to be engraved in the 
processofmanufacturing.semiconductors. liptill now. car
riers made of fluororesin or metals were used. but with 
wafe:s becoming incn=asingly· larger. from 6 inches to 
8 inches. the existing carriers are frequently deformed by 
heat. and ti-ere was also the problem of impurities being 
generated. such as dust and gases. with the large-scale 
integration of ICs. 

A carrier made of PEEK features an excellent thennal 
resistance and is usable in an environment of up to 220· C. 
and has an excellent wear re5istance. so eliminates the 
problems associated with dust due to friction with wafers 
and gas generation from the carrier itself. It also features 
an excellent rigidity and so retains dimensional stability 
over a long period. The weight can also be reduced by 
-10 per cent compared to carriers made of fluororesin. In 
addition. the company plans to mix carbon to form an elec
tric charge inhibition type that features the characteristic of 
preventing electric charges semipermanently. 

The company plans to expon these wafer carriers to the 
USA the Republic of Kl'rea and Taiwan Province of 
China. where semiconductor manufacturers are achieving 
remarkable growth. 

Funher details from: Mitsui T oatsu Chemicals. Inc .. 
3-2-5. Kasumigaseki.Ch1yoda-ku, Tokyo 100; Tel.: ~81-3-
3592-1735. Fax: ..-s 1-3-3592-1256. (Source: JETRO. 
March 1995) 

Chemists develop cobalt clusters 
Chemists at the University of Wisconsin (Oshkosh) 

have developed an efficient process for the synthesis of 
disk-shaped cobalt nanoclusters that may be useful in the 
construction of high-density recording media such as 
videotape or computer disks. The ferromagnetic nano
clusters-which are I 00 nanometres wide and 15 nano
metres thick and pos-.ess a single magnetic domain--are 
synthesized through the high-frequency ultrasound waves 
of a cobalt ion-hydrazine solution. The nanoclusters can be 
slored between synthesis and application and orient spon
laneously when deposited on a polymer film. The :re
searchers have not yet filed for a paten! but believe this is 
the first process of its kind. (Source: Chen11calm.!''lc.. 
22 March 1995) 

Scientists combine inorganic and organic 
molecules 

Scientists from IBM's Yorktown lkighls. NY lahora
tory and chc:mist'i from lhc tJniversily of llouston·s Texas 
Center for Superconductivity have mi.xed tin and iodine 
with compounds of hydrocarbons and nitrogen to form new 
materials !hat will help researchers understand how lo de
velop novel cle~tronic and non-linear optical devices for 
compulers and other uses. In addition to searching for 
superconductors. scientisls will he ahle to demonslratc how 
organic compounds of this strncture can control the propcr
tie~ of inorganic chemicals. Inorganic materials. such a~ 

silicon. are easy to make into dei:tronic de\·ices. but it is 
difficuh to fine-tune such properties a~ conducti" it~. 
15'.lUrce: ( "h:mi,·t1/M·~·~·k. ::?:: Man:h I Q95) 

Buckyballs /eam new tricks 
Scientists at Northwestern l!ni\er.;ity· f banston. ILi 

ha\·c developed a technique to assemble ti.tllerenes in or
dered rows in a single molecular layer on g.old surfaces. 
The researchers say such monolayers cot:ld hne appli
cations in de\·elopmg materials for catalysis. magnetic 
materials and electronic de\ ices. Meanwhile. fullerene 
researchers at the Uni\ersity of Basel say experiments haw 
shown that the frictional propenies of c _ can \":try widely. 
Thc scientists studied the forces and behaviourof follerenes 
deposited on a sodium-chloride substrate and found islands 
of C~. could be mo\·ed intact --a process that could prove 
useful in building nanoscale machines. In contras!. 
fullereneson graphite could not be moved collecti\ely_ The 
frictional properties of fullerenes have gained scientific 
attention because of the materials· potential as no\·el 
lubricants. (Soum~: <."h.!mirn/M·ed. -1 ·11 January· 1995) 

Texas scientists probe single molecule 
Chemists at the University of Texas (Austin) repon 

de\·eloping a technique to obsen•e the electrochemical 
behaviour of a single molecule in solution as it undergoes 
electron-transfer reactions. The scientists trap a small 
\·olume of a dilute solution of tht> electroactive species 
be1ween an ultra-microelectrode t:iJ and a conductive sub
strate. A scanning electrochemical microscope is then used 
~o probe the oxidation of(Urimethylammonio) methyl) fer
rocene. (Source· Ch.!micalweelc.. I March 1995) 

Smart gels 
Japanese researchers ha\·e developed a sponge-like 

polymer gel which can contract in just 20 minutes rather 
than months. Such gels could be useful as ""sman"" actuators 
in temperature-sensitive switches or valves. 

The material is a hydrogel · -a !angled mass of polymer 
chains which can absorb many times its own \·olume of 
water. It only holds water within a certain temperature 
range: above 32" C it ejects the water and contracts. 
Curreni hydrogels take over a mr.nth 10 collapsi:. which 
limils their uses. 

The Japanese team. from Tokyo Women"s !\1edical 
College and Waseda University. ba\e made a gel from 
cross-linked poly(N-isopropylacrylamide). In most hydro
gels. all the polymer slrands are cross-linked lo other 
strands; !here are no .. free ends ... This new polymer has 
comb-like side-chains which are only attached to lhe poly
mer framework strands by one end. 

When gels withou1 side-chains collapse. lhe learn ex
plains. they form a .. shell"" which slows lhe solvenfs es
cape. But when lhe new gel is warmed above 3:!" C and 
starts to shrink. lhc side-chains move closc:r togc:ther and 
soon fom1 hydrophobic clumps. These simultaneously bring 
the main chains of lhc: network into closer contact. and 
squc:ezc more waler from the inside of the gel. I Source: 
l 'hcmutn· c(· lml11Itn·. 20 March 1995) 

Large display system using small neon lamps as 
light source 

CRC Co .. Lid .. a developer and marketer of large 
display systems. hao; developed a lar~e display systc:m 
called CReativ~ Vision !hat use~ small neon I.imp~ as the 
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lighl soun:e. The images 3fC de3J'Cf than lhc dis,"l!ay sys
l~s using lighl<mitting diodes C LEDs) .• md the manufac
turing cost is about the same as thal of producing LED 
displays. 

The display system consists of a fron: p;mel. irs control 
sysl~ and an input editing sy ster:t for image information 
such as characters and images. The fnm1 panel generally 
has a maximum "idth of 1-t m and a height of 8 . .i m and. 
in 1his case. a panel consists of about 15.360 basic units 
tcubic;al clements) Sm:!ll red. green and blue LI-shaped 
neon lamps 3rt: arr.lnged m matrix form and these neoo 
lamps arc controlled with a lo\\ ,-oltage to displa_y char
acters and images clearly on the entire panel in colour. 

The LED is capable of display·ing images only in rhc 
thr~ colours tlf in orange. but the neon lamp enables dis
play in as many as :!)6 hues. alto" ing clear display of not 
only characters and still pictures. but mO\·mg image!' as 
well. CReati\'e Vision is an aggregation of dots arranged in 
matrix form. and each dot is an RGB nieon lamp on a 
singk module. 

Further details available from: CRC Co .. Lrd .. 1-15. 
Wago-shin-machi. Ogaki Cir~-. Gifo Pref 503: Tel.: +81-
58-t-8:!-731 I. Fax: .-81-58-t-82-7313. tSource: .IETRO. 
March IQ95) 

Prototype single-electron transistor with microfine 
silicon structure 

NIT Corporation has used a silicon insulating film 
implanted wafer (Separation by IMplanted OXygen wafer. 
SIMOX water) to fabricate a prototype single-electron 
transistor (SET) that operate~ at 27" C. 

The SET that controls a single electron by utilizing the 
quantum effect is anracling attention as a transistor that 
paves the way for the commercialization of superlo" power 
consumption. superhigh density LSls. By utilizing the 
SIMOX water and the thermal oxidation process. a super
miniature insular structure was prepared and the SET 
working performance at room temperature confirmed. The 
SIMOX technology and a silicon superfine processing tech
nology \\ere applied. and the static capacitance. the factor 
determining the upper-limit working temperature. was 
decreased to I '50th of the \'alue regarded as the limit up 
till now. 

Further details a\'ailable from: Nippon Telegraph and 
Telephone Corporation. Press Relations. Public Relations 
Dc:panment. 1-1-6. Uchisaiwai-cho. Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 
100: Tel.: •81-3-3509-3101. Fax: -81-3-3509--t2'Xl. 
(Source: .IETRO. March 1995) 

Temperature sensing thermistor 0.5 mm thick 
lshizuka Electronics Corporation. a leading manufac

turer of thermistors using temperature sensors. has d·~

vcloped a superthin thermistor for o;cnsing the temperatures 
of bal!ery packs and chargers of personal compulcrs. 

The thermistor is uo;ed to check the state of nom1al 
char~e and discharge of batteries hy monitoring the tem
perature. hut those now in wide use with a thickness of 
about 2 mm arc inc.1pal'llc of responding In the needs of 
haller) packs which arc increasingly compact. 

A di'>tinct diaracteristic of this ne\\ thermistor is the 
remarkable thinness nf O.:'i mm. ahout one-fourth that of 
conventional counlcrpans. for the recent manufacture of 
ever smaller and thinner electronic circuits for U'\e inside 
battery packs. lhc comp<tn) plan'\ lo '\upply the thcrm1stor 
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to rotter)· manufacturers from early 1995 and !o manufac
ture 2.000.000 thermistors monthly during the year. 

Further details available from: lshizuka Electronics 
Corporation. 1-7-7. Kinshi. Sumida-ku. Tokyo 130: Tel. 
-S 1-3-36::! l-:!70-I. Fax: -S 1-3-36::!3-7776. (Sourcc:./£TRO. 
Marr.h I 995) 

Single-chip image processing LSI 
Hitachi. Ltd. has integrated a special-purpose LSI that 

ir.corporatcs an image process;ng circuit for the expansion 
and .:ontraction as well as contrast adjustment of image 
information pt:otographed with a charge-coupled device 
ICCD). 

The new image processing LSI ISP-X measures 3 cm 
on all sides and displays the same functions as an image 
processing circuit pre\·iously etched on a board measuring 
30 cm on all sides. 

ISP-X incorporates an interface circuit capable of 
directly linking inexpensi,.-e DRAMs as image memory 
elements. Up to four image memory channels can be 
handled. each capable of working with a maximum of 
6-t images comprised of 5 I :!x5 I 2 pixels. It also incor
porates an interface circuit for controlling the frame 
memory that exchanges data with a camera or a monitor. 
so simple colour processing is possible in real time. 

Further detai:s available from: Hitachi_ Ltd .. Public 
Relations Secretary· s Office. .$-6. Kanda-Surugadai. 
Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 101: Tel.: .,-81-3-32511-1111. Fax: -81-
3-3258-5480. (Source: .IETRO. March 1995) 

Visual sensor with sensitive central spot 
Professor Y. Suematsu and a research team at Nagoya 

University have developed a \·isual sensor S) s1em that 
works like the human eye. The cornerstone of the system 
is a row of seven lenses arranged to pro\·ide the S) stem 
with an extensive visual field in which the picture is en
larged at the centre. and compressed in the ou1er part. Be
side;; the lenses. the system consists of a commercially 
a\·ailable CCD (charge-coupled de\·ice1 camera. an image 
recorder. an image processor and a microcomputer. Visual 
information collecled by the lenses is processed bv &he 
electronics for the system to emphasize the noticeable 
centre area in the \'isual field. 

While having an extensive\ isual field. the new syslcm 
achieves adequate high resolution in the central arra. How
e\·er. only necessal")· information is brought into the data 
processing controller. As a consequence. the system works 
well with less pixel information in a picture than ewr. The 
unprecedentedsystem has promising application,; in. among 
others. monitor cameras. robots and dutomobiles. 

Further details a\ailable from: Nagoya l ;niversity. 
Department of Electronic-Mechanical Engineering. The 
Faculty of Engineering. Furo-cho. Chikusa-k11. Nagoya 
City. Aichi Pref. -l6-t-OI: Tel.: · 81-5::!-789-::!769. Fax: · 81-
52-71!9-3 I :!-t. E-mail: sucr11 nuem.nagoya-u.ac.jp. (Source: 
.lflR<J. March I lJ9:'i) 

Compact pulse laser with maximum output of 
400W 

Sumitomo f·.lcctric lntlu~trics. I.Id. has dnelopetl a 
compact pul'>e h1~er gcneratin~ sy~tcm with a maximum 
oulput of .ion W. the highest in Japan. The o~cillation 
wavelength is m the infrared domain of I. ~-l 11m. ~o it i~ 

~afc to the eyes. 
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The i~r has a width of 12 cm. a depth of Q cm 
and a height of -I cm (only optical switch and fibre unit). 
The excitation light source is a semiconductor laser of 
L-18 nm. An optical fibre is used whose laser activation 
substance contains erbium. 

The pulse laser is capable of generating pulsating light 
of about 400 W at 2.000 Hz "ith peak power. and the 
pulse width is 20 ns. making it suitabie for measuring 
numerous points. The laser uses ortical fibre. so it is a 
compact. high-output laser generating system. and is a 
low-power consumption type that can be driven with a 
batter)·. 

As the light is safe to the eyes. the pulse laser is 
applicable to overhead power transmission lines and to 
laser-based measurement s.ystems to measure the distances 
of trees. and since the oscillation wa,·elength is in the 
bandwidth that minimizes the optical fibre 105s. it is also 
applicable to various systems using optical fibres. 

Funher details available from: Sumitomo Electric 
Industries. Ltd.. Adr.iinistrative Depanment. 4-5-33. 
Kitahama. Chuo-ku. Osaka City. Osaka 541; Tel.: +81-6-
220-4119. Fait: +81-6-222-3380. (Source: JETRU. March 
1995) 

New chemical purification of carbon nanotubes 
H. lkasaki and M. Yumura and their research team at 

t!•.: Chemical System Department of the National Institute 
of Materials and Chemical Research cNIMC). Agency of 
Industrial Science and TechnologyCAIST). havedeveloped 
a new chemical method of purifying carbon nanotubes. Be
cause the crude prodt•ct of carbon nanotubes contains im
purities. purification including heat treatment is require~. 
The new method features a purification temperature some 
200· C lower than the convenuonal method. Lower treat
ment temperature may allow smaller nanorubes to remain 
as produced. 

A carbon nanotube consists of carbon atoms bonded to
gether to make a circular structure with a diameter of one 
to tens of nanometres. The structure has a central hole 
passing through. forming a configuration of a hollow cylin
der as the name implies. Because the new material seems 
to ha,·e new propenies. many researchers have staned in
vestigations. However. there has been no definitive way to 
isolate and purify carbon nanotubes. The new method will 
provide researchers with a reliable purification process. so 
that the exact propenies can be determined. Applications 10 

semiconductors and functional materials will be easily 
investigated. 

The new method is also said to he reproducible, even 
by inexperienced researchers. Every purification result is 
reliable. 

Funher details available from: National Institute of 
Materials and Chemical Research. AIST. 1-1. Higashi. 
T'iukuha City. lbaraki Pref. 305; Tel.: •81-298-54-4729. 
Fax: • 81-298-54-4487. (Source: .lf:TRO. March 19Q5) 

CVD system for rapid forming of polySi TFT gate 
insulating films 

UL V AC Japan I .rd. has developed a plasma enhanced 
chemical vapour deposition (PECVO) system using TEOS 
'gas for the mass production of the gate insulating films 
'indispensahle for the polySi thin film transistors 
(;>olySiTFT) large-scale liquid crystal display (I.CD). The 
'silicon dioxide (SiO:> insulating film is formed in a more 
dense plasma discharge 10 improve the 1!eposition rate onto 

glass substrate lo about 10 limes that of conventional 
processes. 

The channels 1hmugh which electrons pass. the channel 
laye:-s inside LCD TFT (thin-film transistors). arc primarily· 
amorphous silicon films in notebook type personal com
puters. However. l~e LCDs for high-vision display will 
requi;-e an increasing number of pixels using a polySi 
silicon film featuring a liquid Cl)stal display respon,;e 
speed that is more than 100 times faster. Moves by 
electronic manufacturers to develop large LCDs using poly
SiTFT need a technique for the mass !>f'Oduction of the ga•e 
insulating films used in the switching region. 

The new PECVD system is for manufacturing 
polySiTFT used in large-scale LCD. The company has fab
ricated a PECVD system called CMD-450 Poli that incor
porates the new technology and has started accepting orders 
for the new system. 

Funher details available from: UL V AC Japan Ltd .. 
Electronic Equipment Division. 2500. Hakizono. Chigasaki 
City. Kanagawa Pref. 253: Tel.: ... 81-467-83-1151. Fax: 
+81-467-58-5773. (Source: JETRU. March 1995) 

New polymer sensors 
Physicists at Trinity College ha\e devised a new kind 

of polymer sensor that they say is cheap and easy to mass
produce. and has potential applications in a wide range <}f 
industries. 

The new sensor uses an old material. specifically. 
polyurethane yacht varnish. but in a radically new kind of 
way. The researchers have developed techniques which 
enable them to produce very thin films of the varnish to 
specified depths. The nature of the polymer in the varnish 
is such that the path of light through it can be controlled. 
Shine a beam through a very thin film of the varnish. and 
the light will be guided internally. Alter the thickness of 
the film and you can produce a film that will no long.:r 
guide the light internally. That is the principle of the new 
sensor. 

The film can be used to detect pressure changes (which 
would alter the thickness of the film) as well as soun::i. 
temperature changes and changes in air flowing over it
basically. anything that will diston the film. The yad1t 
varnish is extremely durable and. depending on the sub
strate 10 which it is applied. it can also be n~ry flexible. 

Dr. W. Blau and the TCD team developed techniq;ies 
for controlling the deposition of the varnish in very thin 
layers while working on a project for ALPS in Millstrecl. 
The work. funded by the Higher Education-Industry Co
operation ( HEIC) fund. was aimed al developing new lecil
niques for producing computer and TV screens. 

According 10 Dr. Blau. the fact that the new sensors 
car. be cheaply and easily manufactured make!o them ideal 
for applications like avionics. where many sensors are used. 
Additional advantages of the new technology are that the 
sensor film can be placed at the end of an optical fibre. so 
that it can be used at a distance. arid that no electricity is 
used. making them ideal for applications in ha7.ardous con
ditions. (Source: T.:chnology /rd and. March 1995) 

New fe"oelectric memory technology 
Sharp Corporation has developed the first rcchnolot,:~ 

that enables greater memory densities in ferroelectric 
memory chips of up to I Mhit. 

In contrast to conventional planar structures that place 
the capacitoralongside the tran~islor. the new configuration 
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compri~ a three-dimensional structure (stad:ed-capacitor 
design) in which the capacitor is stacked on the transistor 
contacts making it possible to arrange a greater number of 
ferroelectric memory cells in the same amount of sp:tce. 

A precision sub-micron process based on 0.6-micron 
design rules creates the features that tiY.m the capacitor. 

Ferroelectricr.mdom access memo~· tFRAMl is a new 
memo~ that has propenies of bo!h a read-only memo~· 
(ROM) and a random access memo~· (RAM). Like a 
ROM. it is non-volatile and infonnation stored i:t the 
device is not lost or erased when the power supply to the 
de\·ice is cut: like a RAM. data can be written and read 
from the device at high speeds. 

FRAM is expected to find broad application in portable 
information devices and memory cards. as the main 
memories for ponable computers. \"ideo memories anJ in 
the field of magnetic storage media. 

Further details available from: Sharp Corporation. 
Corporate Public Relations Division. 22-22. Nagaike-cho 
Abeno-ku. Osaka 5-15: Tel.: +81-6-621-12! I. Telefax: t-81-
6-628-1653. (Source: JETRO. Febru~- 1995) 

Full CMOS technology for SRAM cells in logic LSI 
Fujitsu Ltd. has developed full CMOS technology for 

SRAM cells embedded in 0.~5-µm logic LSls. which will 
reduce the production cost. The technology uses simplified 
fabrication processes. and the circuit area is reduced by· 
putting local interconnection wires directly on thf ga!· 
pads. so eliminating the dielectric layer. The new tech
nology squeezes a 6-component SRAM cell into an area as 
small as IO µm:. 

The new SRAM technology is intended for memories 
in logic LSls. Because such memories must be fast. free 
from soft errors and compatible with the whole logic cir
cuit in the fabrication process. the compan} chose the 
6-component configuration of the SRAM cell to be mad.: 
smaller. The achie\"~rnent is attributed to new techniques 
for local interconnection. self-aligned contacts. ion doping 
pad material. etc. 

The local interconnections are fonned of titanium 
nitride (TiN) in [be cross-coupling that has a wire to go 
across a gate and then coilnect with another gate. The TiN 
local interconnection is also applied to locations where 
wires are too close to each other in logic gates. The local 
interconnection pattern is deposited directly on the 
diffusion layer and gate pads with no dielectric interlayer. 
Unlike the conventional aluminium interconnection. the 
new technology requires no marginal area for contact hole-;. 
:illowing circuits to be sma1ler. The local interconnecti!'li 
is a very thin film so that the process docs not require 
flattening of the circuit surface. and so has fewer steps. 

According to the company. the new technology 
promises to hecome a cost-efficient method of fabrica:ing 
extremely high-density SRA Ms. which will constitute most 
of the 30 million devices integrated with the 0.25-µm logic 
LSI. 

Further details available from: Fujitsu Limited. Public 
Relations Department. 1-6-1. Marunouchi. Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo IOO;Tel.: •81-J-321'--1160.Fax: •81-J-3216-Q365. 
(Source: .Jf:TRO. Fehmary IQ95) 

Superpreclsion aluminium cold strip forging tecn
nology 

Industrial moves to manufacture electrical and c:lt-c
tronic equipment of ever greater compactness and higher 
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performances require the pt"rforrnances of heat sinks to 
catch up with the increased heat generateJ b~· the structural 
parts of this equipment. posing a serious technical problem. 
Lowering of equipment prices is in progress. but there is 
no outlook for substantial cost reduction in the n1anufacture 
of heat sinks by conventional processes. such as cutting 
forging. we!Jing and press forming. so that the cost of 
moulds is becoming a hea\·y burden especially wllen pro
Jucing products in small lots. 

Alpha Co .. Ltd .. a pre .. ision forger of aluminium auto
mobile. electrical and electronic parts. has established a 
superpreci~ion aluminium colJ strip forJing technology for 
forming 621 pins. each with a diameter of 0.8 mm and 
height of 25 mm. on a 60-mm: water. 311d has decided to 
mass produce high-performance heat sinks with these pins. 
Manufacturing is accomplished rapidly and economically. 
:;o the technology enables the manufacture of compact 
CPUs and LSls and lar~e electronic equipment. such a!' 

im.-erters for use in cooling. 
Ordinarily. a larger load is impressed on the mould for 

more accurate and complicated forging operations. and the 
mould is fractured when the limit is exceeded. The new 
technology uses a special heat treatment to enable the 
mould to be used for precision forging and to improve the 
lubricating film on the target forging surface. by which the 
load on the mould is decreased. 

Manufacturing with this new method enables the 
forming process to be shortened to 10-30 s to enable mass 
production at a low cost. As for the perfonnance. a thermal 
resistance of 1.2-1 S CW was obtained when directing an 
air flow of 2 m's. 

The new technology has enabled the development 
of four types of heat sinks: 621 round pir.s of 0.8 mm 
at 2.8-mm gaps on a 60-mm: wafer(thickness of 3.5 mm). 
324 square pins of 1.2 mm at 3 mm height. I 00 blade type 
fins I mm wide and 9 mm long. and 121 star-shaped pins 
with hold di:imeters of 2 mm. 

Further details available from: Alpha Co.. Ltd .. 
Thennal Division. 2570. lpponmatsu. Numazu City. 
Shizuoka Pref. 410-01: Tel.: •81-559-66-0789. Fax: .,.81-
559-66-Ql92. (Source: .IETRO. March 1995) 

Micro-generator with 1.2 mm diameter 
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation has experimertally 

fabricated a micro-generator with a diameter of 1.2 mm. A 
miniature coil was prepared by applying the processing 
technology used in the manufacture of super LSls and 
permanent ma~net rods with runners incorporated inside. 
Re•olving the runners generates a voltage on the millivolt 
level. 

Feedmg the micro-generator into the hody of small 
chemical plant pipes. and utilizing the> flow of blood or air 
10 revolve the runners. enables the micromachine 10 be 
utilized as a power source. 

The cylindrical micro-generator is about 1.8 mm long 
with a diameter of 1.1 mm. A runner is provided at the tip 
of the rotary shaft inserted in the cylinder centre. Posi
tioning the generator in a flowing gas or liquid revolves the 
runner and generates electricity. 

The greatest difficulty wa-; encountered in the coil 
fahrication. The ~enerator a"> a whole is c..-lindrical. 
~ix rectangular p!di~ coils arc used in comhinati~n. and the: 
entire assc:mhly unitized hy coating with an alloy. Tloc: 
stator consist~ of a winding and a magnetic core:. requirin~ 
the generator to be cylindrical whik securing a sectional 
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area allowing the conductive parts of the windings to 
achitve a high space factor. increasing the number of turns. 
and attai11ing a high magnetic core performance. A model 
of the conductive parts was fabricated by forming 
the polyamidc insulating layer 2 p.m wide. IO tums were 
wound in spiral fonn on the conductive part with a 
sectional area of 1 x 15 p.m by electrol}1ic copper plating. 
and fonned into two !aver: to fabricate the windine 
consisting of 20 turns. The area space factor is about 
70 per cent 

Research on the cylindrical stator concentrated on the 
method of forming the windings on the magnetic core with 
an outside diameter of I mm and a length of0.5 mm in the 
axial direction length. The core mould was formed by 
using a polymer sheet 50 p.m thick as the mask and repeat
ing the removal process 10 times. The winding is set in this 
mould manually. followed by permalloy electrolytic plating 
to make the stator. In experiments. the runner was revolved 
at 100,000 rpm and a voltage on the millivolt level 
generated. 

This research project was advanced by the Micro
machine Center under consignment by the New Energy and 
Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) 
as a link of the Micromachine Technology Research and 
Development Project. The project was actually conducted 
by Mitsubishi Electric Corporation under reconsignment by 
the Micromachine Center. 

Funher details available from: Mitsubishi Electric 
Corporation, Public Relations Department. 2-2-3. 
Marunouchi. Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 100; Tel.: +81-3-3218-
2172. Fax: +31-3-3218-2431. (Source: JETRO. 
February 1995) 

Carbon fibre used as negative electrode material 
of lithium ion secondary battery 

Toshiba Corporation has developed the first type of 
carbon fibre that is usable as the negative electrode 
material of lithium ion secondary batteries, which are the 
next-generation version of i1igh-performance secondary 
batteries. 

As a result. and compared with the lithium ion 
secondary batteries in wide use today, the electrical 
capacity has been increased by 20 per cent with battery 
charging time shonencd to one hour, less than one-half 
compared to before. Use enables portable information 
processing terminals. such as personal computers. ~o 
operate longer and with greater ease. 

The Materials & Devices Research Laboratories of 
Toshiba· s Research & Development Center have developed 
a mesophasc pitch carbon fibre with a diameter of I 0 µm 
and a length of 6~70 µm. The mesophase pitch is a sub
slance formed by heating heavy oil 31 a lemperature of 
ahout 400' C, and has characteristics of both solid and 
liquid substar.ces. The fibre is produced by spinning this 
material into fibre form. followed by ht'ating. 

The mesophase pitch-based carbon fibre has an 
excellent electrical conductivity and molecular structure 
with regular alignment It is capable of storing and 
releasing a larger volume of li1hiurr ions than particulate or 
spherical carbon substances with a diameter of about I 0 µm 
consisting primarily of graphite or cokes which have 
already been commerciali7.ed for use as a negative elec
trode malerial. In addition. it has a faster charge am.: 
discharge speed. anJ great ~lrength. elasticity and 
durahili1y. 

The lithium ion second&ry batter:r (diameter 18 mm. 
height 65 mm) using this new carbon fibre for the negative 
electrode provides an excellent performance. a voltage of 
3.7 V. electrical capacity of 1.400 mAhr. and volumetric 
energy density of 3 :o Whr,'L Other than the voltage. the 
performance is 20 per cent better than those of pc,pular 
counterparts. 

Further details available from: Toshiba Corporation. 
Public Relations Office. 1-1-1. Shibaura. Minato-ku. Tolcvo 
105: Tel.: +81-3-3457-2100. fa~: +81-3-3456-4776. 
(Source: JETRO February 1995) 

Solar battety with high enetgy conversion 
efficiency 

Japan Energy Corporation has developed a solar battery 
featuring the highest light-electric energy conversion 
efficiency in Japan. The compound semiconductor single
crystalline tandem type solar battery is produced by fab
ricating an indium-gallium-phosphorus (lnGaP) solar bat
tery on a gallium-arsenide (GaAs) battery. Compared to 
conventional types, the energy conversion efficiency has 
been improved by over 5 per cent to as high as 27.3 per 
cent. and the interfaces have been optimized to enable the 
maximum utilization of the intrinsic characteristics of the 
two components. 

The new solar battery has been fabricated by applying 
the compound sem iconductorsingle-crystallinetechriology. 
by which the full characteristics of the semiconductors are 
displayed. This solar battery uses two different types of 
solar batterie~ a GaAs solar battery and an lnGaP solar 
battery. mounted on a GaAs battery by the epitaxial growth 
process. The char.a\;teristicsofthe two materials are utilized 
fully to enable the solar battery to capture !ignt over a 
broad range (\f wavelengths. 

The energy conversion efficiency of the new solar bat
tery is less than that of a tandem type made in the USA. 
but the standard battery area has been increased by over 
four times to I cm x I cm. This considerably improves the 
conversion efficiency ( 15-20 per cent) of silicon single
crystalline solar batteries presently under commerciali
zation. In addition. since the battery is highly resistant to 
radiation. it is usable on space satellites. (Source: JETRO. 
February 1995) 

Single-chip low-noise amplifier for millimetre wave 
communications 

Mitsubishi Electric Ccrporation has developed a single
chip low-noise amplifier(monolithic microwave integrated 
circuit, MMIC) for millimetre wave communication sys
tems that can transmit huge volumes of information. It 
works on frequencies in the millimetre-wave band of 
90 GHz and is capable of amplifying signals by about 
se"en times. This is the first monolithic millimetre wave 
amplifier communications system. 

The MMIC consists of two high electron mobility tran
sistors (HEMTs). microstrip lines, resistors and capacitors. 
The company ~ucceeded in accommodating these compon
ents on a single gallium-arsenide(GaAs) chip 1.2 mm long 
and 2.6 mm wide by applying the superfine processing 
technology. The gate length of this UEMT has been re
duced in ~ize to only 0.15 µm to enable high-speed opera
tion. In addition. a selective etching of dielectric film 
mounted on the gate has been developed in the process of 
manufacture to prevent degradation of the HF.MT low-noise 
performance. These improvements succeeded in retaining 
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the excellent amplification performance in the millimetre
wave frequency band when assembling a monolithic ampli.-.1er. 

The new MMIC is to te incorporated as a principal 
component into a microwave and millimetre-wave radio
meter to be moun·~d on the Advanced Earth Observing 
Satellite (ADEOS-11) schedu!ed for launching into orbit by 
the National Space Development Agency of Japan 
(NASDA) in FY 1998. 

Further details available from: Mitsubishi Electric 
Corporation. Public Relations Department. 2-2-3. 
Marunouchi. Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100: Tel.: +81-3-3218-
2172. Fa.~: +81-3-3218-243 I. (Source: JETRO. February 
1995) 

All-polymer transistors put silicon in the shade 
At least five major electronics firms are developing 

products based on all-polymer transistors. amid claims that 
the technology could eclip~ amorphous silicon in applica
tions such as flat panel displays and smart cards by the end 
of the century. 

Matsushita and Mitsubishi. Motorola.. IBM and Philips 
are all working on all-polymer transistor systems. Matsu
shita and Mitsubishi have already published research papers 
on the subject. and Mitsubishi is rumoured to be very close 
to the world's first all-polymer transistor based flat panel 
display prototype for laptops. 

Flexible polymer transistors have been pione:red by a 
team of researchers at the CNRS centre in France. led by 
Francis Gamier. The French team has been working on the 
devices for the last five years, but now the technology is 
being taken up by electronics giants world-wide. 

The main advantage of polymer transistors over silicon 
ones is their mechanical flexibility. whic:1 may allow 
complete bending or rolling without affecting their elec
trical properties. They should also be cheap to make in 
volume. and the devices can be made transparent. suitable 
for windshield applications in aeroplanes and cars. 

At present polymer transistors are slower, larger and 
h:::•..: :.:..-.;;;-output current than silicon transistors. but these 
characteristics are expected to be improved with further de· 
velopment. Gamier expects the fir.:t commercial products. 
probably in the form of displays for domestic appliances. 
as soon as 1996/1997. (Source: Electronics Week(l'. 
22 March 1995) 

Samsung samples monolithic flash 
Samsung Semiconductorsays it has begun sampling the 

world's first monolithic 32 Mbit flash memory chip. The 
3.3 V only KM29V32000 device is of the NAND architec
ture type developed by Toshiba and licensed to Samsung. 
Samsung makes the chip on a half-micron process. 

The chip is erased in blocks of 8 Kbytes. A blo.:k erase 
takes 6 ms; the whole chip is erased in 10 ms. Read time 
is 50 ns. Samsung guarantees I 0.000 erase/write cycles per 
block and expects over 100.000. 

Samsung says that a 64 Mbit device will be out next 
year. (Source: £/ectromc.~ Week(i'. 22 March 1995) 

Sony stretches optical lithography to 0.1 µm 
Sony has combined two leading edge chip fabrication 

devices. a quaorupolc light source and a phase shift mask. 
10 stretch op1i~al lithography towards 0.18 p.m feature 
fahrication. This is the feature size that will be needed !o 
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make the first generation of I Gbit DRAMs in production 
quantities. 

The surface of a wafer is not flat. but de\ iates up to 
I p.m. The image of the production mask must be ir. focus 
for al! ··altitudes .. on the wafer surface. therefore the 
projection optics must have a .. depth of field .. (DOF) of 
I p.m minimum. 

The size of image that can be clearly focused onto the 
surface of the wafer is proponional to the wavelength of 
light used. For0.35 p.m lithography(currentstate-of-the-art 
for production) specially developed krypton fluoride (K;f) 
excimer lasers are used th3t emit ultraviolet light a1 248 nm 
(0.248 p.m). 

For a given optical system both the minimum image 
size and the DOF are proportional to wavelength. These 
limitations restrict KrF lasers to feature sizes of 0.35 p.m. 

Beyond the DOF a cin:ular spot projected on the wafer 
becomes a larger and larger circular blur. 

Sony has used a trick to reduce the effect of this 
problem by altering the characteristics of the laser beam. 

Sony's modified optics split the laser beam in four. di
verge the sub-beams using a prism array. then recombine 
them. creating a quadrupole light source. This r :places the 
normal circular light source with four smaller overlapping 
ones. In sharp focus. the new image looks like four spots. 
but outside the DOF the blurred image has more energy in 
the centre and looks much more like a .. normal .. focused 
spot. 

This technique raised the effective DOF more than 
two times. alll'wing the oprics to be changed. trading the 
increa .. ed DOF for smaller feature size. 

If a feature size of 0.28 p.m is required. conventional 
illumination only gi\'es a DOF ofO. 77 p.m. The new source 
gives a I. I p.m DOF. just suitable for production tech
niques of the near future. 

Th.. second feature Sony has incorporated is a phase 
shift mask. A normal mask has transmissive and non
transmissive regions. The sharp transitions between these 
regions result in diffraction panems over the wafer surface 
around the image. Diffraction effects can he reduced by 
deliberately phase shifting light by different amounts at 
differer1t points in the mask. 

There are some limitations to phase shift masks. not all 
image shapes can be made and there can be a strong secon· 
dary image next to the primary one. On their own phase 
shift masks can improve image resolution. but the quadru
pole light source can be optimized 10 suppress most of the 
secondary image. 

The new light source and mask together allow 0.22 p.m 
features with a I p.m depth of field. 

Sony has demonstrated that its combination technology 
can produce 0.22 p.m features and claims it can be de
veloped to make first generation 0.18 p.m chips using 
optical lithography. (Source: £/e.:tronicJ Wcek(i·. 22 March 
1995) 

First 0.1 µ devices 
The world's first working devices built using 

0.1-micron lithography arc expected 10 be made later in 
1995. pushing silicon switching speeds close to 100 GHz. 

The devices will be produced al the extreme ultraviolet 
lithography facility opened at Sandia National Laboratories. 
California, in a collahorntion between Sandia and AT&T's 
Rell Laboratories. 
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A fast field effect transistor i!; expected to be the first 
device produced. with a 0.1 micror. gate. The transistor. 
measuring abou! 10 microns across. sh"ulJ run at 90 GHz. 

The facility ~s light with a wavelength of 13 nm. in 
the extreme ultraviolet or sofi X-ray region of the spec
trum. (Source: Electronics WeL·k(1·. 8 March 1995) 

Micromachined relays 
Analogue Devices is to develop micromachined relays 

with a consortium. including Northeastern University and 
three automatic test equipment (ATE) manufacturers: 
Megatest. Schlumberger and Teradyne. 

Micromachining is a technique where microscopic 
mechanical components like gears. levers and springs are 
made on the surface of silicon substrates using chip fabri
cation techniques. 

Fundamental research will be carried out at North
eastern with production support at Analogue Device's Wil
mingt'?n. Massachusetts. site. Analogue Devices already 
manufactures r. icromachined accelerometers for use in 
automotive ai bags. (Source: Electrof'ics Week(l·. 
8 March 1995) 

Lowdown on the cellular 
What is a cellular phone? Cellular mobile phone tech

nology was first developed by scientists at Bell Telephone 
Laboratories in the United States in 1979 but was initially 
written off as unviable. But its competitors in Scandinavian 
and Japanese companies continued to work on the idea and 
produced an economically and technically viable system in 
1980. By 1981, the world's first mobile phone service had 
started functioning in Japan and some Scandinavian 
countries. 

Cellular phones take their name from the transmission 
networks which are arranged in radio cells, several cells 
making up an individual network. 

Mobile phone technology has undergone a dramatic 
change since it was invented. In early days. there were 
analogue netwo'.'ks which meant that they broadcast radio 
waves in analogue form which usually resulted in Jistortion 
of signals and noise. Connection with land-based telephones 
wa51 also difficult. In the late 1980s, a consortium of 
European companies devised a digital version of phone 
technology, christenedGSM (group specialemobile}, which 
is a global standard today. 

At the heart of the mobile phone service is a master 
switching centre which helps to set up a call, route it to the 
receiver, control it and then terminate it. The individual 
user connects to the master switching centre through a base 
station. The base station is similar to the master switching 
centre and receives, switches and retransmits a call to a 
specific number. But what it cannot do is to dete:mine 
where a user is moving. This information is detected by the 
master switching ceiltre which then "hands over" a call 
from one cell to the cell into which the user has moved. 
Such ''handovers·· are the has is of the cellular mobile phone 
system. 

It is estimated that there c.re over 75 million mobile 
phone users around the world and their number is 
growing at over 30 per cent per annum. Experts feel the 
number of mobile phone users could cross the l,OOf1 
million mark by the year 2005 (Smsrce: De"·an Herald, 
15 May 1995) 

Switching speed for 500 Gbitls data rate 
Researchers at the Electro Technical Laboratorv in 

Japan have recently developed an .. Auston .. switch tt:at can 
produce electrical pulses only 570 fs in duration. This very 
fast electro-optical transdr•cer opens up the prospect of 
communication at data rates above 500 Gbit/s. 

The switching element is a gap only 100 nm wide be
tween the ends of two titanium strips laid down on the 
surface of a special gallium-arsenide substrate. 

The switch is trigge· ed by a laser pulse. only 40 fs 
long. which is focused onto the GaAs surface through the 
gap. The incident energy causes electron-hole pairs to be 
formed in the substrate. briefly connecting the ends of the 
strips togetl:er. The narrow gap and the special cold growr. 
substrate. which ensures that residual pairs recombine 
rapidly, ensure the switch turns off again in !ess than 
600 fs_ 

Actual me:isurement of the switch closure time is per
formed using a lithium tantalate crystal connected to the 
switch by a transmission line. The electrical pulse from the 
switch passes under the crystal changing its refractive 
index. This change is detected using light pulses from the 
same laser. 

The switch is constructed by depositing a 4 nm thick 
layer of titanium onto the GaAs surface. The gap in the 
strip is formed by oxidizing a line of titanium 100 nm wide 
by drawing the tip of a scanning probe microscope over the 
surface. The probe is electrically negative with respect to 
the titanium layer, promoting the oxide formation. 

Two strips of titanium. at rig:n angles to and touching 
the ends of, the oxide line are then etched away. This 
leaves two areas of titanium either side of the strip 
electrically isolated from it 

This strip is interrupted by the oxide line. One end of 
the strip is connected to a bias voltage, the other is con
nected to ground through a terminating resistor. The 
remaining residual areas are also connected to ground. The 
strip of titanium with the surrounding grounded cm:as forms 
the transmission lines. 

This switch cannot be used as a receiver in current op
tical communications systems because light from existing 
optical fibres has insufficient energy (the waveler.gth is too 
long) to trigger the switch. Development of an effective 
optical ··up converter" is needed before the switch's fuli 
potential can be realized. The only current practical use is 
as a detector in nuclear accelerators where the electron-hole 
pairs are formed by particles passing through the substrate. 
(Source: Electronics Week(i'. 8 March 1995) 

High resolution ADC beats world 
Data Conversion Systems, a small UK chip design 

company based in Cambridge anticipates having com mer· 
cial samples of its world-beating 500 kl lz 14-bit ADC by 
late 1995. 

The single chip should be the industry's first mono
lithic ADC to offc:r a 14-bit 500 kHz performance. It will 
cost significantly less and have a higher reliability than the 
hybrid ADCs currently available. 

The ADC employs the classic two-stage residue archi
tecture in which the output digital word has been converted 
from the analogue input in two halves. However. clever 
circuit design and the incorporation of signal processing 
techniques have meant dramatic silicon area savings a11d an 
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cnha.1ced dynamic range. (Source: Electronit·s Wed(,·. 
8 March 1995) 

New step-and-scan lithography technology 
Technologists from Nikoil (Tokyo and Belmont. Calif) 

have revealed a new exposure technology that could. at the 
tum of the century. significantly impact the accelerating 
cost of product ion I ithography. Briefly. the technology uses 
deep-UV cxposi;re and scans a 4X image through a slit in 
a reduction stepper lens. 

Nikon foresees the natural progression of optical litho
graphy moving to scanning deep-UV stepper exposure. Its 
new scanning technology. however. is different from exist
ing concepts. It is a refractive optical system that uses a slit 
through the .. sweet spot" of a conventional stepper lens. 
According to Nikon officials. the advantages of this tech
nology include progression to larger field sizes, without 
impacting the size of lenses. In addition. the technology 
improves distortion and total focal deviation because of the 
smaller effective "slit" projection lens and averaging effects 
of scanning. Perhaps most important. this new technology 
should improve cost performance. or slow the acceleration 
of lithography costs. compared to leading-edge step-and
repeat technology. (Reprinted with permission from 
Semiconductor lrternational Alaga::ine. January 1995. 
Copyright 1995 by Cahners Publishing Co., Des Plaines. 
IL. USA) 

Molerules to shrink electronics 
Feature sizes on chips could reduce from micrometres 

to nanometres following developme11ts in molecular 
chemistry. 

Several groups of researchers around the world arc 
working on molecules that not only have the poten~ial to 
shrink electronics but also make themselves from other 
molecules in simple chemical processes. 

Professor Fraser Stoddart's group at the University of 
Birmiugham 's School of Chemistry have developed rotax
anes. These are chemicals whose molecules can exist in 
two switchable states and are therefore capable of storing 
binary information. 

Rotaxane molecules have two parts. a rod, shaped like 
a dumbbell. and a bead, shaped like a ri;1g. The bead is 
looped over the rod and can slide along it. but can only rest 
at one of two active sites. The bead is moved from one site 
to the other by chemical (adding a protonl. electrical (add
ing an electron) or optical (adding a photon) means. Once 
the bead has changed site it will remain fixed until it is 
moved back again. 

Dr. Steve Langford, a member of the Birmingham 
team. said "'The beauty of rotaxane is that the bead natural
ly threads itself onto the rod. forming it is almost as simple 
as mixing solutions of the component molecules together". 

At this time the molecules are being experimented on 
in solution. where millions of them are changed from one 
state to the other at the same time. In solution the state 
change can be detected by various means including optical 
spectroscopy as some rotaxanes changP. colour dramatically 
when they are switi:hcd. 

Applications can be en visaged where rotaxanes or some 
other molecule exhibiting two or more fixed states an: de
signed to naturally assume positions in a two- or thrce
dimensional matrix. The matrix could fom1 the core of a 
very dense memory. (Source: Ek-ctronic.v Week~~" I March 
1995) 
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High density MCM 
A Massachusetts company. Integrated System Assem

blies (ISAl. has developed a multichip module (MCM) 
technology that allows large numbers of chips to be incor
porated in a small package. such as a fully timctional solid
state recorder. with control and refresh logic. ~hat can store 
more than I 5 sec of uncompressed. full-motion video data. 

The module comains I Gb of DRAM in a space 3 in: 
in area and 1.5 mm iri thickness. By comparison. the IC 
industry is working to put I Gb of memory on a single 
chip-but these will not be in production for another five 
or six years. 

ISA backgrinds commercially 3Vailable off<:1e-shelf. 
16-Mb DRAMs and ASICs to a uniform thickness. then 
mounts them on a substrate before building an inter
.::onnecting circuit layer over the'.11. After the substrate is 
removed by laser. the resulting ply-less than 0.5 mm 
thick-contains an entire MCM that can be laminated with 
other MCMs in stacked assemblies of up to eight plies. 

The interconnects are made of sputtered copper. 25 µm 
wide and 6 µm thick. with 75 µm pitch. The dielectric is 
a spin-coated polyamide with a dielectric constant of 2.8. 
Conventiondl chip connection method~ such as wire bonds 
have been eliminated. 

With 88 per cent of the MCM consisting of active sili
con. ISA says their devices are three to I 0 times more 
efficient in space utilization tilan the best competing 
tech ologies and are ideal for space-constrained applica
tions, such as miniature video recorders. hand-held 
computers. pages and cre~it-card-size PCMCIA cards. 
(Reprinted with permission from Semiconductor Interna
tional Maga::ine. January 1995. Copyright 1995 by Cahners 
Publishing Co .. Des Plaines, IL. tJSA) 

World record for hard disk drive density 
IBM has claimed yet another world record for data 

storage density, demonstrating in its research labora•or;· a 
disk drive with 3 Gbits of data per square inch-five times 
the current density of hard drives. 

To put the data density achievement in a more under
standable perspective, IBM sdys that 375 a••erage length 
novels could be stored in a single square inch of disk 
surface. 

IBM says that producing the new drive did not reqJirc 
any exotic new technologies and was achieved by using im
proved versions of IBM's magnctoresistive recording heads 
and ultra-low noise thin-film magnetic hard disks. 

At this high density. IBM says that its current high end 
disk drive. the 2.5 in Travelstar low profile format drive. 
could hold as much as 3.4 Gbytes of data compared to its 
current capacity of 720 Mbytes. 

The 3 Gbit demonslration stored bits at a linear density 
of 180,000 bits per inch on concentric !racks of 16,500 per 
radial inch. Each data bit is stored in an area 5.6 millionths 
of an inch long-about one quarter of the area found in 
optical storage disks. 

The hard disk is an aluminium platter coated with a 
thin film of magnetic cobalt alloy. covered with a protec
tive hard maierial. This enabled data 10 be stored and read 
at a rate of .i.5 Mbytes per second using IBM's partial re
sponse. maximum likelihood (PRML) recording channel 
rather than a convenrional pe;ik detection channel. Dara 
error rates were one in len billion. which IBM says can be 
reduced to one in ten trillion usinr. standard error correc
tion codes. (Source: f;!,•,·tronics Wee~ly. 5 April 1995) 
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Brainwaves control PCs 
Two US studies suggest that brainwaves can be 

amplified .md used to control computers. 
Doctors in New \'. ·:!.- h,,ve succeeded ir. teaching sub

jects to manoeuvre a cursor on display screen up and 
down and from side tJ side. EEG sigr.als from the subject's 
brain are transmitted tc an ampl 'ier. which boost.; the 
signal. This signal is passed to , i ~-·. which analyses the 
signal and focuses on a particular waveh:ngth to control the 
cursor. 

A separate Air Force study has made use of a pheno
:nenon ulled visual-evoked response. Fluorescent iights 
mounted on either side of a subject's head are set <o flicker 
13 times a second. This causes the natural sine wave emis
sion of the brain to synchronize itself with the lights. 

With practice. subjects C:i!!l vary the inten:.ity of these 
provoked responses. and a computer can translate these into 
simple movements of a flight simulator. 

According to Dr. Jonathan Wolpaw. head of the New 
York State Health Department project. the hardware to put 
brainwave controls into effect exists. but it will take inten
sive analysis of the brain's electronic traffic and isolation 
of individual signals to make brainwave controls a practical 
reality. (Source: Elect10nics Weelity. 5 April 1995) 

US researche1rs crack displays 
Electronic displays based on particles suspended in a 

liquid could outperform today's active matrix liquid crystal 
displays (AMLCDs), according to a small US research 
company which claims to have solved one of the funda
mental problem:; liniting the use of the technology to date. 

Research Frontiers, based in Woodbury, New York, has 
developed prototype suspended particle displays (SPDs) in 
collaboration with a team headed by Dr. Michael Lee at 
Imperial Ccilege in London. It says the displays are inher
ently brighter, have better contrast and viewing angles and 
should be cheaper to make than A· 1LCDs. 

The displays are based on ti11y rod-like particles 
measuring around 0.2 to 0.3 microns in length, suspended 
in a non-aqueous liquid held between two transparent sub
strates. Left to the.nselves the particles are randomly 
oriented and scatter light which falls on them. Bu! an elec
tric field applied between the substrates can make the parti
cles :ine up, by inducing an electric dipole on them which 
then lines up with the field direction. 

Light falling on the liquid in the field direction can 
then pass througt: without being scattered. 

A cri1cial advantage of these displays over AMLCDs is 
that they do not need polariz'!rs stuck to their surfaces, 
which absorb much of the light that falls on them. 
AMLCDs need polarizers bec11 1Jse their switching effect is 
based on altering the angle of polarization of light. As well 
as improving their efficiency, and hence reducing the 
power of the backlig!:! needed, the absence of polarizers 
:.hould also make SPDs cheaper to produce than AMLCDs. 

Earlier work on SPDs floundered because the particles 
tended to settle to the bottom of the liquid but Research 
Frontiers say the problem has been solved. 

The first-generation prototype display measures85 mm 
by 70 mm and consists of an active matrix of 340 columns 
and280 rows. Imperial College's Thin Film Laboratory de
veloped the switching matrix for the displays, based on 
transistors made of radmium selenide. 

The prototype displays cann..,t use silicon transistors 
bec11use !hey need a switching voltage of 15 V or more and 

also a very fast refresh rate. However. the switching vol
tage has now been brought down lo below 15 V and it will 
be possible to use silicon transistors in future versions. 
(Source: Electronics Wet>A:(~·. 22 Februal) 1995) 

NTT puts solitons ru work on BO Gbitls data 
stream 

Solitons. those illusive optical pulses measuring a few 
picoseconds in duration. have been put to work c:arrying an 
80 Gbit/s data stream over 5ro km of fibre by the Japanese 
telephone operator Nippon Telegraph and Telephone 
(NTT). 

Solitons are not easy to produce and the Japanese sys
tem required a specially developed optical amplifier using 
a mode-locked opticeil fibre S.Jliton laser. a stable optical 
multiplexer utilizing a planar lightwave circuit (PLC). and 
an optical demultiplexer consisting of a non-linear optical 
loop mirror. 

The mode-locked optical fibre laser detects part of the 
light (approximately five per cent) from the generated 
pulses themselves and feeds the detected signal directly 
back to the modulator. This technique minimizes wave
form distortion and makes it possible to generate stable 
pulses over long periods of time at the extremely narrow 
width of 2-3 ps. 

The soliton pulses trctvel down the fibre witho~t 
changing shape even in the presence of dispersion. The 
width of a normal optical pulse expands due to dispersion, 
which causes different wavelengths to propagate at 
different speeds. The soliton's shape is maintained by a 
balance between the dispersion and the self-phase modu
lation effect, which changes refractive index in proportion 
to the intensity of the (incoming) opti.:al pulse. 

Optical multiplexing is used to achieve the full 
80 Gbit/s throughput. Using wavelength division multi
plexing in a specially developed optical switching circuit. 
10 Gbit/s optical pulses are split into two. four and then 
eight, and are then superimposed with slight time differ
enc::s to ultimately create stable optical signals at 80 Gbit/s. 
(Source: Eleclronic.v Weekly. 22 February 1995) 

LSI claims integration lead for decoder sets 
LSI Logic has us.:d its CoreWare methodology, in 

which large blocks of predesigned circuitry are plugged 
together on a single die, to produce what it claims is the 
industry's most highly integrated MPEG-2 decoderchipset 
for Thomson Consumer Electronics. 

The two-chip package, combining an existing LSI 
MPEG chip with a new front-end part, covers the entire 
signal proces~ing chain in a digital satellite TV dcc~er, 
from demodulation of the QPSK high-frequency satellite 
transmission to generation of the CCIR60 I video output 
ready for encoding into PAL. NTSC or SECAM formats. 

The only missing block in the chain i:; the MPEG 
transport layer decoder, which Thom::on has implemented 
in a separate ASIC. However, LSI says it will have its 
own transport decoder ready by the second quarte; of 
this year. It will remain as a separate chip, said one LSI 
source. because integrating it onto the MPEG video and 
audio decoder would make that device uneconomically 
large. 

The back-end video and audio decoder used in the TCE 
package is LSl's L64002 pan announced last year, avail
able on the merchant market. But the new front-end 
channei decoder chip is proprietary to TCE. 
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The million-transistor channel decoder combines 
four cores: a QPSK demoduiator: Rel!d-Solomon and 
Viterbi error correction decoders: and a de-interlenercore 
that correct large bursts of data by isolating errors into 
smaller. more manageable segments. (Source: Electronics 
Week(l". 15 February 1995) 

Making light of packages 
QualityTechnologiesCorporation(QTC)hasdeveloped 

high voltage opto-coupler packaging technology. It is easier 
to make than convel"tional designs and has improved vol
tage isolation. 

Traditional packaging positions the chips one above the 
other. Electrode separation and therefore the isolation vol
tage between input and output depends on ;,ending the lead 
frame and bond wires accurately. which is difficult to 
control. 

In the new system. called Optoplanar. the emitter and 
detector are positioned side by side. Electrode separation 
depends solely on the lead-frame dimensions. which are 
easy to control. 

The emitter and detectorno longer face each other. The 
optical connection is made with a solid transparent dome 
with a white reflective coating on the outside. From an 
.Jptical point of view the dome resembles an integrating 
sphere that gives even illumination over the lead frame and 
allows some latitude on chip positioning. 

The dome is made from a clear flexible encapsulant. 
The new plastic. called Sylgard 572. has been chosen for 
its tacky properties. It maintains close adhesion with the 
dome throughout the life of the component. The plastic is 
loaded with titanium dioxide, a filler with a high 
reflectivity. 

The design offers 5.3 kV isolation in a normal width 
six pin OIL package. The efficiency lets emitter currents as 
low as I mA be used. Current transfer ratio is typically 
33 per cent. (Source: Electronics Weekly. 15 February 
1995) 

Multibit flash moves closer to production 
Intel engineers have revealed further details of its 

multilevel cell flash memory technology in a paper on a 
32 Mbit flash that stores two logical bits per floating gate 
storage cell. 

The firm sketched out its ideas on using more than 
two voltage levels within a ~.ingle storage cell last summer. 
However, though the ISSCC paper detailed the circuit 
design, it is clear that Intel engineers arc still working on 
a number of areas, such as the voltage references. 

Jn operation the flash memory achieves a 32 Mbit 
storage capacity from a 16 Mbit device by employing 
four states, defined by four voltage levels. on the floating 
gate cell. Intel says the technique will be ap;:-lied to 
memories destined for cost sensitive solid-state mass 
storage applications such as PCMCIA cards. digital audio 
and digital photography. (Extracted from: Electronics 
Weekly. 15 February 1995) 

Hot spotters wing It 
Combining beauty with r.ngineering. integrated circuit 

engineers at a US university are studying the wings of 
butterflies to learn how to manufacture semiconductors 
immune to localized hot spots. 

Researchers at Tufts University arc studying how heat 
travels through thin layers of materials. such as silicon and 
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silicon oxide. Because of th~ thinness of the silicon films. 
"the traditional laws of heat transfer fall aparr··. said 
Ioannis Miaoulis. dean of the (<'liege of Engineering. "We 
ha\·e found through our work that if the films are as thick 
as the wavelength of the incident radiation. then small 
changes in the thickness mak~ a big difference in how 
much of the heat is irradiated or reflected. which means 
that small variations in the thickness of a film could cause 
big hot spots in the film as you manufacture it and damage 
the wafers". he said. 

Once that concept was understood. the researchers 
looked to see if nature had used that principle. Miaoulis 
said the team discovered that the scales on a butterfly's 
wing are made from multilayer film structures. "In analysis 
we found that they have the optimal structures for absorb
ing and reflecting the sun's rddiation". he said. 

The team also observed that the scales on the wings are 
rough films and are investigating whether silicon films 
would be less susceptible to temperature variations during 
processing if they had thickness variations. (Source: 
Electronics Week(r. 8 February 1995) 

High-temperature optical fibre developed 
A resin-based optical fibre that can withstand 

temperatures up to 266 • F has been developed by the Japan 
Synthetic Rubber Company. based on a material the fim1 
developed in 1990. The company is working with Fujitsu 
to develop electronic systems based on the fibre for use in 
car engines and other high-temperature environments. 
(Source: Electronics Weelc(l·. 8 February 1995) 

PERM tec'1nology to father better disk drives 
The Pre-Embossed Rigid Magnetic (PERM) media 

technology. which is the focus of a recent development and 
marketing agreement between Seagate Technology and 
Sony Corporation. is set to bring out high-quality. high
density. high-capacity disk dri'f·es that are easier and 
cheaper to make. 

It is anticipated that 2.5 in disks with 15.000 tracks per 
inch (tpi) and data storage capacities of 1.5 Gb}1es will be 
developed within the foreseeable future. 

The current prototype PERM-disk has 5,000 tpi and 
200 Mbytes of data storage. significantly higher than a 
conventional hard disk platter with 3.000 tpi and 80 Mbytes 
of data storage. 

The difference between the rnnventional disk platters 
and a PERM disk drive is in the material used and in the 
method of production. 

Instead of using glass or aluminium. as in the 
conventional drives. the material is plastic which has been 
pre-embossed with data tracks and servo-marks of size 
5 x 0.6 µm and separated by grooves. This is achie'fed by 
the same technique applied in mastering and stamping 
compact discs. 

After the actual surface has been prepared. it is covered 
with a magnetic layer and signals are written only on the 
top surfaces of the data tracks. As the servo-marks have 
concave or convex shape, each is magneti7ed with a differ
ent polarity. 

The tracks are then read hy high-sensitivity magnetic 
heads with improved eccentricity toleranc:e (more than 
50 µm J and accurate positioning. 

lhing CO manufacturing methods lowers the costs of 
hard disk manufacturing as there is no need to write track 
position data for each individual drive. 
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It also increases the track density as there is no need 
for guard bands between the tracks. The grooves embossed 
on the disk mould act as guard bands. (Source: Efc,·tronics 
ff"cd:(l'. I February 1995) 

The nanosled slips into action 
The march of nanotechnology continues relentlessly. 

with nanotubes and other nanocomponents almost common
place. Swiss nanotechnologists have now developed j.ist the 
thing for the atomic-scale winter spons nut-the nanosled. 

Developed by Roland Liithi and his colleagues at the 
University of Basel's Institute of Physics. the sled is made 
out of that mainstay of nanotechnology. buckminster
fullerene molecules. Its inventors belie\·e it could form the 
ideal nano-transpon system. moving the tiny components 
of nanomachines into position. 

The spheric<.! shape and high rigid:;y of C,..1 make it 
ideal for an industrial lubricant. However. the Basel team 
found a ditTerenf way to exploit these propenies. Using 
\apour deposition techniques. they constructed ··islands .. of 
C,.1 on perfectly smooth planes of sodium chloride and 
graphite. and tried to mo\·e them with the probing tip of a 
specially-modified scanning force microscope (SFM). 

On the salt surface. the team found that the islands not 
only stayed intact. but slid around with remarkably linle 
friction. The sideways force needed to move them was 
about 7 nN; this makes the nanosled-salt combination an 
order of magnitude slipperier than any normal lubricant. 
says Liithi. But on the graphite surface. the .. islands .. stuck 
firmly: probing with the SFM merely broke the bonds 
which held the spheres together. 

Ltithi believes that this difference results from bonding 
between the C,,. and the surface. On the NaCl plane. he 
says. the individual fullerene spheres might spin freely; this 
··inhibits the formztion of direction-dependent bonding and 
minimizes slip-stick friction ... However. graphite seems to 
behave like a metal surface --these .. freeze .. the fullercne 
molecules in place. which would increase friction ... We 
think that it-bonds might form between the fullerenes and 
the graphite'·. says Liithi ... but we have not been able to 
prove that yet'". 

The low friction and cohesion of the islands is the key 
to the nanosled, says Ltithi. Larger molecul.:s. such as bio
molecules. ··could be deposited on such a nanoslt:d and then 
lransponed to a desired location ... (Source: Chemi.ftry & 
lndmtry. 2 January 1995) 

Deciphering the noise of co"osion 
Amc::rican chemical engineers have discoverc::d a way to 

identify two different kind~ of metal corrosion. The tech· 
nique can tell chemical plant operators where corrosion is 
occurring and when to replace corroded pans. alloy, ing 
plants to be operated more efliciently. 

Rahu Joseph. Rudolph Motard and their colleagues at 
Washington llni\·ersity. St. Louis. used a signal processing 
technique called wavelets to spot pitting and crevices. 
two types of corrosion that other detection methods fail to 
pick up. However. it only \\orks where metals arc in con
tact with nowing liquids. such as in pipes 

When two 1dcntic:al metals arc connected h~ wire<> and 
separated hy a liquid contJining comNve suhstances. <;uch 
as metal chloridc'i, they produce a mix of electrical signal' 
or electrochemical '"n111se'". Pilling or ere" ice corro .. wn in 
th:: metal surface., produce characti:ri.,llc 'i1gnals which the 
new method can filler our from the background noi'e of 

other. g ... ; !!ral corrosion. The team compared the results 
from wa1rdet analysis with examinations of the metals 
using an optical microscope and found that the corrosion 
patt:ms matched close!}-. 

The wa1relets are algorithms that interpret electro
chemical signals through both time and frequency of occur
rence. This means they can pinpoint the position and extent 
of corrosion in equipment. This is an improvement on the 
current method of fourier analysis which gi\ies half the 
picture by providing only a breakdown of signal fr:quency. 
says Joseph. 

·n1c researchers expect a wide range of applications for 
this technology. leading to a family of industrial .. finger
printing·· devices for processes in chemical plants. Joseph 
envisagesacomplet.:corrosion-dctectionsystemcomprising 
computerized sensors linked to wavelet software with the 
results interpreted by an anificial neural network. (Source: 
Chemistry & lndu.ftry. 16 January 19Q5) 

Micromachined pressure sensor 
Silicon micromachining has had a very limited impact. 

but as the ability to integrate micromachined structures 
with conventional electronic circuits in-;reases. so does the 
technology· s applicability. 

A number of micromachinedstructures have made their 
debut in the past few years. A team from the Physical 
Electronics Laboratory in Zurich has built a miniature 
pressure sensor with integrated signal conditioning 
electronics on the commercial 1.2 µm AMS process. 

The pressure sensor is a circular plate below which the 
substrate has been removed. There are four apenures on the 
plate's periphery giving access to the cavity. A heating 
element runs across the top of the plate. 

In operation. the heater is activated and simulta
neously beha\ies as a thermistor. The resistance is 
monitored and changes correlated with pressure levels due 
to the change in thermal conductance of the gap beneath 
the pla!e. 

The signal conditioning circuit comprised two con
trolled current sources and an op-amp. The sensor can 
measure pressures between 100 and I Ob Pa and required a 
heating current of 8 mA. (Source: Electronics Week~'" 
11 January 1995) 

Working towards portable flash 
Flash memory has a distinct and growing role to play 

in electronic systems. but most manufacturers recognize it 
is unlikely ever to replace DRAM. 

None the less. research progress continues apace to 
r.:move some of the limitations of flash storage---notably 
its requirement for a high-voltage programming supply and 
its lowly erase'write endurance · in order to make flash 
EEPROM more acceptable for ponable systems. 

Mit~ubi'ihi and llitachi arc collaborating on a high
density flash EEPROM type they call DINOR that utilizes 
Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling for hoth the erase and write 
operations. The companies feel the l>IN<>R structure is 
their strongest candidate for a high-speed J V-only flash 
memor~ hut the endurance needed to he ele\atcd. 

To allack rh;c; prohlem Mll'iuhishi engineers reports a 
'witch to hot electron injection for the era~e operation. 
I lowe~er. the dectronc; we.re generated from the 'uhstrate 
then-well 'illrrounding the p-t~pc tuh in which the cell i~ 
formed pro\·ides hoth well 1'olitlion and is the electron 
in1cctor fem111er1 
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The result was a significant impro .. ement i:t erase/write 
endurance at low voltages. The hot-electron scheme anain
ed an endurance of to' cycles with only a marginal drift 
upwards in the threshold vol!age from 1.5 to 2 V. By com
parison. the Fowler-Nordheim mechanism had linle drift at 
Io~ cycles but by I 0' cycles the threshed voltage had risen 
to nearly 4 V-plainly unacceptable. (Source· Electronics 
Weeu_,._ 11 January 1995) 

Growing coils onto silicon 
Micro Sensys. a German-based radio identification 

specialist. has come up with a simple. low-cost way of 
building coils onto chips-by growing them onto the 
silicon wafer and hence avoiding the traditional bonding 
processes. The monolithic microstructurethat Micro Sensys 
has developed is used in RF chips for contactless sman 
cards and other identification and access control appli
cations. It completely integrates all of the analogue func
tions: a high-frequency rectifier. antenna .:oil and ;;.n 
EEPROM on a single chip. 

Apan from acting as a space saver. this microstructure 
cuts costs typically associated with mounting and connect
ing chip contacts and circuits in conventional devices. It 
also allows volume production of chips from a single 
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wafer. For example. up to a thousand RF-ID chips can b.: 
created on a six-inch silicon wafer. 

Micro S~nsys uses a modified straight wall bumping 
process. Thie; process is normally used in tape automated 
bonding for chips with many contacts (between 200 
and 300). as in flip-chips. 

A single metal layer is applied to the silicon substrate 
in the form of .. bumps... lea,·ing tower-block-looking 
structures behind. This is achieved by raising the metal 
layer higher than the silicon substrate but still allowing 
passivation-layer channels to run in between. 

The passivation layer is typically a silicon-nitrate or 
polya.-nide 20 pm thickness. Above the passivation layer 
and the active circuitry of the chip. another metal layer. 
usually copper. is applied by photographic electroplating. 
It is this layer that is 1he coil and which is connected to the 
chip circuitry oo the first layer. 

The coil is 5 ptn wide. 20 µm high and the bumps are 
separated by 5-t.tm pa.;sivation channels. The chip uses 
1.2-p.m technology. The smallest monolithic structure so far 
produced is 3.5 mm x 3.5 mm in size. which makes it ideal 
for use in smart cards. The operating frequency for this 
chip is 4 MHz. but it will soon change. {Source: £/ec:
llonic:s Week(1·. 22 March 1995) 
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D. MARKET TRENDS AND COMPANY NEWS 

Market Trends 

European displays marlcet to grow 
The European displays market (including modules) is 

estimated to ha,.-e approached $3 billion-around 16 per 
cent of the world market. despite the heavy manufacturing 
and end-user base in Far Eastern countries. This market. 
according to a new report from Elsf!l·ier AtA·anced Tec:h
nologl". is set to grow by 15 per cent per annum. 

Cathode ray tubes (CRTs) remain the dominant tech
nology. retaining over 80 per cent of the market share. but 
over the next five years. competing technologies such as 
plasma display panels (PDPs). electroluminescent displays 
(ELDs). vacuum fluorescentdisrlays(VFDs). light-emitting 
diodes (LEDs) and more significantly liquid Cf}"Stal dis
plays (LCDs). are set to make inroads into this figure. 
driven by the trend to smaller and more portable compu
ters. terminals and other infonnation systems. (Reprinted 
with permission from Semiconductor /n1ema1ional 
Maga::ine. February 1995. Copyright 1995 by Cahners 
Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL. USA) 

Modem manufacture'S price war 
The next two years could well prove to be a make-or

break period for many modem suppliers in the UK market. 
It is becoming increasingly difficult for modem vendors to 
differentiate their products on technological grnunds alone. 
and while this may be good news for resellers and users. it 
looks as though vendors will have to mutate into something 
other than one-product companies to survive. Probably the 
first company to signal this shift was Hayes with its Mil
lennium modem rack. US Robotics is trying out the corpor
ate market with its new systems division. This is likely to 
create price pressure in the systems market and force 
smaller-scale manufacturers to seek out the protection of 
market niches. such as PCMCIA card modems and ISDN. 

The trend towards building modems based on the same 
chipsets means that a modem manufacturer's ability to 
compete depends upon its buying power. A small UK
b'\sed company stands little chance of competing on price 
with manufacturing giants in the US and Taiwan Province 
of China. According to Clive Hudson. Managing Director 
cf US Robotics. in order to be a player, you have to have 
world-wide branding and manufacturing. Hudson does not 
rate the chances of survival for his UK rivals in the low
cost modem market. He cannot see them generating enough 
profit for the necessary research and development. 

According to Phil Benge. Marketing Director of Data
flex Design. modem manufacturers have suffered from the 
problem of sale or return. A manufacturer will push a pro
duct out to distributors and it will find its way onto deal
ers' shelves. but thanks to distributors' stock protection 
policies. if the product does not c;hift. six months later the 
manufacturer will be flooded with returned goods that are 
technically obsolete. (Source: Micr<~~cope, 15 February 
1995) 

PC card market gets boost from portables 
The PC card market i~ set for rapid growth over the 

next five years as users switch to portable computers and 
demand the same functions as in desktop PCs. 

Market research firm Dataquest says th::t 3.4 million 
units of PC ca.rJs were sold last year. but adds that this is 
only a fraction of the 29.3 million units that will be sold 
annually by 1999. 

Multifunction PC cards are the fastest growing cate
gory. growing by as much as 400 per cent in 1994 alone. 
The market leader in PC cards is Megahenz. with about 
25 per cent of the market. followed by Intel with 16 per 
cent and Xircom with 11 per cent. (Source: Electronics 
Week(.-. 12 April 1995) 

On-line information systems reach co:>sumer 
marlcets 

Commercial on-line services such as (in the US) 
CompuServe. America Online and Prodigy now boast 
millions of customers. and new services are appearing 
almost daily. Each of the major providers overlap in some 
areas-all provide access to E-mail for example-but also 
excel in specifo: niches. Costs vary and depend on specific 
features accessed. The market is so competitive that most 
services can be sampled for a limited period. free of 
charge. 

The software to use CompuServe must be purchased. 
but includes some credit against the first monlh' s usage. It 
is menu-driven. but there is no robust graphical user inter
face. Another early entrant into the market was the Dow 
Jones Source. aimed at financial planners and investors. 
The user interface is based on command line input. and the 
commands are arcane. It does. however. provide the full 
text of many business newspapers and magazines. Various 
commercial databases are also available. bu! incur sur
charges. Prodigy suffers from the majo• drawback of being 
slow: this is due to rhe time taken to download (unsoli
cited) graphical advertisements. which cannot be turned off. 
Perhaps the fastest growing service is America Online. The 
software. freely available from direct mail or magazines. 
has an excellent graphical user interface. 

More recently. IBM has bundled access to its Advantis 
network wilh copies of OS/1 Warp. The network provides 
full Internet access using the SLIP protocol. After instal
lation. the user can download network tools. including a 
World Wide Web network navigator. 

The content of such services. as well as ease of access 
for new customers who may not be as computer-literate as 
early users, will ullimately determine their commercial suc
cess or failure. (Source: NFAIS New.fletter 37(1). February 
19Q5) 

Chip makers revise forecasts 
Chip expectations for the third successive year are 

causing semiconductor industry analysts to hurriedly revise 
their market forecasts for 1995. 

Motorola has increased its capital expenditure plans this 
year to $4.5 billion compared to SJ.3 billion lasl year, fore
casting chip market growlh between 17 and 21 per C\'nt :his 
year. 

If forecasts tum out to be correct 1995 will be an un
precedented third year in a row for 20 per cent plus growth 
in the semiconductor induslry. In 199~ lhe industry grew 
31 per cent, says Dataquest. and last year it grew 28 per 
cent. 
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Texas Instruments believes the European Market will 
grow 23 per cent. the US market 22 per cent and the Jap
anese market 17 per cent. But the star of the show will be 
non-Japanese Asia ( .. Asia·Pac .. )with grow1h of 32 percent. 
(Source: £/ectronic.f Week(,·. 8 March 1995) 

llMIC sales grow 50 per cent annually 
The microwave solid-state electronic di,·ision of the US 

Electronic Industries Association (EIA) predicts the micro
wave monolithic integrated circuit (MMIC) market will 
grow by a factor of IO. to almost S.2 billion by the year 
2000. World-wide communications and information links. 
wireless personal communications. militarJ smart sensor 
defence systems. and smart vehicle highway systems will 
drive the market. Venture Development Corporation esti
mates that cellular and cordless telephone sets. specifically. 
will remain the two largest mobile wireless markets for 
MMICs. It may be expected that combined MMIC ship
ments of both markets "'ill top $500 million by the year 
2000, with each category accounting for roughly half of 
total sales. Meanwhile. chip technology advances will push 
the corresponding equipment market to over $50 billion 
world-wide. (Reprinted with pennission from Semi
cond11<:tor International Maga=ine. Janua!)· 1995. Copyright 
1995 by Cahners Publishing Co .• Des Plaines. IL. USA) 

Japan powers back to top 
Japanese companies have made a strong comeback at 

the top of the world·s league table of chip production 
equipment makers. according to analyst VLSI Research. 

In 1994. all but four Japanese firms had dropped out of 
VLSl's top ten. This year tl-"!re are six Japanese firms in 
the top ten while the ~S is down to four firms. 

Hitachi made the most dramatic improvement in its 
position. coming into the top ten for the first time at 
number seven. 

US firm Applied Materials heads the league with sales 
ofS 1.8 billion follow by Tokyo Electron (S 1.4 billion) and 
Nikon (Sl.3 billion). (Source: Electronk.f Week~,-. 

22 February 1995) 

Connectors tum in best growth for eight years 
The world-wide connector market has enjoyed its best 

growth for eight years. expanding 8 per cent to S 16. 78 bil
lion last year according to the Bishop repon. which tracks 
the connector market. 

Europe emerged from two years of recession to record 
a 5 per cent grow1h to $4.38 billion against $4.15 billion in 
1993, although its share of the total connector market de
creased from 27.6 per cent to 26.1 per cent. 

The US enjoyed the biggest growth. 11.2 per cent. 
reaching $6.36 billion in 1994. 

The Pacific Rim grew 9.1 per cent to $1.54 billion. 
while Japan grew 4.5 per cent to SJ.58 billion. The rest of 
lhe world grew 11 per cent fo $908 million. 

Fastest growing product se.:tors world-wide were fibre 
optics ( 12.1 per cent) and PCR connectors (I 0.2 per cent). 

Bishop forecasts a 5.6 per ccnl growth in Eure.pc lhis 
year. (Source: Elt•ctmmn W,•,·k~'·· 22 February 1<>95) 

Flat panel prices drop as market explodes 
According lo the N1hon Kei:ai Sh1mb11n. Japan's 

equivalent of the Financial Time.~. prices of aclive matrix 
lhin-film lransistor rolour LCD:o; which are Q.4 inches on 
lhe diagonal · ·lhc 1ype used in laptop computers have 

dropped 30 per cent in the last six moolhs -to sub-Sl.000 
lnels---and coulJ go lower. And. as many predicted they 
would. lhey are Jropping jusi as the first serious foreign 
competitor.; get their production lines under way in earnest. 

~is year will be the first that anyone exce~ a Japan
ese company has taken a look at the business and. e\·en so. 
non-Japanese \endors are not expected tc take much more 
than about a twelfth of the I million unit market. according 
lo Merrill Lynch. Japan. 

The market appears to be growing like a weed. Last 
year. Merrill Lynch estimated it was not much more than 
a half million unit affair. next year it expects it to hit 
1.5 million units: in I 99i--2 million. 

Adding to the soaring capacity of the Japanese. the 
Dutch and the Koreans are beginning to produce. 

Philips began its ramp of colour low-cost. IO.~-inch 
panels this month. gambling on a simplified production 
technology called Thin Film Uiode plus Resel (TFD~R). 
which uses only 3 '..J masks instead of the 7 '9 masks used 
by TFT producers. 

In Korea. Samsung is just about to swing into mass 
production. They have been making large colour flat panels 
for over a year off a prototype line running a few hundred 
panels a month of both 9.4 and 10.4-inch panels. The 
Samsung design uses seven masks but the company hopes 
to get that down to six. 

The production line. 3Ccording to the manager of 
Sarnsung·s LCD business development. has yields above 
the 50-60 per cent level where commercial production 
becomes feasible. 

A consequence is that Japan's overwhelming market 
share will now begin to slip. but that does not detrac.t from 
the Japanese achievemenl in being for a few year.; the only 
nation capable of mass manufacturing a key component 
required by a major industry. (Extracted from EleL·tmnics 
Week(\". 29 March 1995) 

Semiconductor growth in Asia and the Pacific 
Asia·s semiconductor market outpaced other regional 

markets last year. according to Dataquest. with Japan· s do
mestic market back to a reasonable growth rate (21 per 
cent) after a three-year deanh. and the markets in the rest 
of Asia exploding at 39 per cent. 

A ilhough Japan· s 21-per-cent market gro"1h lagged be
h :nd both the European market growth of nearly 30 per 
cent. and the overall world market gro"1h of 28 per cent. 
1994 was thc first year since 1991 in which the Japanese 
market recorded double digit growth. 

The reason :iormally given for the Japanesc slump of 
the early 1990s was the collapse of Japan·!"> domestic mar
ket for consumer goods. That may not have reco'l1ered. hut 
the sudden rise in Japan's chip market la-;t year came from 
demand for microcontrollers used in pocket phones and for 
!>RAMs used in PCs. That demand. combined with stable 
prices due to supply constraints. explains the return to 
reasonable growth rates in Japan. 

It looks as if the Japane~ market is going through a 
character change a:o; it puts its consumer equipment produc
tion offshore and goc:o; for higher margin equipment 
busincs:o;cs 

Chip companies doinl! best m the Japanese marker lao;t 
year were those from non-Jap:mese Asia. which achieved 
1'18 per cent growth. 

European companies grew in Japan hy 36 per cent. hut 
from an almost non-existent hase; American companies 
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grew !3 pa cent and last. surprisingly. came the Japanese: 
companies with only I'> per cent gnl\\1h in their o"n 
domestic markets. 

In non-Japanese Asia. the 3<>-~r-cent market gro\\th 
was attributed to its home-grown world-class computer in
dustry. to the mo••es into the region by the Japanese 
consumer industry going oflShore. and the emergence ·)f 
communications equipment manufacturing. 

Malaysia and China led the gro\\th. with India. 
Indon~ia. the Philippines and Thailand regarded by 
Dataquest as .. high potential .. markets. (Extracted from 
Elec:truni<.·s Wee~\-. 18 Janu~· I 9<>5) 

Printed circuit boards 
After a period of nearly a decade of stable laminate 

prices. printed circuit board makers are faced with a price 
increase of the order of I 0 and 15 per cent. in some cases 
even more. Reaction from the board makers has been bitter. 

In a business that has always suffered from tight 
margins. this latest price increase could force some board 
makers out of business. Others have been considering their 
options. none of them panicularly palatable. 

The profitability of a panicular board depends upon a 
number of factors. such as the complexity of the board. the 
market served. and the way in which a board manufacturer 
operates to add value. for example whether it buy!. supplies 
locally or from the Far East. 

In the case of a manufacturer of single-side boards. 
where the cost of the laminate may constitute 60 per cent 
of the overall cost of th<! material. the price paid for 
laminate will have a significant impact on the cost of the 
finished board. 

Reaction varies according to the size of the board 
manufacturer. The larger ones feel a little more secure in 
their business. and are more prepared to put prices up. But 
most are not vel')· sympathetic. (Extracted from Electroni,·s 
Wee/c~,._ 18 January 1995) 

The US information industry in 1998 
A US national information policy is now emereine. 

The next three years will see funher steps towards imple
menting the national information infrastructure (NII). The 
environment will change as commercial ~··rvices providers 
and federal database operations find themselves in compe
tition with each other. The elaboration of harmonization 
and open architecture policies by the European Unior. will 
represent a funher. shon-term. complicating factor in the 
development of a world information market. 

The question will remain of which intellectual propeny 
rules ar.: to prevail both nationally and internationally. The 
lJS Copyright Reform Act of 1993 is continuing to evolve. 
and the US Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks has 
been looking at 1he concept of fair use in 1hc context of 
eleclronic copying. 

The lntem..:t has somehow ttl adapt to commercial op
erations without the old ethos being destroyed entirely. 
Various issues relating to copyright arise out of its con
tinuing development. hut atti:udes to these will depend on 
whether the viewpoint is that of the information provider 
or the user. Another issue of c:mtinuing imponance will he 
that of pricing: lhe trend towards flat-rate. suhscription
hased charging for on-line ~n ices is expected to continue. 
although some specialist databases may continue to he 
charged for on other bases. 

Other general issues will include those arising c;ut ul 

consolidation or changes in ownership of resoun:es. as wdl 
as content. media options. and deliw~- methods. tSoun:e: 
.\"F.-1/S .Vt!,nlt!tter. 36( 12) Decem~r 19<>.i) 

Chip industry will double by 1999, says SIA 
Semiconductors will become a SI 00 billion industl')· for 

the first time this year and will double to S::!OO billion by 
the tum of the century. according to the Semiconduclor ln
dustl')' Association (SIA). The indust~ grew 58 per cent in 
the last two years. 

Double digit gro\\1h for the indust~· \\ill continue. 
helped by :he digital signal processing revolu~ion which is 
··just beginning-. Gro\\th. however. wil! slow to 15 per 
cent annually during the remainder of this decade. and 
wili reflect less ,.-olatility than in the past. it was pre
dicted. 

The two growth engines for semiconductors hue been 
MOS microprocessors and CMOS memo~·- Three ne\\ 
areas arc now taking off: field programmable chips. mixed 
signal de,.·iccs and digital signal processors. 

Japan·s impact has been diminished b~ its higher cost 
of capital. Earlier. the lower cost of capital in Japan 
enabled chip makers there to gain market share. Now 
Japan"s capital cost is at a parity with the USA. it was 
claimed. (Reprinted with permission from Semiconductor 
lntc:mational Magcrine. December 19<>.J. Copyright 19<>.J 
by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. IL. USA) 

Company News 

Philips unveils CD plans 
Dutch electronic giant Philips has um·eiled a grand 

strategy for the compact disc. including rewritable and 
high-densily versions. designed to take the 13-y~·ar-old CD 
into the twenty-first century. 

Philips plans to launch the CD-RAM. a rewritable 
equivalent to the CD-ROM. by the end of 1<>96. with a 
high-density version that can store 3. 7 Gbytes to follow in 
1997' 1998. High-density read-only CDs. for both consumer 
electronics and computer applications. will also appearnext 
year. including ,.-ersions that use an advanced double-layer 
technology developed with US firm 3M. 

Philips revealed its CD roadmap as pan of its bid with 
Sony to sel lhe standard for tomorrow· s high-quality ,.-ideo
on-CD format. lhe Digital Video Disc (DVD1. 

In an attempt to counter claims by Toshiba that its 
rival two-sided DVD format has a greater capacity. Philip< 
and Sony have pulled forward plans to include two-layer 
technology in their DVD contender. the High-Density 
Compact Disc (JIOCD}. 

The rewritable discs will use a phase-change technique 
based <'n materials developed by Ricoh of Japan. Existing 
CD-ROM drives need only a minor moditicatior. to he able 
to read the standard-density rewritable discs. 

Philips expects the compuier industry to he the fastest 
adopter of both rewritable and high-density CDs. Computer 
makers Compaq. IRM. Apple and Hewlett-Packard and 
software giant Microsoft have teamed up with Philips and 
Sony to extend the CD-ROM tile strucrure 10 handle high
density and rewritable discs. 

By I 99K Philips expects to have a rewritable high
dcnsily Cl>. allhough not a rwo·laycr version. I Source: 
f:IC'ctromn Jfrclcfr. 22 March I '>CJ:'i I 

1'11>:1' jl) 
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NTL picks digital TV partnetS 
NTL the British broadcast and telecommunications 

company. is rounding up a group of UK and other 
European mmufacturers to put together a digital terrestrial 
television (DIT) system that may be sold world-wide. 

As NTL announced its plans to set up the first UK 
DTf network in February 1995. it also began talks with 
broadcast and telecommunications equipment manufac
turers. including GEC-Marconi. which manufactures trans
mitters. 

GEC-Marconi is making the co:npression equipment. 
but not all of the other specialist equipment. The equipment 
will meet the European digital TV standards set by the 
Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) grouping last year. NTL is 
aiming at what is expected to be a huge market to upgrade 
the world's existing analogue TV infrastructure to digital 
technology. The installation of the UK's DIT network 
alone represents a multi-million pound market for the elec
tronics industry. 

Talks between NTL and potential .:onsortium members 
will continue over the next few months. while the Govern
ment considers drawing up legislation to enable the intro
duction of a terrestrial digital TV service in the UK. 
(Source: Electronics Weekly, S March 1995) 

Optical networlc project 
Monet, the US optical network consonium. has an

nounced a five-year S IOO-million project examining the 
techniques of wavelength division multiplexing. which 
allows additional data to be sent along an optical fibre by 
using several different colours of light simultaneously. 
S5·t million of the total will come from the Advanced Re
search Projects Agency. which is pan of the US Depan
ment of Defense. Monet is a consonium of AT&T. Bell 
Atlantic, Bcllcore. Bt:ll South and Pacific Telesis. (Source: 
Electronics Wee#v. I March 1995) 

Thumbs down for Internet 
US households show little enthusiasm for interactive 

electronic technologies. according to the latest research. 
A study involving more than 7 .500 households found 

interactive TV services such as video on demand, cruising 
the Internet and electronic home shopping services low on 
the list of technologies people want. 

Respondents said they preferred to rent videos at a 
local store rather than pay for the convenience of ordering 
movies direc.tly through a set-top TV box. 

Only six per cent said they use the Internet and only 
about 38 per cent were interested in using it. 

Those surveyed displayed much more enthusiasm for 
current technologies such as direct broadcast satellite TV 
systems. big screen TVs. CD-ROM drives and camcorders. 
(Source: £/ectrnnic.t Weelc(v. 29 March 1995) 

Motorola to develop new smart card c ... ,.. 
Motorola is developing a brand new chip architecture 

for its future smart card microcontroller products. 
The development is pan of a revamping of the com

pany's growinf s1.1an card IC busines!>, which includes set
ting up the world-wide headquarters for the business at 
Motorola's expanding site in East Kilbride. Scotland. 

Motorola's current range of smart card microcontrol
lers. which runs to 200 customized versiom. are based on 
the 8-bit HC05 microcontroller core. The group's Scottish 
development team is looking at a number of options for the 
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new smart card architecture including a customized DSP 
core and a low-power Rise processor. 

Motorola wants to increase the processing power of its 
smart card chips in order to suppon the new generation of 
public key encryption algorithms which will be needed for 
the bank card market being created by projects such as 
Mondex and Visa'Mastercard. 

Motorola's decision to base its smart card business in 
ScOlland is a recognition of the strength of the European 
smart card market. A company spokesman predicts that 
Europe will account for half the world market. or I billion 
to 2 billion cards by the year 2000. (Source: £/e,·tronics 
H"ee#1·. 8 February 1995) 

Reconl results for chip makers 
Continuing growth of the world"s electronics market 

has helped to generate record results at a number of US 
chip makers. 

Programmabl~ logic specialist Altera reponed a 42 per 
cent increase in sales to S 198.8 million for the year endeJ 
3 I December. A 45 per cent increase in op:rating profit in 
the fourth quarter to SI0.4 million was completely 
absorbed by a S24 million charge resulting from the ac.~ui
sition of Inters PLO division in October. The purchase 
price of the Intel business was S38 million. 

Cyrix. the Texan X86 clone maker. almost doubled 
sales last year to $246 million. Sales in the founh quarter 
were 123 per cent up at $73 million. Cyrix quadrupled 
sales of its t86DX2166 microprocessors and in January 
began volume production of the 486DX2/80 chip. The 
company also expected to stan sampling its next generation 
MI microprocessor in February. 

Atmel reponed a 58 per cent increase in founh quarter 
sales to S I08 million. and sales for the year were 69 per 
ce11t up at $375 million. 

IDT reponed a 24 per cent increase in sales in the third 
quaner at S I06 million and a 70 per cent incrca'5C in profit 
at S20 million. Prices of iis 3.3 V and ; V SRAMs 
increased. (Source: Electroni,·s Weelc(v. 25 January 1995) 

Intel increases flash density 
The first fruits of lntei's research on storing more than 

one bit per transistor could appear ;n 1996 in new higher
density versions of Intel's tlash memories. 

Intel says it will sell higher-density devices which take 
advantage of both the new .. multi-level cell .. technology 
and also improvements in the company's process tech
nology. 

Intel is also in the planning stage of a billion dollar 
wafer fab solely to make tlash which. says Intel, should be 
built in the next three years. (Source: £/ectmnic.f Weelc(i·. 
8 February 1995) 

High powered X-ray lithography collaboration 
Engineers at IBM's Microelec·ronics' Advanced Mask 

Facility (Burlington. VT) and Adva11ced Lithography Facil
ity (Hopewell Junction. NY). IBM's T.J. Watson Research 
Center (Yorktown lfeights, NY). Loral Federal System's 
VLSI Facility (Manassas. VA). AT&T Bell Laboratories 
(Murray Hill. NJ) and Motorola (Phoenix. AZ) will begin 
working together in the ncwly-fonned Proximity X-ray 
Lithography Collaborative Association. The objective is to 
explore the use of X-ray lithography for future semicon
ductor manufacturing applications. The four principal com
panies fonned the association to share technology. reduce 
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development costs and to encourage acceptance of the 
[tthnology. 

IBM and AT & T have more than 20 years of experience 
in X-ray lithography. At its East Fishkill facility. ISM 
operates the Western Hemisphere·s ooly commercial syn
chrotron. which is specifically used as an X-ray source for 
lithography. AT&T has the only commercial point-source 
X-ray stepper for advanced lithography. Loral has one 
of the preeminent space-qualified radiation-hardened 
foundries in the United States. and Motorola has been 
actively exploring X-ray lithography for four years using 
S)>nchrotron sources at the University of Wisconsin and at 
IBM. 

Funding for the association will come from the four 
companies and Advanced Research Project Agenc~· govern
ment contracts. In addition. other semiconductor manufac
turers. universities and government laboratories are 
expected to join. (Reprinted with permission from Semi
conductor International .'Uaga::ine. December 1994. 
Copyritht 1994 by Cahners Publishing Co .. Des Plaines. 
IL. USA) 

Hitachi, VLSI develop 0.35-micron Asic process 
Hitach; and VLSI Technology have developed a 

0.35-micron Asic process that they claim will be the 
industry·s densest. offering up to 5 ~illion usable gates. 
The process has a 2.2 to 3.6 V supply range and up to five 
me~al layers with a track pitch of 1.4 mic!"ons. VLSI says 
it will translate all its existing librar) ebments to the rew 
:>rocess this year. ready for production in the second 
q11arter of 1996. (Source: Electronics Wuk(•·. 19 April 
1995) 

Matsushita move hots up high-density CD battle 
The battle to set the standard for tomorrow·s high

density compact discs was thrown into confusion after 
Matsushita announced it had developed a double-layer disc. 

Matsushita is backing Toshiba's .. SD .. double-sided. 
single-layer disc technology. against the rival double-layer 
system proposed by Philips and Sony. By announcing a 
double-layer variant of the Toshiba disc. Matsushita has 
raised speculation that a compromise combining eiements 
of both formats could still be on .ne cards. 

Like the single-layer .. SD .. disc. the new Matsushita 
disc is formed from two platters stuck together. Like the 
double-sided version. the double-layer .. SD .. disc can store 
9 Gb~1es. compared to 7.4 Gbytes on the Philips/Scny 
double-layer disc. (Source: Electronics Jl't!ekly. 26 April 
1995) 

Senrice for year date processing of programs 
Case Technology Co .. I.rd .. a developer of software. 

has started offering a ser\"ice for processing existing 
programs into year dates beyond the year :2000. as the 
information processing systems of virtually all enterprises 
are incompatible with the years beyond 2000. 

Most programs display the years with two-digit figures. 
indicating the year 2000 as .. 00 ... so when computing finan
cial and sales data. these programs will eventually become 
confused. Therefore. computer companies are striving to re
solve this .. year 2000 display issue-. 

The system of displaying years with two digits indi
cates the year 2000 as .. 00~ and the year 1994 as ··94··. so 
there is a possible error that the year 2000 precedes 1994. 
making it impossible to calculate the term"' for computing 
interest on loaned capital. Most main frame syste~s 
developed before the 1980s display the years only with 
two-digit figures for memory sa\·ing and for improving the 
processing efficiency. 

Large-scalesystem users such as financial organizatio!ts 
have devised methods for switching over to display in four
digit figures. but virtually all medium-scale users have 
taken no steps for improvement due to system renewal and 
the existing recession. 

The most cumbersome part in the processing of year 
dates is the identification of the parts to be processed from 
the voluminous program. The company uses its mainten
ance support system (computer-aided software engineering 
(CASE) tool). or Reverse Engineering System for Comfort
able User's Environment (R!:SCUE). to automatically 
analyse what parts of the old program are related to the 
year dates. converts these pans into four-digir figures. then 
confirms whether the system operates satisfactorily sub
sequent to the conversion. 

RESCUE is a special-purpose maintenance software 
that automatically assesses what parts are related when a 
program is used and discovers the parts to be revised. 

The company is presently engaged in research to incor
porate RESCUE with the function of automatic revision in
to four-digit display with the schedule of completion in the 
early half of I ?95 and to commence services from the lat
ter half of the year. The service performs year corrections 
and enables total maintenance of entire information pro
cessing systems. 

Further details available from: Case Technology Co .. 
Ltd .. Marketing and Sales Division. lidabashi Building. 
2-7-18. Fujimi. Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102; Tel.: +-81-3-3234-
9271. Fax: +81-3-3288-0146. (Source: .IETRO. February 
1995) 
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E. APPLICATIONS 

Cats-eye to save lives 
An innovation from Doncaster-based R&D finn 

Astucia is claimed could save the European Union over 
£2 billion and more than 2.500 li;.·es per year. 

The invention is a light-emitting cats-eye. r.amed 
Intelligent Road Stud (IRS). that can warn drivers of 
impending dangers on the road. 

The IRS circuit consists of a couple of microcontrol
lers. a solar cell and an arra~• of sensors powered by 
daylight. car headlights or a battery. 

Depending on the danger the IRS will emit red. blue. 
orange or white light respecti,rely. (Source: Elt.'l.·troni,·s 
Week(l·. 26 April 1995) 

Micron Technology backs burst EDO DRAM 
Burst EOO DRAM. a potential low-cost alternative t.> 

synchronous DRAM. has gained significant new support ::s 
US memory maker Micron Technology prepares to ship 
samples in the third quart'!r this year. 

The announcement com cs as the technical specification 
for burst EOO DRAM is reaching the final stages of Jedec 
approval. This could funher tighten the hold by EIX> 
DRAM on high pcrfonnancememory applications. restrict
ing synchronous DRAM to niche applications. 

PC motherboard makers Matsushita and Micronics and 
DRAM manufacturers Oki and Samsung have joined the 
li5t of DRAM chip and module suppliers and PC chip~t 
firms that plan to suppon EOO DRAM. A total of 10 PC 
chipset suppliers now intend to support the format in
cluding OPTi and VLSI Technology. 

PC makers are particularly keen on using EOO DRAM 
because it requires no motherboard layout changes. unli!..:e 
synchronous DRAM. needing only a small timing change 
in the memory controller. (Source: Electronic.r Wee/cZv. 
26 April 1995) 

Crime will pay for automotive firms 
The expectations of electronics suppliers and mo1or 

manufacturers have been growing due to plam to amend 
the EC Anti-Theft Directive (74/61/EEC). TI.e amenoed 
directive states that as of January 19<>7 all new car 
models have to have immobilizers and alarms fitted. 
and from October 1998 this will apply to all vehicles 
sold. 

Security systems require electronics and manufacturers 
are anticipating a potential half billion dollar automot;ve 
electronics market. and a flood of new electronic vehicle 
security systems is expected to appear very soon. 

According to the industry analyst BIS St~ategic 
Decision. the 1998 market could be worth in exces$ of 
S400 million of electronics alone. 

In London alone. more than half of stolen vehicles are 
not recovered. But increasingly car crime deterrents have 
heen relying on electronics and the latest technological 
advances. 

BIS estimates that currently around 25 per cent of 
European car production includes factory-fitted alarms and 
immohilizers. Most security devices. if not available with 
the car when newly hought. arc retro-fitted. The VSIB 
(Vehicle Security Installation Aoard) figures show In~· :n 
I 99] there were around 200.000 in~tal111lions of alarms and 

immobilizers. Projections have it that this figure will 
double in 1995 alone. 

The aftermadct fitmem services are likely to continue 
growing. especially with the arrival of newer. more effec
tive systems. There is already talk of specialist afiennarket 
immobilizers which may be combined with other security 
devices such as tr.:cking systems and hidden miniature in
car cameras. which will film the thief at work. 

But it is the motor manufacturers which the police. in
surance companies :md other interested parties are relying 
upon to design in high-integrity security systems and as 
early as at the concept stage of a new vehicle. 

However. car companies are concerned over the prob
lems created by the growing number of legal security re
quirements. Ford states that there are over six different 
legal and insurance requirements that need to be fulfilled 
before even starting on a new design of a security device 
to fit in a new car model. This is aggravated by a lack of 
a common standard for vehicle security devices. a standard 
test and the rjifferences in requirements from different 
countries. 

And altl> .>Ugh the inconsistencies between some of the 
requirements proved time-consuming and expensive. motor 
manufacturers now fear they will be asked to do more. 

There are a few levels of security for cars: perimeter 
~curity. immobilizers. accesso11•security. special markings 
and vehicle location a'ld recover}. Perimeter security 
consists of good door. bonnet and boot locking. and 
sunroof glazing and fuel cap security. Based on electronic 
systems. such as remote control access. it will help to 
reduce the visibility of the locks themselves. 

Immobilizers can be of a mechanical. electro-mechani
cal or electronic nature. But by far the most popular im
mobilizers appear to be the ones based on electronics. 

The most widespread design is the passive transponder 
system used in conjunction with an ignition key. The sys
tem is operated through a rolling code radio transmitting 
key fob. Both interact with the engine management system 
and will frustrate any thief who attempts to hot-wire the 
''chicle. 

Special markings entail vehicle identification numhers 
(VINs) that can be ;;tored within electronic units or mod
ules within the vehicle. These can be smart cards or RF-ID 
tags that can be fitted in some hidden location on the 
vehicle. 

As for vehicle location and recovery systems. many 
new devices :ire appearing on the market although they 
have not been identified by the amended EC directive as 
compulsory for new car models. A couple of systems are 
already available on the market and are used by the police. 

The idea of having tracking devices within a car has 
been taken further. It is expected that vehicle tracking 
devices will be combined with satellite-based GPS navi
gation aids and radio data networks. The cost of these sys
tems will he spread by incorporating car diagnostics and 
engine monitoring. 

The added advantages is that when the car is stolen. the 
tracking police car can slow it down by controlling the 
management system over the radio link. But such a system 
will raise a new set of engine tampering and safety 
concerns which ~hould keep the regulators husy for 
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some years yct. (Source: Elcctromo Jfrd:~\·. 19 April 
IQ4)5) 

Video over telephone lines is a commercial reality 
Vid~ compression 01nd transmission technology must 

be a\'ailabk on a single chip costing k"SS than S90 for 
\·ideo l'\'er telephone lines lo become a comlT'ercial reality·. 
according to Motorola. 

The company also belie\"eS it now has lhe lechnology 
10 achie\"e rhis wilh the licensing of the discrek mu hi-tone 
( l>MT) modulation scheme developed by Amani Commu
nications. 

Amani·s DMT analogue line modulalion scheme will 
be incorporated into a singl~ chip transceiver for the as: m
mt.'1rical digi101l subscriber line (ADSL) systems which 
operalors like BT plan 10 use to deploy· video-on-demand 
sen.ices over existing analogue telephone lines. 

Current ADSL systems. including those being e\ :iluared 
by BT. suppon one-way\ ideo transmission to the subscri
ber using a 2 Mbit s digital channel. Amani claims that its 
DMT-hased technology will suppon a 6 Mbit s channel 10 
the subscriber and a Mu Kbit s return channel to the 
exchange. As well as supponing muhiple TV chan!!el trans
mission. an integrated DMT transceiwr could reduce the 
cost of ADSL hare1wa1·e. Motorola. which plans to market 
its first DMT chips i'.1 19%. has :;et a target price for the 
silicon of under S90. iExtracted from: Electronics Wed:~\·. 
19 April IQ4)5) 

ARPA funds "blue" laser 
The US Advanced Research Projects Agency is funding 

the development of blue-light laser diodes. based on 
gallium nitride materials on silicon c:irbide wafers. by 
Philips subsidiary. Philips Laboratories and Cree Research. 

One focus of the project will he to de\'elop higher 
capacity optical data storage de\"ices. 

Other firms are also trying to find ways 10 build blue
laser diodes cheaply. '\dvanced Technology Materials is 
working with Hewlett-• 1ckard 10 develop blue laser 
diodes. also using gallium nitride. Japanese firm Nichia 
Chemical Industries says it is already sampling blue-laser 
diodes for about $30. l Source: f/ectmnin W.:e/c~\·. 19 April 
1995) 

Smart cards 
The development of applications from highly secure 

hank cards to throw-away phone cards is expected to open 
opponun it ies for semiconductor suppliers in the second half 
of thl· decade. 

According to marker research analyst Dataquesi. th~ 
~mart card market will have a compound annual growth 
rate (CACil<) of JO per cent until 199R. Dataquest values 
the demand for silicon at£ 1.3 hi Ilion in Europe alone. Rut 
for chip suppliers smart cards represent not one hut many 
markets of varying importance and requiring p1oducts of 
different complexity. There has hecn a natural division of 
this industry into four main areas according to application; 
these arc the electronic pa} ment. physical access control. 
logical acceso;control and ponahle files. Electronic payment 
includeo; hanking. finance. road tolling and puhlic transport 
applicallons. Into logical acceo;o; control fall pa~ -TV and 
mohik phones and into pit} sic al acccso; control safety and 
security .1reas. The p11rtahle tileo; group covers health. 
personal and security mformation serviceo;. 

The major smart card semiconductor manufacturers are 
SGS-Thomson. Molomla. Hitachi and Siemens. Motorola 
has '!.7 per cenl market share and SGS-Thomson and 
Siemens ha\·e '!.6 per cent each. 

Perh3ps the most imponant finance smart card project 
is that being de\'eloped by credit card giants Visa and 
Mastercard. Visa is working with European smart card 
makers Schlumberger and Gem plus and the first prototype 
cards should be delivered later this ~·ear. Orga. another 
European manufacturer. is Mastercard·s panner in the 
Europay Masters Visa tEMV) initiati,,·e. 

Lik.: many card makers. Orga sees its largest market in 
electronic SIM cards for personalizing GSM mobile 
phones. It is expected that by the year :2000 GSM SIM card 
revenues will expand to more than S:200 million. (Extracted 
from Electmnics Wel!k~l". 8 February 1995) 

Taking a swipe at the terminal 
It did not take long for somebody to think of a sman 

card that can work without any physical contact with a ter
minal. And now vendors are designing and developing con
tact less sman cards. 

Based on RF communications. the contactless card 
eliminates the need to put the card in any son of reader. 
Therefore its prime applications appear to be in transpor
tation. ticketing. access control and labelling. 

Economically. contactless transactions can be up to 
:!5 per cent cheaper due to their non-stop usage. faster 
queue movements and reduced personne I to manage entries. 
But the card needs a radio transmitter. antenna and. de
pending on its complexity of use. a microcontroller and/or 
some memory where information can be stored. Processing 
speed is imponant in contactless applications like public 
transpon and road tolling because the use of a radio inter
face means that the card"s transaction time must be as shon 
as possible. 

Most of the existing contactless cards work more or 
less on the same principle. The card has no battery of its 
own so ii is powered inducti\"ely by a magnetic field 
emitted by the card reader. 

Although contactless cards have staned receiving 
attention from many companies. there is the issue of stan
dardi7.ation. Currently there.: are no standards. This means 
that most suppliers ha\·e opted for proprietary designs. such 
as the card size. and the frequencies and data rates used. 
(Extracted from E/l!ctmnics Wi!l!lc~l·. 8 February 1995) 

Vital Asic libraries appear 
The first long-awaited Vital compliant VHDL Asic 

libraries are beginning to appear -- nine months after the 
Vital working group established a workable technical 
specification. 

Fujitsu Microelectronics in Europe and Texas lnstru· 
ments in the IJSA have both released Vital model libraries 
for gate array technologies. The fuji1su libraries. suppon
ing 0.65 µm and 0.5 µm CMOS gate arrays and embedded 
cdl arrays. were a European initiative driven b} its 
engineering group in frankfun. 

The Vital specification defines a standard form for a 
VI 11>1. !\sic model including mechanisms for passing func
rional and timing information to a simulator. The specifi
cation is going through its IHT standardization procedures 
where it has hcen modified. (Fxtracted from l~lcctrrmics 
Wl',•klr. R Fchruary 199~) 

/'a~c· ./3 
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WL betters its camera on chip 
VLSI Vision. the Edinburgh-based camera-on-a-chip 

company. is de,·doping new products that o\·ercome a sig
nificant problem of its first-generation sensors. 

The new VVL devices. due shortly. are to ha\·e a much 
impro\'ed .. pattern noise .. perfonnance. Pattern noise is de
gradation in the image produced by :he camera caused by 
process-related circuit variations. These \ariations alter the 
intensity of both individual pixels and whole columns caus
ing speckles and highly noticeable .. stripes .. in the image. 

The improved VVL sensors will have resolutions of 
about 312 x 287 and 768 x 57-l pixels. 

Unfortunately. the architecture of the VVL sensors 
means they are particularly susceptible to pattern noise. The 
photosensitive array in the VVL camera exploits a well
known technique: if a photodiode is added to an ordinary 
DRAM cell in parallel with the celrs capacitor incident 
light it will generate a current partially discharging the 
junction capacitances. The photodiode is formed by 
extending the drain region of the access (or pass) transistor. 
Analogue sense amplifiers at the top of every bit line sense 
and amplify the charge on each pixel in the column. It is 
the process related variations. or offsets. in the threshold 
voltages of the amplifiers that cause the pattern noise (seen 
as stripes). Also. since the charge from individual pixels 
has to drive down a bit line to reach th.: amplifier local 
pixel variations can give individual pixels differing inten
sities. 

However. in the US. engineers from AT & T Bell Labs 
and NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab have op·.i.'d to add a source 
follower amplifier to each individual pixel on their array. 
The penalty is an increased pixel size but the array suffers 
from less pattern noise and can be acet·ssed faster. The 
team has demonstrated a 256 x 256 pixel sensor. and 
AT&T engineers are following on with a 1024 x 1024 
p;xel sensor. 

The 256 x 256 pixel sensor was built in a 0.9 µm 
CMOS process and each pixel measured 20 x 20 m: with 
25 per cent of the area actually taken up by the photogate 
(called the fill factor). The 1024 x 1024 sensor is currently 
being fabricated by AT&T in a 0.5 µni CMOS process. 

The pattern noise of th.: initial sensor was I to 2 per 
cent of saturation. But a noise cancellation circuit. which 
has already been demonstrated on a JPL-manufactured 
camera and will be incorporated onto the larger AT&T 
camera. reduces that figure by an order of magnitude. 
(Extracted from £/ci.:tmnic~ Wcek~r. 22 March 1995) 

Vertical MCM is complete camera and imaging 
system 

Engineers from the University of Sheffield have 
developed an integrated camera and image processing 
system built using 30 MCM technology. 

The system uses standard components hut was devised 
to exploit the integration potential of MCM-V (vertical 
MCM) technology developed by Thomson CSF. 

The image is captured in a 312 x 287 pixel sensor. 
digitized to 8 hits, reformalted and compressed using 
motion-JPEG at 3 framcc;'s. N inc chips and 40 discr•;tcs arc 
integrated into 476<> mm'. six times denser than a PCB 
implementation. 

Processing is carried out using four lnmos transputcrs 
in a pipeline. The first rnpcrvi~cs data reads fmm a FIFO 
(which acts as a data rate buffer) and transfers the data 
across its serial li11ks. The image res<ilution is reduced by 
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wrtical and horizontal decimation to produce ()CIF images 
or 176 x , .... pixels. 

The sec1Jnd transputer is linked to two 3::! K x S 
SRAMs which act as image store. The other two trans
puters are for general processing operations. In the 
implementation of JPEG. for example. they would perform 
the OCT quantization. zero-run length packing and 
Huffman encoding. The system can be reprogrammed via 
the transputer se1 ial links. 

The demonstration board contains the MCM under i! 

quartz window. It is surrounded by hcatsinks to allow its 
operation in still air. Howewr. Jon Stem. co-author of the 
only paper at the ISSCC to originaie from the UK. says the 
heatsinks are excessively large. b.:cause of over-calition. 
and the module dissipates only 2.5 W. The heatsinks are 
likely to be smaller and become an integral pan 1Jf the 
product. (Source: Elcctronics Week~\·. 15 February 1995) 

Electronics gets motor going 
Electronics are the key to a new kind of cheaper. 

smaller. electric motor for commercial applications like 
washing machines. vacuum cleaners and electric hand 
drills. A university research project sponsored by industry 
was set up 18 months ago to find out if control electronics 
could be made cheaply enough to bring this elegant design 
out of the laboratory and into the real world. This project 
is under the joint leadership of Professor Hugh Bolton at 
Cardiff University and Dr. Cha;les Pollock of the 
University of Warwick. 

Invented around 1840. the switched reluctancc (SR) 
motor was the first. and is conceptually the simplest. type 
of electric motor to be invented. Practical exploitation has 
had to wait until semiconductors h<t\e been developed to 
make it work. 

The motor works in the same way that an 
electromagnet attracts a piece of steel. Like all rotary 
motors. the SR motor has a rotor and a stator. The rotor is 
a stet:! cylinder with ridges outside running along its 
lt:ngth. This fits inside the stator which is a hollow steel 
cylinder with ridges running along its inside. Long narrow 
coils of wire are fitted over the ridges of ti1e stator. turning 
them into electromagnets. lmaginc a ~tator with three coils 
and a rotor with one ridge. When current is applieJ to one 
of the coils the rotor will swing around until the ridge 
aligns with the energized coil. The rotor is then rotated by 
sequentially operating the coils. This is a simple three 
··phase" motor. Practical versions have more coils but the 
orinciples are the same. 

The mechanics of the motor arc simple. Both parts arc 
quick and cheap to construct. To retain the cost advantage 
brought by the mechanical parts and case of construction 
the electronics must be cheap. 

The electronics have two functions: to switch the cur
rent in the co: ls and to control the moment of swnching. 

Essentially the motor requires one power transistor 
switch per phase. This is immediately an advantage over 
the hrushless Dl' motor (another contender for the 
··simpl::st motor" crown) which needs bidirectional current 
in its windings and so requires two ~witches per phase. The 
Cardiff Warwick team have designed motors "ith fewer 
phases to further cut the number of power semiconductor~ 
required. 

The timing of the S\\itchcs is controlled hy the rotor 
position. This position is ~ensed either optically or 
magnetically Professor Bolton· s group use optical pick-ups 
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for electrical simplicity but the final product :nay use these. 
Hall effect or inductive sensors. 

The presence of the sensors and power switches 
provides opponunities to add other features. Active power 
factor correction to make the motor compatible with on
coming EC directives is one. Sound level reduction is 
another. This type of motor is prone to acoustically ring as 
current in the coils is turned off. By turning them off in 
two stages. the university group introduce twc. anti-phase 
vibrations which cancel each other out. 

There is an electric door slider based on the same 
principle and some large industrial machines. Development 
by several teams continues world-wide. The prize for the 
.. right answer .. is the huge market for maintenance-free 
low-cost motors in domestic appliances. power tools and 
cars. This technology is one of the leading contenders for 
that prize. (Source: Electronics Wt?ek(l". 5 April 1995) 

Altera sneak previews PLDs 
Ahern ha-; revealed funher d.!tails of its FLEX IOOOO 

family ofCPLDs. due to make its debut towards tlie end of 
this year with 50.000 and I 00.000 equivalent gate devices. 

The architecture of the FLEX I 0000 adds configurable 
blocks of memory to a hierarchical routing scheme first 
seen on the FLEX8000 family. The device contains a 2-D 
array of logic array blocks each containing eight logic 
elements. Each element comprises a 4-input look-up table. 
cascade and carry chains, a register and muxes. 

An individual element can perform any logic function 
of four inputs and elements can be cascaded to form more 
complex logic functions. Local interconnection delay is 
limited to Ins. The internal buses can be tristated to allow 
internal functions to communicate across a single bus. 

Logic array blocks are interconnected via a 2-D matrix 
of wiring channels which run across the chip. Connecting 
blocks using row interconnect only takes 6ns with anather 
3ns r.eeded if column interconnect is required. These delays 
are fixed giving predictable routing. 

An einhedded array block is sited at the end c.f each 
row and contains 2 kbitc; of SRAM. The SRAM can be 
used to implement large functions such as multipliers. 
filters and micro cores in the form of look-up tables. 

Specialized addressing modes and 1/0 signals allow a 
flexible width and depth organization. synchronous or 
asynchronous operation and perm it the blocks to be 
cascaded. 

Samples of the chip ar;.; due in the third quarter of this 
year. (Source: £/ectroni_·.r Weekly, 22 March 1995) 

VLSI demodulator based on HDTV trial system 
A single chip digital TV demodulator based on the 

641256 QAM systems used in North America'sGrand Alli
ance HDTV trials has been introduced by VLSI Tech· 
nology. The quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) sys
tem, which could also be the basis of European terrestrial 
digital TV transmissions, was developed by Californian 
devek,per Applied Signal Technology and integrated by 
VLSI Technology into its library of functional system 
blocks. 

The quadrature downconverter equalizer demodulator 
(QED) would be used in QAM cable TV set-top box re
ceivers. It sits between the cable and the MPEG compres
sion functions and extracts the digital video and audio data 
streams from the 64/256 QAM modulated signal on the 
cable TV network. 

Operating at a ·B.75 MHz IF. it :mppons symbol rates 
up to 5 . .t MBaud and implements the Reed-Solomon for
ward error correction algorithm. 

The QAM protocol combines traditional amplitude 
modulation and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) to 
put the digitally coded TV signal on the carrier frequency. 

The QAM device is one of a number of chips VLSI is 
offering for low-cost set-top box receiver dt>signs. It is 
developing a separate QPSK demodulator with ComAtlas 
of France. and :m MPEG-2 codec with US specialist 
Mediamatics. (Source: Electronics Week(l·. 22 March 1995) 

System for reduction of power consumption 
KEC Inc. has developed a system that enables power 

consumption to be suppressed considerably when the sys
tem is fitted onto electrical equipment such as facsimile 
systems which are connected to the telephone. The system 
is normally in the switched off state. but is switched on 
whenever it senses a telephone call. and the power 1s cut 
off automatically whenever the telephone call is terminated. 

The new product. ca!led the SOD device. is a system 
that switches the power unit on or off automatically only 
when required by the queued power consumption type in
formation processing equipment connected to a communi
cations circuit. The power unit wiring and telephone signal 
line are connected to electrical equipment such as a fac
simile system via the SOD device. Whenever a telephone 
call is made. the current flowing through the telephone line 
is converted into a voltage. This change is sensed by the 
SOD system semiconducmr sensor and the power of the 
electrical equipment such as a facsimile system is switched 
on. When the call is terminated. the end of the telephone 
link is sensed and the power is switched off automatically. 

The voltage change in the 1elephone circuit generated 
by lifting and replacing the receiver turns the switch on and 
off. so the SOD system does not consume any power. 
Therefore. when transmitting or receiving facsimile mes
sages for 15 min/day using a facsimile system with a 
queued power consumption of 12 W. it will be possible to 
conserve more than 100 kWh of electricity per year. 

The system is usable with facsimile systems and other 
equipment linked with the telephone. or for personal com
puter communications computers and systems for seie.:ti:1g 
telephone companies with the lowest service charges. In 
personal computer communications. the system is sel::c,ed 
by considering the time necessary for the computer power 
up. By using the sy!.tem in combmation with software for 
automatically transferring mail messages and other data. it 
will be possible to cut off the per~onal computer's power 
in the instant the necessal) communications liave been 
completed. 

The proto:ype system is an externally fitted type. but 
the company pla~s to develop an mtemaliy fitted type with 
the cooperation of facsimile .. y!;tem manufacturers. 

Further details from: KEC Incorporation. 1998-2. 
Minari Minogo-cho, Onomichi City. Hiroshima Pref. Tel.: 
.-81-848-48-3241, Fi!x· •81-848-48-5287. (Source:./ETRO, 
February 1995) 

New small polya:ene battery for memory backup 
Kanebc Ltd. and Seiko lnstrumenh Inc. have jointly 

developed and commercialized the world"s smallest 414 
Type Polyacene Battery that uses a non-aqueous electrolyte 
and i:; Jes1g:1ed to accommodate the accelentingminiaturi
zation and performance improvement of portable equip· 
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ment. The heat-resisting moulded batter} enables retlow 
soldering (integrated soldering) when mounfr~g the bane~ 
on a printed circuit water. 

The polyacene battery is a secondary battery using 
polyacer1ic semiconductor( PAS) developed by the company 
as the ele1.1rode. and teatures the three basic characteristics 
of high voltage---large capacity. low intemai resistance and 
high reliability owr a long period of time. The bane~· has 
a working temperature of -25 to 70" C and can be re
charged over 10.000 times. 

The commercialization of this heat-resisting mouldeJ 
polyacene batte~· has raised the heat-resisting levels of bat
teries considerably. The battery casing is moulded with a 
special type of heat-resis:ing resin. so allowing the memo~· 
backup battery to be a s•1rface mounted device (SMD). The 
introduction of the reflow soldering method eliminates the 
need for manu:il soldering. so the efiicier.cy of assembling 
the battery into equipment is improved to enable substantial 
labour-saving. 

The new bane~· is usable in portable communications 
equipment such as pagers and portable telephones. in 
electronic ledgers. and for the memo~· backup of small 
electronic equipment such as notebook-type p?·:>onal 
computers. 

Further details from: Kanebo. Ltd .. 1-3-12. Moto
akasaka. Minto-ku. Tokyo. Tel.: +81-3-5411-3526. Fax: 
+81-3-5411-3527. (Source: JETRO. February 1995) 

Five-loudspeaker surround effect using only 
two loudspeakers 

Victor Co. of Japan. Ltd. (JVC) has established a 
techno!ogy called Dolby Pro Logic 30-PHONIC that 
enables ;Jlayback in a stereophonic sound effect of Dolby 
ProLogic Surround using only the two loudspeakers of a 
stereo system. 

Today. video scftware su;;h as the videotape and laser 
dis~ systems mdude the stcr..:oscopic Dolby Surround to 
enahle pleasant acoustic listening with a sense of concert
hall pre:;encc in amusement theatres and homes. However. 
playback of this Dolby ProLogic Surround requires a total 
of five 1.:hannel~ of amplifiers and loudspeakl!rs: three chan
nels at the front left. right and centre. and two channels on 
the left and right sides. This makes the system installation. 
wiring and adjustment complicated. 

The new technology is based on an improved version 
of the 3£.1-PHONIC stereophonic technology the company 
developed earlier which enables stereophonic sound to be 
localized 360 degrees around the listener. Furthermore. in 
the new technology. correlation decrement is processed to 
regenerate stereophonic sound. then lhe processed surround 
signal and the centre signal from the "Ystem arc added on 
the left and right. with the result that a natural. dynamic 
surround sound is created simply with two front loud
speakers. 

The introduction of this new h:chnology enables sur
round sound to be generated by two front speakers froll' 
hou~chold systems and permits the construction of <;imple 
TV 'nd AV systems for plavback in a Dolby Pr,1Logic Sur
round environment. 

The company is prcsentiy developing a single-chip LSI 
incorpNaling the n.-:w technology and a Dolby Prol.ogic 
decoder, which will be mounted on colour TV set~ for the 
European market. then gradually applied to other audio, 
video systems. 

Further details from: Victor Co. of Japan. Ltd .. Puti!ic 
Relations Ollie..:. 3-1 L Mori~ a-cho. Kanagawa-ku. 
Yokohama City. Kanagawa Pr..:f. 22!: Tel.: ·81-'5-'50-
l..t89. Fax: ·81-45-450-l.t98. (Source: JETRO. ~tarch 

1995) 

Special-purpose optical connector and module for 
short and medium distance data communications 

Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd. has developed :1 
special-purpose optical connector and module for short and 
medium distance data communications which uSt: a hard 
nlastic-clad quartz fibre I H-PCF). and has staned distri
buting samples of the new connector and module. 

The H-PCF is used in office automation (0.\) and fac
to~ automation (FA) systems and has attracted attention as 
a communications infrastructure formultimediaconnectior.~ 
of optical fibre trunk lines to huusehol.:!s. 

By using the H-PCF in combination with the newt~ de
veloped connector and module specifically for short and 
medium distance data transmission. it will be possible to 
retain a transmission volume comparable to that when 
using an all-glass fibre (AGF). 

The H-PCF is primarily used as an infrastructure for 
short and medium distance communications up to 500 m 
such as the local area net\\ork (LAN) information com
munications systems in factories and offices. The H-PCF is 
expected to come into wide use commercially for digital 
image transmission and optical switching. as well as tllr 
communi.:ations in!hstructures. 

Further details fmm: Sumitomo Electric Industries. 
Ltd .. Administrative Departm..:nt. 4-5-3 3. K irnhama. Chuo
ku. Osaka City. O~aka 541: Tel.: ·81-6-220-4119. F:!x: 
~sl-3-222-3380. (Source: .IETRO. March 1995) 

Tactile audio diagram for blind persons 
Professors N. Ohnishi. N. Sugie. II. Minagawa and 

their research learn of the Department of Information 
Engineering. School of Engineering. Nagoya Univer~ity. 
ha"e developed a tactile audio display system for blind 
persons. 

The system consists of a tactile display "ith digitizer. 
a voice recorder. a voice synthesizer. a keyboard. a disk 
unit and a personal computer. B) relying on 1actile and 
auditory senses. the system is or • ..:rated in com.ersational 
mode to read. write and stor..: d:agrams. 

Sighted peoplt: use diagrams frequ..:ntl~ 10 reorganitc 
lhe process of thinking or to expr..:,.,~ ideas to oth..:rs. he· 
cause diagrams enable information to he represented in 
two-dimensional form and :o he di-;pla)ed more appropri· 
atcly than words. llowi>ver. the hlmd cannot l'\e 1he~e 
diagrams. Therefore. dots and lines arc imprinled on papcr 
as a graphical representation mean' for the hlind. for 
recognition with the finger-; or thc palm-; of the h;1nds 

However. it is difficult to rcprc.,ent detai!~J infor
mation by tactile diaµrams. and wher hrailh: and '>)mhoh 
lie in an intricate mix inside a d1al!ram. readm)! hcwmc' 
very difficult. and it is virtual!) impP,.,thlc for the.: hlmd II• 

write a tactile diagram. Thercl1•rc. thl·rc ha:! .>·.·:n ii nccJ to 
dc\lclop a system which enahle' hlmd rcrson' to rc:u.J and 
write diagrams easily. 

The new tactile audio displa) ') '>lcrn ~on'''''· ol .1 1.1c
tile display with digiti1er for •ll'lputting tacllle J1<1i.:rnms to 
the u-;cr ;md for inputting coordm.lll'' h~ rhc hlmd. and 
uses a palm-sized pin matri\ con'''''"!! ol 8 x !< P'"' ;mJ 
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ineasuiin~ 160 x 150 mm. with ea~h pin driven with a 
sc.~enoid and whose height can be changed in three stages. 
A small switch is embedded at the top of each pin to ~nput 
the position of the coordinates depre~sed with the fingers. 

The voice recorder is used for recording voice data 
from a microphone into the memory of a personal com
puter. and the stored voice data are plajed '>ack through a 
loudspeaker, and can also be used for transmitting messages 
to the user. such as the name of the input command. echo
ba::k or inpl~i demand from the system. The user inputs 
cvmmands in:1_; the system using the keyboard. and one or 
two keys of a personal computer are depressed simul
taneously to input a command. 

The storage system stores diagrammatical files which 
compile the input voice and diagram data. with each given 
a voice file name to distinguish files. The personal 
c1Jmputer is used for controlling the overall flow of the 
system. 

The system al::;o incorporates a simple help fonction 
tha! infonns the user of the !:tate of system perfonnance 
with voice messages by which the blind user can constantly 
control the overall system. The system h:i.s already been 
confirmed through tests conducted with the cooperation of 
a school for the blind. to enable a blind person to operate 
the system freely to read out information from diagrams or 
to represent images diagrammatically. The research team 
pians funher research to develop applications for the 
system, such as use in musical and other media and for 
proclucing maps for learning walking courses with the aim 
of commercializing an advanced system that improves the 
communications capabilities of blind persons. 

Funher detaiis from: Nagoya University. Depanment 
of Information Engineering. School of Engineering. Furo
cho. Chikusa-ku. Nagoya City. Aicili Pref. 464-01; Tel.: 
+81-52-789-3098. Fax: +8 l-5:!-789-3814. (Source:J£TRO. 
March 1995) 
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F. SOFTWARE 

Omron develops multilingual software for Internet 
use 

Omron ha...; developed software which will allow users 
to freely exchange infonnation regardless of language. This 
software. which is targeted a: use on the Internet-the 
world-wideinfonnationandcommunicationsnetwork-will 
be available on the market in early 1995_ As a first step. 
this single software package will be able to handle Erglish. 
Japanese. Chinese. and KQrean. English has become the 
.. official language .. on the Internet and this is hindering its 
spread into regions outside of Europe and America such as 
Asia. Omron has decided to participate in the World Wide 
Web Consortium (WJC). a group which is standardizing 
the Internet. and is working to have this software adopted 
as the global standard. 

Omron has developed a language entry system 
designated .. Fl-Wnn ... This single piece of software can 
handle. at the same time. English. Japanese. Chinese 
(Mandarin and Cantonese). and Korean. For example. this 
software will allow companies in JaJ.oan. Europe. and 
America to send infonnation, in Chinese. to customers in 
China. Tne data receiver can also analyse information in 
various languages. This will allow users in Japan to easily 
receive data from abroad. such as technical information 
written in other Asian scripts. 

Currently, language entry methods vary by country :>nd. 
therefore. most of the computers in use throughout the 
world are limited to processing infonnation which exists 
either in their own country's langu~ge or in English. 

In the future. they plan to expand the software so 1hat 
it will be able to process E11ropean languages. Thai. 
Vietnamese.and Hindi. (Source: NIKKEi SangyoShimhun, 
17 January 1995) 

Thumb trick improves ARM's code density 
A rather clever electronic sleight-of-hand is at the heart 

of ARM's Thum!: 16-bit microprocessor variant designed 
to improve code density for embedded applications. 

The ARM7DTMI chip, the fil~t to use the patented 
techniques, increases code density by up to JO per cent by 
employing a s•~bset of the conventional 32-bit ARM 
instruction set that can be encc;ded using a 16-bit word. 
This medns the microprocessor can use smailer and cheaper 
external program memory. 

The Thumb architecture requires a small amount of 
separate circuitry-no more than 1,000 gates-that can be 
added to any ARM microprocessor. The Thumt: instruction 
set contains about 36 of the simpler 32-bit ARM 
instructions. essentially those that can be ec.sily reduced to 
a 16-bit word because a few of tile fields do no work and 
contain zeros. 

A Thumb-aware microprocessor can uti!ize both 16-
and 32-bit instructions. However. two essential operations 
have to be perfonned on the 16-bit instruction before it can 
be executed in the conventional manner by the micro
processor. 

first, up to 8 bits in the Thumb instrnction are 
expanded by a PLA into 11 key bits that the conventional 
32-bit in!.truction decoder uses to identify major operations 
such as a multiply. Second, the remainder of the 16-bit 
Thumb instruction is expanded into the conventional 32-bit 

fonn=tt by reordering and by adding tieids that were 
removed. 

A Thumb-a\.-are microprocessor can swap between 
instruction types a1 sub-routine boundaries in the program. 
A special bit in the status register tells the microprocessor 
whether it is recc-ivingconventional ~2-bit or 16-bit Thumb 
instructions. However. a Thumb instruction has limited 
access to just 8 of the ARM·s 16 registers. But the archi
tecture retains the capability to execute 8-. 16- and 32-bit 
data types. 

Future implementations of Thumb will add a second. 
parallel instruction decoder removing the separate PLA 
step. This will mean there ·vii: be no perfonnance penalty 
to using Thumb code although the code will be up to 
30 per cent denser. (Because the Thumb instructions are 
necessarily simpler than the most complex 32-bit ARM 
instructions they do less work and hence the code density 
increase cannot be 100 per cent.) The first chip to 
implement the architecture will deliver 20Mips in a 16-bit 
system running at 33 MHz. (Source: Electronin Wec:lc(i·. 
8 March 1995) 

Microsoft bids for dominance of global online atJd 
broadband services markets 

Microsoft intends to attack l!'ie global online and 
broadband services markets using a combination of fr.·e 
approaches: the Windows 95 PC operating system. 
£'CclU1nJ{e (E-mail and networking software). the Broad
band ."'.'etworlc OperatinJ{ System software for interactive 
television applications. the Microsoft Network (MSN) 
online service. and links with electronic financial services 
providers such as Visa. At the sJme time. through links 
with publishers such as Dorling Kindersley. it hopes to 
be-:ome a major player in the CD-ROM publishing market. 

Microsoft estimates it wi!I sell about 20 million copies 
of Window.~ 95 in the first 12 months after launch. A 
facility for subscribing to MSN will be bundled with this. 
Even if only a small proportion of users take advantage of 
the opportunity. MSN could provide '.l serious challenge to 
CompuServe. America Online and IBM"s new global net
work. 

In addition to providing E-mail and online information 
services. Microsoft is venturing into the online financial 
services market, following its takeover of Intuit. the US 
supplier of the Quicken range of personal finance software. 
Microsoft is working with Visa International to encrypt 
Visa card numbers for online transactions. Services such as 
MSN could provide serious competition to convemional 
banks. 

A new company, Microsoft Online Services 
Partnership. will market MSN. Significantly. ownership is 
shared with the US cable TV operator. Telecommunica
tions Inc .. reflecting the growing convergence between 
computing. telecommunications and entertainment 
technologies. (Source: /nformatum Manaxement Report. 
February 1995) 

Medical diagnosis 
Bringing rhe worlds of medicine and information 

lel:.hnology together means uniting researchers from all 
sorts of backgrounds. One force in this grand unification is 
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the International Consonium for Medical Imaging 
Technology-ICMIT. After fo·e years· dewlopment. 1t is 
soon to launch irs first products. 

The Consortium· s goal is to m.U.e all the various forms 
of data generared by diagnostic rests accessible in electronic 
form. from the breaths heard through the stethoscope to the 
luminous cross-secrions produced h~ advanced bod~ 
scanners. When the dala are not in digital form. tht>" are 
often hard to store and to find. hen "hen the informatio" 
is already digital. then~ are al present few standards that 
allow it to be shared. 

With the help of Sybase Systems. a C alitllmia datab<be 
company. ICMIT has ~eveloped its own database system. 
the ICMIT Dat~rver. and translation systems that. until an 
agreed standard t DIC OM 3) comes into effect. are needed 
to allow digital information from different medical instru
ments to be stored for comparison. 

In a project sponsored b~ Hewlett-Packard a.,d 
Toshiba. among others. ICMIT has developed a storage and 
retrieval program for still and moving ultra.sound images of 
the heart: it will be unveiled at a meeting of the American 
Society of Echocardiography m Toronto later this year. The 
program compresses dara 40-fold by concentrating only on 
rhe moving objects in a picture. The system filters out 
noise and so imprm.-es the clarity of the final film. Other 
parts of the ICMIT scheme take image enhancement a lot 
further. One application is in spotting the bright white 
calcium spots that indicate malignancy in :he fuzzy and 
confusing images produced by X-ray mammogr.1phy. 

Other programs can make sense of some features on 
their own. Given a set of cross-sec:ions of a knee produced 
by magnetic-resonance imaging. ii can build up a three
dimensional image. and distinguish between bone and 
softer tissue. 

The goal is not just to make the most out of one set of 
data. but to be able to combine it with others. ICMIT has 
matched electro-cardiograms. which mea!;ure the electrical 
acti\ity of the pumping heart. to ultrasound images. A 
tracker on the EKG indicates the point of the cycle that the 
ultrasound imagery is displaying. The image:; can be 
frozen. fast forwarded or reversed. (Extracted from The 
Economi.it. 4 March 1995) 

Computer user interfaces 
Efforts under way to improve computer user interfaces 

could become a golden key to helping more people become 
computer users. This would be a welcome boom for the 
electronics industry since the consumer electronics market 
represents a huge pool of potential computer customers. 

Sotiware giant Microsoft recently released details of a 
new user interface it calls Bob. which uses animated digital 
personas to help guide people through their computer use. 

Boh user'i dispense with the tradi1 ional de~ktop 
metaphor and are faced with cartoon-like ronms populated 
with .. personal guides·· which include a rat. a dog and even 
a '"fricn:lly giant ... These guides speak to rhc user to help 
rhcrn access programs and complete various computertasks. 

w:1ile Boh ma) he welcomed hy people with a 
computcrphohia. most users will prohahly quickly outgrow 
Boh and lind ir more of a nuisance than a help since it 
adds cxlra levels of na\·igation. 

C )I her companies arc also planning computer user 
interfa1:e improvements hut with different approaches. 
Apple Computer. for example. which was the first to 
succc~sfully commer1:iali1.e the point and click user 

inic-r'ace based on the mouse anJ graphics icon approach 
that ;s in "1Jespn:aJ u..e toda~. wants to ofkr users a 
choice of Jiffereni user interfaces ia Its next operatin;; 
s~ stem called Cop land which "ill be rdedSed in mid- I QC>6. 

Apple already nfters its At Ease interface which is 
aimed at users with L.1ds and pro,· ides children with easier 
access to their programs \\hile at the same time protecting 
parents· files from accukntal erasure. 

A L.ey focus at Apple is to add more intdligence to the 
user interface in the form of mtclli~ent agents and "hat it 
calls ··acti\eassistance .. in which the computer will be able 
tf.l undc.'f'Stand what the user is trying to do anJ offer 
assistance shtl'Jld it be requested. Intelligent agents" ill be 
ab!e to perfonn complex :asks automatic<:lly. These tasks 
might be things like monitoring the perfonnance of inwst
ments and making bu~ or sell decisions automatically or 
checking banking account balances and m.U.ing bill pay
menis. 

Although Apple's research labor.no~. the Adunced 
T echnolog~ uroup. has experimented "ith digital 
··personalities .. like in Microsoft· s Bob. it see:. limited value 
in this approach. 

Apple is also wort..ing on other aspects of the user 
interface with plans to equip future Macintosh computers 
with digital cameras and allo" ing them to recognize who 
is sitting in front of them. This would pro,·i..ie a le\cl of 
security in which the computer would give each user access 
only to cenain files or operations. 

Speech recognition and text to speech technology i" 
another side of the user interface problem that Apple is 
wort..ing on. Later this year. Apple will announce its text to 
speech technology that will allow the Macintosh to convert 
digital te~;t files into digitized speech in a human-likc 
voice. Sophisticated speech recognition and speech to text 
is ano:her Apple technology that will debut within the ne\.t 
12 months. 

At Xerox. wh..:re the graphical user interface was 
perfected in the mid-1970s before making its way out into 
the commercial world in the form of the Macintosh and 
later Microsoft Windows. improving the user interface is a 
continual process. The Xerox Palo Alto Research Center 
has come up with several improvements. One of these is 
Rooms. which was introduced as a commercial product 
several years ago and uses the room metaphor. Each 
graphically represented room contains applications and files 
and various projects that the user is working on. The user 
can leave a room and pick up another project or task in 
another room. 

Xerox Pare has also developed new ways of finding 
and using information. With what it calls ··information 
\"isualizers··. files can be viewed not just by their graphical 
icon. hut in a three-dimensional representation that sho"< 
how the files are linked to other files. In this way. the 
Xerox technology can show the context of a file and 
\ isualizc large. complex hierarchical file listings in a 
compact and cast to understand form. (Source: Elt!ctromn 
Weclcfr. 18 January 1995) 

Making a MES with software solutions 
Valida1cd aild accurate information is essential to an) 

industry thal is suhject to stringent regulatory control. 
Apart from forming the hasis for managing a profitahle 
husiness. information is also fundJmcntal lo dcm1mstratin1? 
rnmpliance with Ciood Manufacturing Practice (CiMP). All 
too often. valuahlc data is inaccessihlc recorded in 

f'a~c ./1) 
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cumbersome paper-based s~•stems or stored within 
application-specific computer packages. A delay in 
accessing and retrieving this information may be just an 
irritation for some employees but for mhers. panicularly 
those invol11ed in the quality assurance and manufacturing 
functions. delays may prove critical. 

Computer software solutions are now av;;ilable that 
integrate the activities of the range of job functions. from 
production to administration and finance. As a result. the 
flow of information is eased. Since their development in 
the USA in the late 1980s. these software solutions have 
been known by the generic term Manufacturing Execution 
Systems. or MES for short. MES software integrates day
to-day operational control with other IT systems. It 
managt:s all the activities and resources associated with 
e\·ery stage of the manufacturing process: planning and 
scheduling: tracking. monitoring. control and product 
history: quality management; and continuous process 
improvement. 

This includes the people. equipment. materials. 
facilities and customer requirements involved. Through 
MES. data generated on the factory floor can be fed 
directly to the various computing systems used for the 
financial and high-level planning necessary to efficient 
manufacturing. 

IBM was one of the first to enter the MES market with 
its Process Operations Management System ( POMS). intro
duced in the USA in 1990. Following implementation in 
the pharmaceutical industry-where close control of 
manufacturing processes and reliable data storage is 
essential-it is now proven. 

The system's development was based on the needs of 
the user. The only premise was that the software would 
facilitate operation of an integrated manufacturing system 
that could maintain a full range of activities from receipt 
of orders to finished product. In order to de this. the 
software had to be capable of automating various activities 
(e.g .. time and attenclance. work-in-progress. inventory 
tracking and job scht:duling). and of integrating with both 
business and process control systems. It had to be a unified 
system that shared data and infrastructure. and it had to be 
built on an open arch!tecture to assure a long product life 
and the ahility to evolve with hardware and operating 
s~stem standards. The re~ult was POMS. which is built on 
a distrihuted system design consisting of IBM PS/2s. using 
OS ·2. connected lo each other and to a host network. 
Because POMS is PC-based. it can be installed in stages as 
requi~ed. 

With POMS. users create an accurate database of 
procedures that verify and record events at every stage of 
the manufacturing process. It guides hoth operators and 
Jutoma1edequipmen1 throughout the process and constantly 
updates the production database during the manufacturing 
cycle. lnfonna11on on. for example. materials used. 
mistakes. exceptions and equipment behaviour can be 
-;hared with other depanments such as stock conirol. QA. 
engineering. maintenance. planning. IT and finance. 

So. with an MES system such as POMS. a 
manufacturing company can: 

- Acceo;s and mana~e process formulations or 
manufacturing procedures 

- Acquire and comhinc data from different sources 
Translate these data into plant-wide work-in
progress tracking 

- Produce real-lime production reports 
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- Provide records of performance and confonnance to 
standards. POMS electronic:illy monitors and 
enforces GMP on all activi~ies that affect the critical 
business and quality characteristics of a product. 

This technological capability in tum can be translated 
into business benefits such as: 

- Identification and elimination of production 
bottlenecks 

- Improved utilization of resources--e.g .. a 5 per cent 
improvement in throughput is possible 

- Improved quality through increased product 
consistency and ··right first time ... POMS can be 
programmed to encapsulate the knowledge of an 
experienced operator. hence improving the 
perfom1ance of all in\·olved on the factory floor 

- Increased yields 
- Reduced energv and en\·ironmental control 

costs-activity-based costing can be based on 
genuine analysis of data a11ailable via POMS. With 
an accurate feel for all relevant data. a company can 
move towards better control of costs. 

- ImproveJ customer service-internally as well as 
externally 

As industry looks to maximize return on investments. 
dedicated manufacturing facilities are becoming less 
attractive. For many. flexible manufacturing is the key to 
competitiveness. As such. MES are likely to be of 
increasing importance to many companies over the next 
cor;:.: .. of decades because they are integrated anal)':.is 
to :·Is. responsive 10 events on the factory floor. that span 
the '.~formation needs of a wide range of operational func
tions within any organization. (Extracted from A-fanufactur
ing Chemist, January 1995) 

HTT Data develops satellite data·on-demand 
system 

NIT Data Communications has develop.!d a satellite 
data-on-demand system which allows calls to be made 
freely from remote areas for dynamic images and voice 
which are .;tored in the server al unallended centres asing 
the communication satellite .. JCSAT-2". The new personal 
computer-based system was developed by using a com
munication tuner 1nd decoder developed in-house with a 
mobile earth station. This is the first low-cost and high
performance satellite data-on-demand system 10 use a 
communications satellite. 

The new system can transfer dynamic images and text 
data using a communications satellite (CS) hetween th~ 
centre. where the file server is set up. and clients in remote 
areas. The file server can he <.:onnected with multiple 
information provider (IP) hosts and the contents on the 
server can be changed. 

The clients must install data compression and 
expansion hoards which are sold in stores for NECs 
personal computer "PC98". 

The clients receive the compressed data from the 
communication satellite through a receiving na1 indoor 
antenna or a parabolic antenna. 60 cm in diameter. In order 
to recreate sharp images and data the personal computer is 
connected lo the i1: house developed satellite communica
tion tuner and decoder. 

The file server and personal computer of the client use 
the puhlic telephone networks. The IP host and the lik 
server use an integrated ~erviccs digital network I ISl>N) of 
eilher 1.5 megahits or 6-t hits per second. The data from 
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the fik serwr is s.!nt 10 the cliems through the 
communications satellite \·ia a transmission device or large 
parabolic antenna that is 5.6 metres in diameler. 

For example. menus are displayed on the screens of the 
clien1s· pi!rsonal computers. The clients then access the 
serwr 1hroug.h public h:lepht,nc networks 10 obtain 1mag.~ 
and text data the~ neeJ. Then the un;111.:;,1Jed serwr will 
prm,·ide the information through satellites lo the personal 
computer. The transt~r lime. incluJing proce:o.sing.. is 
approximalel~· 1wo minutes for one megabi1 image infor
ma1ion. 

NIT Data claims th.it 1he newly de\el.>ped s~stem is 
··suited for unbalanced .:ommunications s~ stems of the type 
in which abundant data co:nes down while only a small 
amount of data goes up ... At present. the company intends 
to de,elop an in-house system by April and the clients are 
scheduled to be located at the company· s I 0 major slalions. 

The company plans to actually use the new sysl<!m for 
data lr.msfor in the maintenance department where a lot of 
lext data is handled and also for business tools. (Source: 
.\"ikka11 i\oKl"' Shimflrm. 19 JailUi!ry 19Q5) 

Japan develops next generation communications 
satellite system 

The Japanese Ministry of Posts and Telecommunica
lions I MPT) hdS decided to de\·elop and install the next 
generation ··satellite communication networks·· which 
enable transmission of the large data files required by high 
quality compu:er imagrs. The decision was based ~m 1;1e 
judgement that it is essential to ease conges1ion in ground 
cable circuils and to make information a\ailable in remote 
areas of Japan as well as dewloping countries. Ad\·ice on 
technology standards will be made by the Telecommuni
cations Technology Council (TTC. MPT"s advisory bodyl. 
After coordinating with other concerned ministries and 
agencies. MPT intends ro put priority on this de\elopment 
plan in their budget proposals after fY96. This may 
a:ncourage the industrial and financial communities 10 adapl 
their strategies from th~ir pre'ient focus on fibre optic 
network areas. 

:\.1PT is planning to dev·elop and install a satdlite 
comm•mications system with a transmission speed of 
approximately 1-2 gigahitspersecond This capacity is 10-
IOO times greater than that of NTT"s commercially 
a\ailablc ground digital communication technology. The 
!l<.'\\ system is capable of transmitting the information 
c11ntai111:d in an average month· s \\Orth of new-\papcrs in 
1-2 -;econds. and abo will enable home access of electronic 
librarieo; and transmiso;i•in of the high 4uality images 
nece'i'iary for remote medical <iY 'terns. 

·"'a step toward commercialization of such a satellite 
communications sy~tem. the :\IP r will a'ik the TTC to 
addres'i technical 'iUhjects. such as the roles to be pla~ed by 
indust~. government and :icademia m the R&!; s:-stem. the 
de\elopment schedule and measures for e'itablishing inter
national technical standards. 

In addition. a .. I li~h Sreed Satellite Communication" 
lme'itigat1on Reo;earch (iroup .. \\ill b.: formed a<; a private 
re,earch group under the jurisdiction of the Communica
tion-; Po liq Bureau Chier Thi-; group \\ill handle the 
policy a'pc<.:I\ of R& I> -;uppon me;mir.:'i for the communi
<.:ation'i "Y'tems and it'i 'Y'h:m u,;ige technolo)!y :vtl'T 
h11pc'i that the next gcner;1t1on o;atcll1h: communication' 
nctworl..o; \\Ill he commercially <1\ailahle within HI year,. 
1S11un:c \',;,,,,, A.1·1:111 SJ11ml·1111. 17 January l'>IJ5) 

Complete H.320 kit for Texas MVP 
Texas Instruments has dev·eloped a software package to 

support its TMS320C80 parallel-processing. DSP that 
performs all the critie;il sub-elements of an 11.320 ISDN 
\ ideoconferencing s~stem. 

The firm hltpe!s the package will spur \ide<.'
contC:rencing s~ stem development based on the C80. To 
date. despite the attraction ot the high hardware 
performance which can realize an H.320 \·ideophoneon the 
one chip. the lack of sotiwarc has deterred engineers. In 
particular the crucial ISDN interface software is difficult to 
develop and nol readily a\'ailable. 

The sotiware includes the H.261 ,-ideo codec and the 
G.711. G.722 and G.728 audio codec and transport 
modules. The sotiware will implement a \·ideophone at 
30 tram~ s al CIF and QCIF resolutions. 

The software also includes fonctions to scale and filter 
the \·ideo display and for inter-image interpolatioo to 
increase the tram.: rate smoothing. movement. These 
functions are part of the H.320 standard but avoid problems 
caused by the low b."tndwidth ISDN channel and where the 
\·ideo traffic is multipkxed with other data streams. 
(Source: Elc:ctronics lfc:~·k(\·. 8 March I 995) 

Software licences 
Softw<\re licenc-:s are- notorious for their unintel

ligibility and their ;endency to contc;in disclaimers and 
other provisions limitin!! the rights of the t:ser. The Paris
based European Soth•are Publishers AssQ.:ia:ion (ESP.·\) 
recently followed the lead given by its US counterpart in 
1993. and published a Model PC Software Licence 
Agreement. 

The Model. intended for 'he: guidance of ESPA 
members. was intrnduced partly in response to the EC 
directive on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts. adopted 
in April 1993. The Unfair Terms dirc:cti,·e. however. has 
yc:t 10 be fully implemented in all EC member States. 
despite the deadline having passed. At the: end of I Qt).'. the: 
Benelux countries had yet to introduce the amendments to 
their domestic laws neces:o.a~ for compliance. 

To ensure compatibility with the national laws of the 
12 member Stale<;. the Model will comprise a core 
emhoJying the elements of EC law common 10 all. with 
additions relc\ant to the nalional laws of the in·Jividual 
States. To date. the core and the additions in respect of lJK 
law are in place. with other elements to follow. 

·1 he Modd Agreement could go some way towards 
-;ol\ing prohlem<; with <;oftware licences. hut only if 
adopted by mo'>I publishers So far. the prospect of this 
happening appears unlikely. Major software suppliers such 
as :vti.:nisoft. !';ovell and Lotus h:?\e been reluctant to gi\e 
11 'iupport. l'hc bigger suppliers claim 1hat the~ arc able to 
ofter a v:iriety of licensing agreements to tit differer.! 
\ituation'>. and that a standard fonnal would reduce 
customer choice. < >n the other hand. a number of indust~ 
<;pol..csmcn claim that a ~tandard \\ould assist smaller 
o;oftware publish1.r'i unable to afford the o;erviccs of 
expensive lawyer., \\hen drafting licences. and would make 
customers' rights and oblig;llion., clearer. (Sr,urce· 
\f1.-r,,So1p,·. I l·ehrna~ 1995 

Terminological knowledge structure for inter
mediary expert systems 

An mlennediar~ cxpc1t 'i~'item llESl help., both end 
u'cr~ ;md profc-;,ional searchers to conduct their onlinc 
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database searching.. To pro\·ide aJvic(' about tttm sekc
tit>n and qu('ry ('Xpansion. an IES shoold inclmk a 
terminological knowledge structure. Termir.ological 
attributes as well as other properties could provide the: 
s!arting. point for building a knowlt..-dge ~- and 
lmowkdge acquisi1ion could rely on kno"' ledge-base 
.echniques coupled wi1h statistical techniques. The 
searching behuiour of expen online searchers would 
pro,·ide one! source of knowledge. The knowledge ~ructure 
would include three constructs for each term: trequenc~ of 
data. a hedge. and a position in a classification scheme. 
Switching \·ocabularies or languages could pro\·e a meta
system and facilitate the interoperability of Ja1abascs in 
simi~ar subject dcmains. To dewlop such knowledge 
s1rucmre. future research should focus on terminological 
anribu1es. word and phrase disambiguation. automated text 
processing. and the role of 1hesauri and classification 
schemes in inde:-cing and retrieval. In panicular. such 
resean:h should develop techniques that combine 
knowledge-b~ and statistical methods and that consider 
user preferences. (Source: Information I'roc:.:ssing and 
.\flllf(.l~t!mt.'nt. January."Februa~· l 995) 

Digital piracy 
Distributing material over the Internet otl"C!rs a means 

of reaching an audience variou.<1ly estimated at between to 
and 25 million. A growing number of software publishers 
and a handful of music publisht-rs already make use of it as 
a means of distribuuon. Doing so. however. runs tile risk 
of attracting the -digital pirates··. who make unauthorized 
copies. sometimes for resale. 

Enc~·ption-using program~ which employ separate 
private and public keys -offers a panial solution. 
Unfonunately. it offers prolection only as long as the 
encrypted material is on the ln1eme1: once ii has b.!en 
dec~·pted by a legi1imate reader. there is nothing to pre,·ent 
it being copied and retra:lSmitteJ. 

One new approach is to link the published material 10 
a program which enables the holder of a special password 
or PIN num~r to view the text and graphics. or listen to 
the music. The London-based Cerberus Sound and Vision 
is using this approach. 

The European Union ha'> funded the Copyright in 
Transmitted Electronic Documents (CITED) project. The 
CITED model employs a system which resembles that used 
by Cerberus. lTnfonunateiy. the software is complex and 
takes :? long time to install. and all material lo be 
C\•ntrolled using the system must be specially adapted. 
None the less. a new European project. Computer 
Ownership Protection in Computer Assisted Training 
(COPl-CA T). is attempting to huild a '>ccure CITED 
system to protect a computer-aided training package. 

Yet another approach is 10 encode a ··digital signature .. 
into electronically distributed material. One such coding 
system is the l lnivcrsal Data Identifier 1lJDID). lH>ID 
codes which are ahle 10 withstand compression and digital 
l(l analogue conwrsion could be applied to text. music. 
"idco or gr;iph1cs. (Source· .v,·w Sn,•mi.H. I K February 
19<>5) 

Holograms join war against digital pirates 
Electronic puhhsher'i h;i1.·e two new weapons in the 

fii,:ht against software pirates. One targets profc.,~ionals 
who use commerci.11 pressing plants to mass-produce pirate 
CD-ROMs. The other targets amateurs who can now U'ie a 

personal computer and a cheap CD-recorder at home to 
make copies of hig.h-ulue ROM discs onto t-lank CDs. 

British .:ompany Appli!!d flologr.iphicsofWashington. 
Tyne and Wear. has been working for two years with 
British CD manufacturer Nimbus on as~ stem which buries 
a hologram ii. :;ide the mater'.?! of a CD or CD-ROM. In the 
new process. discs are pressed and coated with retlecti\·e 
aiuminium in the usual way. Then. instead of recei\ ing an 
ink decoration. the CD is coated with a clear la~er of 
lacquer. This is mibossed with a hologram by a find~ 
engrned printing head. When the lacquer dries it is coated 
with a funher layer of retlective aluminium. This creates a 
full colour. stereo hologram. sc:aled inside the material of 
the disc. 

A solution to home piracy is being. ouered by C-Dilla 
of Reading In its new system. the useful data on a CD
ROM disc is em:~J>led so that it can onl~ be read on a 
computer loaded with de-enc~·ption software. C-Dilla has 
found a way of putting the signature onto a pressed CD
ROM so that it cannot be copied onto a blank by a CD
recorder. tSoun:e: .\.e1t· Sc:ienri:rt. IS February 1995) 

Drowning in information, but thirsty for knowledge 
A lack of structure. not the amount. is the reason for 

our growing inability to cope uith information today. 
Through the advances of information technology. infor
mation has lost the connection with its carrier: therefore. 
the medium can no longer be used as a reiiable indicator of 
infonna,ion type. The classicJ; metho..is of information 
handling are not sufficient for the growing amount and the 
new forms of information. 

In an information society. the individual needs a more 
comprehensive syslem of information management. The 
suggestion is to use four universal structuring 
dimensions -selection. time. hierarchy and sequence--and 
to apply them to infonnatioo. regardless of the infonnation 
carrier. lnfonnation producers. as well as information 
consumers. can use this tool-set to profit more fully from 
the growing mass of information. (Source: Jo11rm1/ of 
Information .\fanu!{c!mt.'nt. 1511) 1995) 

Software patents 
In 1993. the lJS Patent and Trademark Otlice (PTO) 

issued .t.929 patents for software. an eightfold increase 
over the previou!'. decade. The number is expected to 
exceed 5.500 this year. The most popular area in 1993 was 
image processing. with 6'.!3 patents. followed by 53:! for 
networks and communications systems. A necdota In ider.ce 
suggests that the US and Japan hold half of all the software 
patents issued world-wide. 

It has been suggested. however. that at least 75 per cent 
of the US patents granted in 1993 should ha\e been denied 
on the grounds of .. prior art"". i.e. prc\ious puhlicati\)n oi 
similar ideas by other people. It is also claimed that 
innovation is being stilled hy the use of patents rather than 
copyright to protect originators' rights. The PTO is current
ly investigating whether its standards for assessment arc 
sufficiently rigorous. and whether II needs to recruit more 
specialists to examine claims for software pat··nts. (Source: 
Sew Snt•ntut . .t 1-"elmsary 1995) 

Eyes, ears and brains on a chip 
Prinrrak lntcrnational's AHS (Automatic Fingerprint 

Identification System) formerly required 2K circuit hoards. 
7.000 !Cs and four 68000 proces.,ors. The latest version 
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l~ri~ :!OCO). however. pa-forms lhe same tasks· -at far 
higher sp:.:ds--u."iing a singk board holding lwin DSPs 
(digilal signal processors). 

Real-time panern r~-cognition-whelher for fingcrprinl 
matching. aulom:itic soning of mail or speech 
recognition--has pre,·iou .. ly required lh.: ~of mainframes 
or expensi'l;e dedicaled sy"ilems such as the forl"'ler AFIS 
processor. More recently. howe\·er. desk.lop s~stems ha\·e 
been coping with recognition processing wilh lhe aid of 
relalivdy inexpensive DSPs and dedic:ated processors 
located on boards plugged inlo 1SA or orher syslem buses. 
A DSP is essentially a spl!\:ialized version of a maths co
processor which fillers. amplifies or enhances a digitai 
signal (whether audio. \·ideo or lexl llla). DSPs ~foll~· 
programmable. and range from 8-bit fixed processors lo 6-1-
bit rr.odels. 

Another route to faster pattern processing and 
recognition is offered by the creation of neural networks. 
The NilOOO Recognition Accelerator chip. joint!~ 
developed by Nestor and lnlel. constitutes a neural network 
computer on a chip. hs 3.7 million transiSfors support a 
I 02-1-neuron network capable of processing between 4500 
and 100.000 panerns a second. about 17.000 operatirns a 
second. An ISA add-on card with NilOOO. wfiware and a 
development system is available for about S 10.000. 
Applications for Nestor's chip include a \·ision-based 
intelligent trallic control system. and a 1 OCR system used 
by the IJS Internal Revenue ~rvi..:e. ( So!lrce: Byr.:. 
February 1995) 

Chinese pirates ta .. ,,, et software on CD 
As Chinese CD pressing factori:s are starting to 

produce pirated compuler programs on l "D-ROM. software 
publishe£$ are facing massi,·e losses as Ct'unterfeit discs are 
appearing in rhe USA. Europe. Ausrraha and lhroughoul 
Asia. A recenr report esrimares lhar rhe legitimate sotiware 
industry is losing S 1.-1 rnillion an hour lhrough pirating 
activities. During 1995. 50 per cent of software from 
leading producers will be nailable on CD-ROM rarher 
than on floppy discs. China is lhe major source of pirated 
CD-ROMS. wirh Hong Kong beir.g used as an important 
ourler. 

The music indusrry has raken CD pirates 10 court in 
China. so the pirares are now lurning lheir anemion to 
other CD-ROM products. The USA claims 10 be losing oul 
10 rhe pirares over a wide range of goods amounting lo 
£500 million. The USA has recenlly demanded that Beijing 
dose down its CD factories rhal produce 75 million discs 
a year -25 rimes China·s domesric market. Negolialions 
hroke down at the end of 199-1. and China has been told 
1ha1 if il ha" nol complied by -I February 1995. punilive 
100 per \;COi rariffs will be imposed on exports. China has 
threatened to lake the same acrion against lJSA goods. 
(Source: ,11.,·,·w S.:i,•ntw. 21 January 1995) 

E-mail users face control problems (junk mail etc.) 
E-mail is spreading irresisribly. hut public altenrion 

seems 10 have been fixed mainly on the rechnicalities and 
to have largely ignored rhe huge changes thar arc srarting 
to malo.e it busines-; praclice. Ir is generally assumed lhat all 
new technology justifies itself hy vaslly improving 
producriviry and rhar e-mail will be no exception lo lhis 
rule. hul a survey carried out recently hy the European 
Lotus t:c:Mail IJser Group among 350 corporate informa· 
lion technology managers shows there is a lot of concern 

1ha1 e-mai! may damage productivity unless it is prop...-rl~ 
controlled. 

The IT managers believe that users will need etT~ti .. ·e 
fillers and agents to ensure that the producti\·ity increase~ 
brought about by e-mail are not thrown awa~· bee a~ users 
are reduced to e-mail managing bureaucrats. There arc also 
growing worries abour junk e-mail: the eleclronic e~ui
vaknt of unsolicited marketing lirer.1lure. In.: prnspe.:t of 
being swamped by it may be putting some p.."Ople off 
laking .:-mail. 

Use1s can choose 10 block the transmission to their e
mail boxes of selected type-~ of messages. for instance by 
instrucring the system not 10 access a mass of identical 
..:ommunication to e .. ·eryone in rhe otlice from an unknown 
outside source. Howe\·er. lhis would be done at lhe risli; of 
excluding some unexpected informarion of possible grear 
value 10 some of m.: addresses. Users can return all lhe 
unwanted mail with a note asling the senders nl·t ro send 
an~thing more of the same lind. but lhc sheer \·olume of 
incoming mail could make rhis a burdensome task. 

Some users are already insralling fillcring or screening 
systems which return messages from suspecr sources or 
diverr them to a network manager for scrutiny. to ensure 
lhe addressee is not bothered with unwanted mail. An 
example is Bcyond"s Winrules. distribuled in th= UK by 
European Sofnrare Publishin!!. This is a rule based system 
which allows individual users 10 dicrare precisely whar sorts 
of mail rhey are willing to recei\·e. (Source: Information 
.\lana!{.:m.:nt Rt•pt1rt. March 1995) 

111e e-mail effect 
Electronic mail (e-mail) has become fashionable as 

there is somerhing rhar is both ellicient and personal aboul 
it rhar makes ir a friendly. acceprable medium. Reasons for 
e-mail"s currenl populariry are the exislence of a crirical 
user mass and. more importantly. lhe de\"elopmenrs-
compurcr. 1elecommunica1ions link. appropriare software 
and a .. posrmaster .. rhar ha\·e converged 10 make ir an 
acceplable communicarion form. To be effecli\"e. the 
com purer should be on rhe user" s desk and dedicared lo lhe 
use of one indi,·idual "ho has password prolecrion. The 
compurer musl be linked eilher 10 an inremal network or 
have some kind of dial-up faciliry. Crilical mass can be 
measured nm only in absolure numbers. bur also in lerms 
of rhe proponion of a specific group of e-mail users. The 
postmasrer· s role includes ensurin~ rhat users have 
appropriare e-mail addresses and access 10 rheir corres
pondenrs. Inconsistencies between the ~cope and flexibility 
of local look-up lables in one of lhe biggesl remaining 
hurdles to novice use of e-mail. i Source: TI I' Appltca
uons. February 1995) 

Hack attack leaves Internet wide open 
The lntemefs security watchdog recently reported lhal 

hackers had discovered a means of anacking compurers 
previously regarded as safe from inlrusion. In the pasr. 
computers would exchange passwords before allowing 
acci:ss. until unauthori7.ed users disc,wered how to detect 

· the passwords as they travelled over lhe nclwork. More 
recently. anorher security technique has relied on cleclronic 
.. handshakes ... or re,ognitior. signals. to control access. 
Now this latter technique in widespread use has also 
been compromised. 

The defcnsi..-e measure known as ii "firewall"" 
distinguishes herwec:n a "rrnstcd" computer perhaps on lhe 
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same site-and Olhers. where the type of permitted inter
actions are severely limited. Authorization is by means of 
an automaticall~-gencrated sequence num~. Now 
some hackers have exploited a weakness i11 lhe way some 
systems generate these ~ence numbers to gi,;e the 
impression that they are using a .. trus<ca node:_ 
Dcn~Iopment of encryption methods to defeat this is 
expected to take some time. (Source: .\"t.>w Sdenrist. 
4 February 1995) 

What a tangled web we weave when first we 
practice to pen:eive 

The World Wide W eh project was developed by CERN 
(European Organisation for Nuclear Research). a major 
laboratory for particlt. ohysics research. The original design 
was that of hypertext applied in a networked context. 
Hypertext pennits documents to be automatically linked to 
olhcr documents. and in tum can be linked to even more 
documents. The result is a World Wide We!: of potentially 
interconnected information resources. hence lhc name. 

Various procedures arc needed to make Ibis concept a 
reality. First. Internet resources arc identified by Uniform 
Resource Locators (URLs)_ Second. documen~ arc encoded 
and fonnaned with their associated audio. video. text or 
link components using a !'tandard Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML)_ Third. Hypertext Transpoit Protocol 
(HTTP) requests and receives documents from a remote 
hnst. The Web operates on a client-server architecture. The 
server software stores and the client software fetches_ Web 
servers identify themselves by means of an introducto.y 
screen called a Home Page. Some Home Pages llr>" dis
tinctive and extremely impressive. 

The original Web browsers developed at CERN 
opcrared either in text mode on dumb terminals or 
Graphical User Interface mode on sophisticated work
stations. The lancr has changed dramatically. The most 
popular GUI browser l>riginatcs from the Narional Center 
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) in Illinois and is 
called Mosaic. Mosaic is one of many software browsers 
operating on the Web. Others include Lynx. Cello and 
Viola. All are publicly available. Commercial browsers. 
which must of necessity be more robust. secure and 
polished have been developed and are a•ailable for a fee. 
(Soun:e: Wilson Library Bulletin. January 1995) 

Internet with style (Netscape rebuilds the WWW) 
Marc Andreessen and most of the team that build 

Mosaic at the National Center for Supercomputing 
Applications (NCSA) have moved on 10 produce a com
mercial World Wide Web browser called Netscape and 
Web server called Netsite. 

Net~ape Communications. a company formed from 
most of the original Mosaic team. has chc.nged Mosaic 
from the bottom up. Netscape is both visually more 
appealing and operationally more functional than the 
original Mosaic. The goal of Netscape was 10 bring the 
optimum bandwidth requirements down from IO-Mbps 
Ethernet speed 10 a level that is more realistic for the 
majority of Internet conile.:tions: 14.4 Kps. that of a PPP 
or SLIP connection over voice phone lines. By displaying 
part of the documen! before its transfer is complete. th('rc 
is an improvement in perceived performance. Rut there are 
s.>me real perfonnance improvements as well. achieved 
through a trimmer screen !ayout. bener network 
commuilications libraries. automatic caching of previom; 

pages. and streaming and compression techniques built into 
1he client. 

Two servers are offered: necsite Communications 
Serwr and Netsite Commerce Sen·cr. The first of these is 
simply a more robust and etlicient httpd. IJnlike ma.,y 
Olhcr WWW servers. it docs not require that your ~.:rver 
already· be attached to the Internet to access documenta!ion 
allowing you to set up a private web for distributing 
information with your organization The second version of 
the server. Nctsite Commerce Server. has secure com
munications and server authentication. This lets commercial 
Internet service providers and their customers carry on 
secure transactions O\"Cf the Internet. (Source: Byte. January 
1995) 

Ttaining in multimedia: not just for hackers any 
more 

Ec!ucation and training in the field of multimedia CD 
production is becoming available. For prospective CD 
publishers considering video as part of their end product. 
Opllmage offers a new digital video training course
Introduction to Digital Video. This t:ourse is a one day 
intensive look at digital video and the production issues 
associated with it. Classes focus on MPEG standards. 
software tools. production paths and production of Video 
CD and CD-i titles with digital video assets. Students 
record. encode dllJ author their own titles while learning 
the technical ins and outs of digital video authoring. 

Wadswonh Publishing Company offers Video Lab. an 
interactive learning tool designed to teach the basic skills 
of video production. The CD covers five main video 
content areas: camera. lighting. audio. editing and process. 
The setting is a fictitious video productioo studio. Video 
Lab is aimed at adults and stud.:nts who arc pursuing a 
career in video production or need to improve their video 
literacy for current or future jobs. 

For those publishers already invoh.-ed in CD 
prcduction. a new tool helps uO\·eil the mysteries of the 
ISO format. CD Workshop. from lncat Systems. is a soft
ware diagnostic tool for CD-ROM production. CD Work
shop can be used to examine any CD image on compact 
disc or hard disk. It reports general disc information such 
as the number. types. lengths. and modes of track. .. session 
on a disc. A user can check the integrity of the image and 
the contents of Volume Descriptors. Path Tables. Directory 
Records. and more. (Source: CD-ROM Profe.fsional. 
January 1995) 

lp~the new Internet protocol 
Response times on the Internet are slow when making 

contact with services. transferring files and downloading 
~raphics or sound files. The Internet Protocol has held the 
network together. but is coming under strain as the J:. bits 
used for the address. which allows up to four thousand 
million addresses. io; proving 10 be 100 small and there are 
associated problems with the routing system. Another 
limitation is security. as no security features are provided 
at nefwork level. This means that a new protocol is being 
planned by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). 
1 he resulting lpv6 (Internet Protocol version 6) builds on 
version 4 and a major feature is the expansion of the 
address length from 32 10 128 bits. Classe'i of service arc 
defined so that a video me!:sage. for example. can be 
assigned the fastest available route. and authentication and 
privacy feature-; are builr in. If the new protocol work'i as 
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anticipated. it should be a flexible protocol that will allow 
for any conceivable rate of user and service growth. It will 
provide conventional users with a wider choice of services 
and faster and more reliable delivery. The new protocol is 
being introduced incrementally and more information is 
available on the IETF"s World Wide Web home page. 
(Source: rr link. 1995) 

Preparing to document a"1 object-oriented project 
Documenting object-oriented (00) projects is a new 

challenge for many technical writers. These 00 projects 
are based on three central concepts: encapsulation-self
contained modules of code defining program data and the 
operations that can be performed on that data: 
inheritance-the capability of 00 systems to create new 
kinds of objects derived from existing objects; and 
polymorphism-the same message having different 
meanings for different objects. 00 programming has 
important implications for development organizations. as 
programming productivity can increase because so much 
code is reused; quality generally improves and maintenance 
is made easier by the modularity of 00 programs. The 
difficulty of learning the 00 approach should not be under 
or over-estimated. Experienced 00 programmers find it 
difficult to explain their techniques to novices. The most 
popular 00 programming languages are C ++ and 
Smalltalk. and the laner is probably the best choice for a 
~ginn-:r. 00 programs are made 11p of self-contained 
objects. each with a documented interface. 

The writing team needs at least one information 
designer or architect to develop any prototypes and a 
combination of novice and experienced writers to fill 
writing assignments. 00 programming requires the use of 
iterative development processes. which may be problematic 
for writing teams. as adapting to true iterative development 
is not easy for any team member. It is important not to get 
too anached to the design created for the first iteration 
because it may be necessary to start again after feedback 
from customers and programmers. Documentation prot:>
typing is important for any 00 project that follows an 
iterative process. A prototype is a model showing how 
completed documentation will look and it can help to 
pinpoint the knowledge level and sophistication of readers. 
Style guidelines and consistency guiddines specify how a 
document should appear to the end user. and the prototype 
can help decide whether to produce traditional hardcopy 
books or online documentation. It is concluded that 

technical writers can expect to encounter a variety of 
challenges and new experiences when developing project 
documentation for an 00 project. They should consider the 
importance of eduction. the rotential time savings to be 
found for reuse. the impact of staffing. and the need to 
follow a set development process. (Source: Tec:hnkal 
Communication. folirth Quarter. 1994) 

Charging for publications on the Internet 
With increasing commercial interest in the growth of 

the Internet. and particularly the World Wide Web. there 
is a considerable demand for charging systems that will 
allow information. service and product pauviders to charge 
when their customers arc online. A number of system 
proposals at various stages of development hav:: now begun 
to appear. amongst them ECash and NetBill. ECash is a 
WWW based product from DigiCash which has a number 
of secure charging systems in its product portfolio. 

ECash was announced at the WWW94 Conference in 
CERN earlier on, and many more details have now become 
available. ECash makes use of the: principal of electronic 
tokens which represent specific units of real money. To buy 
tokens and have them credited to an electronically accessed 
ECash account. DigiCash is proposing that a bank would 
be able to do this as a support service. ECash would be 
debited against a conventional account and credited to the 
electronic account. 

The School of Computer Sciences (SCS) at Carnegie 
Mellon University has been working for several years to 
produce an cptimized system for electronic publishing. The 
result of this research is NetBill. a prototype Internet 
Billing Service (IBS). Tne prototype provides account 
management. authentication. access control. credit 
verification. management reporting. billing and collections 
services. The prototype. NetBill. is an ongoing project and 
further developments are expected to be anno•mced shortly. 
Security is provided using a S)stem of encryption and 
passwords. Currently. the prototype IBS provides a means 
by which end users can establish an account relationship 
with the Billing Server. This arrangement also offers a 
method for the information provider to create accounts 
which use the server to bill the end user. Apart from 
authenticating the identity of both user and supplier. the 
serv-:r is also able to restrict the end user to a specific set 
of services or alternatively a list of services wl>ich cannot 
be accessed. (Source: Electronic Document.f. 3( 12) 
December 1994) 
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G. COUNTRY NEWS 

China 

China backs giants for first division status 
China is aiming to have several companies in ihe 

worid's top 500 electronics finns by the }ear 2010 by 
adopting the European strategy of backing a sm.ill num~r 
of electronics .. giants ... 

The Chinese electronics industry ministry has 
announced a programme to back four or five electronics 
companies. which are expected to have sales ofS I. 7 billion 
to S2.35 billion by the end of the century. It is anticipated 
that exports will account for more than 30 per cent of their 
total sales. Over 3 per cent of their sales will be invested 
in R&D and products. 

In 1994 the ministry gave special support to four large 
companies: Shanghai Audio and Video Co .• Legend Group. 
China Panda Electronics Group and Changhong Electronics 
Co. Sales of Shanghai Audio and Video. Changhong and 
Panda were expected to exceed $588 million each iast 
year. 

This year the ministry intends selecting a group of 
companies and granting them the same preferential treat
ment as that given to overseas investors. including special 
IQans to support development of new technology anJ high
tech products. 

Production of electronics goods grew by a tecord 
31 per cent in China last year to reach $22 billion. As a 
result taxes and profits going to the State were more than 
SI billion. up 29 per cent on 1993. Production ~his year is 
expected to surge ahead by another 20 per cent to 
$26 billion. resulting in the State taking S 1.4 billion. 
(Source: Electronics Weelcly, 25 January 1995) 

Chinese smart card network 
Schlumberger, the international smart card technology 

giant. is working with the Chinese Government on a huge 
project in China that will introduce smart cards for 
banking. health. identification and utility-metering 
applications. The project, named Golden Card, is part of an 
$8.8 billion scheme designed to provide China with a 
nationwide information network based on smart card 
technology. It is expected this project will result in 
200 million cards being issued in China by the year 2003. 
(Source: Electronics Workshop, 26 April 1995) 

China logs on to the Internet 
China's first direct commercial links to the Internet 

have been approved by the Government and are due to 
begin operation. Two dedicated lines, one from Beijing 
and the other from Shanghai, will allow everybody in 
China with a computer and a modem to tap directly 
into the full range of the Internet's resources. Jointly 
operated by Sprint, an American telecommunications 
company, and China':; Ministry of Posts and Telecommuni· 
cations, the new lines are expected to be wildly popular. 
Sprint says it will probably need to expand the lines' 
c1pacity within a few months to accommodate expected 
growth in demand. (Extracted from The Ecom;mi.ft, 
7 January 1995) 

European Union 

Competitive fourth frameworlc programme 
The proposed European fourth framework programme 

allocated a micro-electronics budget of about $540 million 
from a total Information Technology budret of 
$4.I 80 million. The programme shows the European 
Commis~ion wants to encourage manufacturers to keep up 
with US and Japanese technology by developing 0.25 µm 
CMOS technology and even finer linewidths. 

By 1996 thr programme intends: 
- 0.35 µm state-of-the-art CMOS technology to 

achieve qualification on at least two sites: 
- A fully economized CMOS process will be conso

lidated in a number of European facilities: 
- Qualification of a BiCMOS process for state-of-the

art analog-to-digital converters. 
Other aspects of this programme include the perfection 

of gallium arsenide process technologies for multi-chip 
modules and for optoelectronics with special attention 
being given to particular requirements in materiais. 
packaging, manufacturing and compatibility among 
different processes. It also is intended to demonstrate the 
commercial effectiveness of integrated silicon-germanium 
technologies in bipolar and CMOS technologies. (Reprinted 
with permission from Semiconductor International 
Maga=ine. January 1995. Copyright 1995 by Cahners 
Publishing Co., Des Plaines. IL. USA) 

France 

Gemplus to supply Russian bank 
French smart card producer Gemplus is to supply the 

Russian bank Credit FD with smart cards for Russia's first 
smart card banking system. The smart cards will be 
hybrids, incorporating both a magnetic stripe and a smart 
card chip. The installation of the PCOS (Payment Chip 
Operating System) has already been completed in the 
Russian town of Berezniki by Interlink Computer and Soft
ware Company. (Source: Electronics Week(v. 19 April 
1995) 

Germany 

All-in-one traffic system in road trials 
A car telemetry unit that combines a GSM mobile 

telephone, global satellite positioning and smart card 
technologies may soon be ~n its way. 

A terminal that consists of a control unit based around 
a micropror.essor. GPS unit, GSM unit and a smart card is 
about to be used in the German motorway trials to evaluate 
road tolling and eiectronic navigation systems. 

The terminal is a result of a memorandum of under
standing signed by Motorola. Siemens, Rosch. DeTeMobil 
(the mobile branch of Deutsche Telekom). AEG-Mobile 
Communications, Nokia and Orga at the end of 1994. 

The companies have agreed to a common hardware and 
software architecture lo implement in a standard com
munication interface for connecting peripherals in vehicles. 
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Up to now. route guidance. tratlic information. road
toll collection. vehicle security and any vehicle-to-vehicle 
or vehicle-to-infrastructure communication was only 
possible using several separate units. The new terminal 
abolishes the need to have so many units and <>ets up a 
standard for connecting future devices inside the vehicle 
and connecting to external devices. 

The unit is expected on the market by the end of the 
year. (Source: Ell!ctronics Wt:d~i-. 8 March 1995) 

Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre studies 
energy-saving technology 
By its very nature electrical energy cannot be stored 

directly. Current indirect storage methods lead to various 
degrees of power loss. depending on the method employed. 
In the case of mini- and micro-energies this hardly matte.-s. 
but the losses tally up to sizeable drains in the case of 
power-producers and systems operators. At present they are 
circumvented through various energy storage technologies 
whose costs. however. more and more operators would 
gladly like to avoid. given the ecological pressures and 
regulations. 

This is where superconductivity opens up fresh techno
logical possibilities for storing electrical energy for 
extremely long periods of time by storing it in a ring of 
superconductive allo}'S and ··securing .. it inside the ring at 
extremely low temperatures of a few Kelvins using liquid 
helium. Electrical energy also produces extremely powerful 
magnetic fields that are maintained for a very long time at 
superconductor temperatures. Physicists have been 
acquainted with this phenomenon for a long time now. but 
it has still not been exploited on a commercial scale 
because of the anticipated high construction and installation 
costs and a lack of experience. 

At an international gathering of experts at the 
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre I KfK] recently. German 
utility companies too showed increasing interest in that 
technology. It seems to be a promising way of increasing 
the efficiency of power generation. economizing or 
reducing investment costs for new peak-power generating 
systems and at least partially or temporarily skirting the 
looming emissions regulations for large facilities. 

Studies are currently being elaborated in the Nuclear 
Research Centre, concentrating on two storage processes: 
the first alternative entails the building of large flywheels 
that will convert the electrical energy into rotary motion 
with minimum loss and that could instantaneously activate 
power generators if a demand for pc.:ak power emerged. 
The other alternative is superconducting field coils that 
could be operated without friction loss using liquid helium. 

Because of their enormous dimensions. technological 
virgin territory would have to be entered in both processes 
Still. according to the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre 
GmbU, a start can be made with the design of smaller 
storage s,·stems to meet industrial demand; for example. in 
the steel industry, for rolling mill systems or in the paper 
industry. if high cncrgie~ arc required for a short period to 
start up the drive motors. (Source: Frunkfurter leitunx. 
9 November 1994) 

Japan 

Moves on car radars 
Japa:-i's Ministry of Posto; and Tclccorr rcar!ons is 

~ct ICI steal a march on the IJnitcd States b} l • 

first country in the world to allocate a frequency for the 
use of collision-avoidance radars in cars. 

The MPT is believed to be about to a'locate a band of 
frequencies at 60 GHz for vehicle radars. which will be a 
key part of advanced cruise control systems that auto
matically keep cars a safe distance apart. 

Japanese car makers and at'ter-market car parts 
suppliers are eagerly awaiting the MPT approval. expected 
shortly. Equipment makers predict that radar systems ma~ 
be installed in more than 7 milli')n vehicles in Japan by the 
year 2000. 

Several US ~·ehicle manufacturers are developing car 
radars. including Ford and General Motors. (Source: 
Electronics Jr..:dc(i·. 5 f.pril 1995) 

Computers cleaned 
Fujitsu of Japan has de\"eloped an alternative to 

trichloroethane detergent for printed circuit boards. 
Marketed under the brand name Perclean. the company 

claims the detergent is better at cleaaing than trichloro
ethane. 

The new detergent is a mixture of hydrocarbon. polar 
sol••ent and acetic acid. and can wash off the flux used for 
soldering in the print circuit board assembly. as well as the 
flux resir.s in central processing units of supercompu
ters. 

The Montreal Protocol Treaty Conference announced 
a ban on trichloroethane from the end of 1995. 

Fujitsu is studying the feasibility of marketing the ne\\ 
detergent through chemical manufacturers. It plans to 
market the detergent at a lower price than other alter
natives. (Source: Manufacturing Chemi.{t. February 1995) 

Micromachine technology 
The ultimate goal of mechanical engineering is to 

replace human functions and labour by machines. To reach 
this advan:ed state. we must develop machines as clever as 
ourselves. and enable them to move according to their own 
decisions as our body does. 

To meet the second requirement. it is n ... .>sary to 
make machines much smaller. as may be realized from the 
fact that human movements rely on cells and their con
stituent subslances including proteins and other biological 
molecules. 

Reducing machine dimensions has lagged behind the 
R&D of intelligent machines. However. this challenge must 
be faced for the progress of mechanical engineering. 
Developing micromachinesmay provide us with great inno
vations in industrial technologies as did the development of 
intelligent machines. 

Unfortunately. micromachinery has not found any 
d1:finitcly promising applicarions yet. Worse. the research 
investment will certainly he h11!_'.e. In the private sector, 
therefore. research of micromachines will be too limited to 
achieve technological innovation. 

Japan's Industrial Science and Technology Frontier 
Programme has been set up to develop m icromachinc tech
nology to strengthen industrial technologies a'i well as 
mechanical engineering. 

The project was commissioned hy the New Energy & 
Industrial Tcchnolog:v Development Organization (NEl>O) 
from the Micromachine Centre so that the private sector 
can undertake the research and development of micro
machincs. There arc also three government institutes 
joining the project: the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. 
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Ekctrotechnical Laboratory and National Research 
Laboratory of Metrology. 

In R&D of micromachines. many problems may arise 
because the dimensions concerned are very small. A 
conceivable problem is that frictional efforts will become 
more significant. Another is ditliculty with energy trans
mission. Unforeseen problems may also appear. In Phase I. 
therefore. only component devices will be tentativeiy made 
and tested. On the basis of these findings. the general plan 
of Phase II will be p:epared before Phase I ends. 

There were no known specific applications of 
micromachines when Phase I started. Three promising 
sectors were thus taken. and their mechanical elements 
were investigated. The three sectors are: 

(I) Advanced Maintenance System for Power Plants 
This is a micr11:nachine system for the maintenance of 

fine tubes in power plants. The system will consist of a 
microcapsule. a base machine. inspection module and 
operation mo<lule. Necessary mechanical components 
(e.g. microscopic power generator and energy transmitter) 
of the system have beer! specified. The component devices 
are being fabricated. 

(2) Medical micromachines 
Micromachines are applicable to examination and 

treatment inside the body cavity. A micromachine will 
possibly be inserted through a catheter for diagnosing and 
curing. for example. cerebral thrombosis and aneurysm. 
Component devices of such medical machines are being 
fabricated. 

(3) Microfactories engineering 
A system for manufacturing tiny precision parts of 

watches. cameras and electronic appliances with much 
smaller production equipment than predecessors. The 
system will greatly reduce energy consumption in 
production. The miniature equipment should be no larger 
than 2-10 times the size of the product. Component devices 
of the equipment are being fabricated. 

Basic research on devices has been conducted with 
micromotors a few millimetres across. various micro
actuators and methods of joining microscopic components. 
The research has progressed enough to construct a machine 
a few millimetres across. 

The research up to now has revealed many challenges 
to be mef in future research. 

There are two prominent areas: (I) to specify and solve 
problems arising when a micromachine is assembled from 
component devices, and (2) to evaluate every device by 
engineering methods and modify the design. Priority will 
be given to solving those problems. (Sm•rce: .IETRO. 
November 1994) 

The Netherlands 

Handling full text electronic documents: a 
report on the Dutch SURFdoc project 
The aim of the SURF Foundation is to encourage the 

use of information technology in higher education institu
tions in the Netherlands. Its Scientific and Technical 
Committee puhlished IT in l'l'r.~pectief f/T in l'er.~pdtii·c•) 
at the end of 1991. This identified document delivery as an 
area requiring special artention. Accordingly. a project 
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intended to develop a pilot for automatic document delivery 
Wit!> defined. and the study phase approved in 1992. 

The resulting report. Sun·ey of document de/i\·ery 
projt?cts and sen·i,·es. has since been updated twice. and the 
latest version (dated February 1994) is available elec
tronically. The study revealed a low level of usage of such 
facilities. A number of recommendations were made. aimed 
at improving take-up. They includ,d increased cooperation 
between libraries and computer centres. the development of 
standards and the negotiation of copyright agreements with 
publishers. 

The implemen:ation phase of the c;:nsuing SURFdoc 
project was completed in February 1994 and demonstra
tions were made towards the end of the same year. There 
were three main components of the project: cooperation 
between libraries and computer centres in the university 
environment: processing images in end-user environments. 
using '"off-the-shelf' hard- and software: and the storage 
and distribution of electronic documents held on a 
fileserver. Four institutions--the universities of Groningen 
(ELDORADOC). Leiden (OASIS). Utrecht (IRIS) and 
Ti Iburg (Library of the Future)----participated in the project. 

The article outlines the progress maJe at each 
university and the conclusions emerging from their 
experience. (Source: Journal of Information Networkin[:. 
2(2) 1994. 

Russian Federation 

Russia moves from plutonium to silicon 
The Russian Ministry for Atomic Energy is investing 

heavily to convert its nuclear facilities into 6 in. silicon 
wafer processing plants. It has already placed a $54 million 
order with Tokyo Seimitsu and American-based Silicon 
Technologies for silicon processing equipmtnt. 

A formal agreement with these companies is expected 
later this year. after which time the Ministry hopes it will 
take only 12 months to complete tte transformation. But 
some experts think this will be a tough task to achieve. 
(Source: Electronics Week(r. l 1 January 1995) 

United Kingdom 

UK teams bid for EC chip making funding 
Around 30 UK-based semiconductor firms and univer

sities are coming forward to bid for a share of the £10-
12 million funding offered by the European Commission 
under the IV Framework Semiconductor Equipment Assess
ment Initiative. 

Funding f'lr the Semiconductor Equipment Assessment 
Potential Sites (SEAP) group is intended to ensure that 
Europe remains at the leading edge of future semiconductor 
manufacturing technology. 

Projects put forward so far include 0.25 micron 
lithography, low pressure chemical vapour deposition 
(LPCVD) for high frequency circuits, ion implantation for 
the production of flat screen displays and direct writing of 
0.25-micron patterns or finer for ASICs. ( Extracteti from 
E/ectronic.f Weekly. 22 February 1995) 

LINK scheme improved 
Improvements have heen made to the lJK 

Government'~ LINK support scheme. aimed at initiating 
collahorative R&D projects hetween science and industry. 
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LINK is being mod:fied so companies and universities can 
start joint projects more quickly. 

Following a review of the scheme in I 94t. a new 
board will re1..lace the LINK steering group. The Boaid's 
main role will be to take an independent strategic overview 
of the portfolio of programmes and advise on how LINK 
should respond to the emerging findings of the Technology 
Foresight programme. (Source: Electronics Weelc(l'. 
22 March 1995i 

UK growth best in world 
UK and Ireland's semiconductor market will outstrip 

the rest of the world this year. with IC growth expected to 
top 28 per cent. according to the Federation of the 
Electronics Industry. 

The figures predict the British Isles IC market will 
grow by 28.6 per cent to £3.8 billion this year. 

Earlier. Dataqut>sl predicted the world market could see 
a 20 to 25 per cent increase this year. 

According to the FEI. discretes will contribote another 
£393 million. 19 per cent up on last year. bringing the 
UK/Ireland semiconductor market to £4.2 billion 
($6.4 billion). (Source: Electronics Weelc(l-.22 March J 995) 

United States of America 

The clipper chip and the price of security in 
America 
As a great deal of infonnation is travel!ing across 

telephone lines and through the air. electronic crime has 
become more common and sophisticated. In April 1993, the 
US National Security Agency (NSA) introduced the clipper 
chip to protect all transmitted infonnation. The idea is that 
only law enforcement agents are able to listen to the 
encrypted conversations after obtaining a warrant. The chip 
transforms all communications into a cipher text which is 
an unintelligible signal or text produced through the use of 
a cryptosystem. The clipper chip has crypto-algorithm 
written in it which is called the "Skipjack" which is a top 
secret algorithm. The chip runs at 12 megabits per second 
and enciphers 64-bit blocks of data by using 80-bit keys. 
and it has a two-key escrow system. 

Apart from its complexity, there are problems relating 
to trade; effectiveness; constitutionality: reliability; and 
necessity. It is concluded that the proliferation of strong. 
public encrypti<•n programs has caused the NSA to worry 
as it takes more tim ... and resources to break the coJe. 
Public-key encryption programs are powerful because they 
:ire so widespread. Criminals in the future may have an 
encryption device that even the NSA cannot decipher and 
introducing the clipper chip will not solve this problem: it 
may only slow the development of commercial encryption 
programs. (Source: ln/ormution Munu~ement & Computer 
Security. 2(."i) 1994) 

Self-help for electronics 
The American Electronics Association is estahlishing 

an independent or~anization to start an industrial loan 

company solely to fund emerging electronics companit:s in 
the United States. 

AEA boss Darrell Wilburn described the project as an 
.. industry self-help group to jump-start small and medium 
sized electronics finns ... 

The group will function as a private financing 
company. Funding will come from other electronics and 
computer companie~. although not necessarily AEA 
members. (Source: Electronics lreek(1'. 8 February 1995) 

New version of the National Technology Road
map 
The US Semiconductor Industry Association has 

completed the first revision of its National Technology 
Roadmap for Semiconductors. The purpose of the Roadmap 
..is to provide a q1~ality database of needs and a framework 
by which the semiconductor community can systematically 
approach the enormous R&D required to meet those 
needs··. 

The revisions were crafted over the course of 1994 by 
eight different Technology Working Groups called 
.. TWGs". which reported to a Roadmap Coordinating 
Group (RCG). 

The primary focus of the Roadmap is on technology 
required for silicon CMOS integrated circuits. 

A new part of the Roadmap that was not addressed in 
earlier efforts is the so-called .. crosscutting" technologies 
that are common to many of the specific Technology 
Roadmaps. Each TWG was asked to address six 
crosscutting technologies-contamination-free manu
facturing. materials. metrology. modelling. standards. 
and quality and reliability-as they developed their 
revisions. 

A special section also calls out Grand Challenges that 
.. demand special attention of the semiconductor 
community leadership". These challenges are producti
vity improvement. complexity management. advanced 
technology development and technology development 
funding. (Extracted with penn1ss10n from Semi
conductor International Afugu:ine. January 1995. Copy
right 1995 by Cahners Publishing Co .• Des Plaines. IL. 
USA.) 

Congress plans to cut LCD research cash ... 
US efforts to establish a world class nat panel LCD 

industry could be jeopardized by US Congress plans to cut 
S 15 million from two key projects. 

The House Appropriations Committee has voted to 
reduce funJing for the lJS Display Consortium by 
$8 million and cut $7 million from funds earmarked for 
Silicon Video. which is huilding a pilot nat panel LCD 
production facility in Silicon Valley. 

Democratic members of Congress blamed the 
Kepublican-controlled Congress for the proposed cuts. 

Flat panel LCD displays arc seen as crucial in next 
generation computer systems and in the developing HDTV 
industf\. (Extracted from Elertronics Weeki}. 22 February 
'99."i) 
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H. AUTOMATION 

World's smallest microrobot 
Seiko Epson Corporation has started marketing the 

world·s smallest microrobot called Nec:nyo. The company 
marketc:d the: world·s prc:vious smallc:st robot Mushu 
m 1993 that was rc:gistered in the Guin'less Book of 
Records. but has now dc:ve!oped a new drive chip that is 
the controlling factor for miniaturization. The new micro
robot has a volume of only 0.5 M'. roughly one half that 
of the Mushu robot and is being marketed to amusement 
equipment manufacturers. 

Neenyo is 10.3 mm (depth) x 8.5 mm (width) x 
8.6 mm (height) and. as with Mushu. when exposed to sun
light Jr artificial light. the sensors fittell into its eyes detect 
the light and the robot accelerates towards the light s<Jurce. 
It also incorporates a mode for remarkable motions when 
manipulated. 

The robot body made of sterling silver incc-rporates a 
total of 96 parts including a pair of drive chips (each 
6.1 mm x 6.1 mm x 1.7 mm). ICs. crystal oscillators. and 
power unit capacitors. The microrobots are assembled 
individually by skilled time-piece assemblers. The slope 
ciimbi·1g capacity is 5 degrees :,nd the maximum forward 
advan.;e speed 16.8 mm is. The company observes that the 
micrornbot manufactive is based on its advanced precision 
processing technology. 

Further details from: Seiko Epson Corporation. Public 
Affairs Section. 3-5. Owa. 3-Chome. Suwa City. Nagano 
Pref. 392; Tel.: +81-266-58-1705. Fax: ~81-266-52-8775. 
(Source: JETRO. February 1995) 

Humanoid robot with mechanical phonetic organs 
Professor Y. Tanaka and his research team at the 

D..:partment of Mechanical Engineering. Hosei University. 
have developed a human-like robot that utters sounds by 
the mechanical method. and not by the usual electrical 
approach. 

Sounds uttered by the human vocal ::ords pass through 
the vocal tract. larynx and oral cavity as well as resonant 
parts such as the teeth and lips and become vowels 

and consonants. The new robot slides the blocks com:s
ponding to the respectiw sounds and changl':; the \ariable
section rectar.gular air channel. in which the air corres
ponding to the fundamental sound resona~es to modify the 
sound. 

Up till now. research has bell!n ;:onducted actively on 
,·oice reproduction by eicctronic means. but research on 
mechanical methods is rare. An example of the mechanical 
method is the mimic ••ocal cord. a fundamemal sound gen
erating mechanism fitted to a patient who has lost the 
functions of the vocal cords. but this is only a supple
mentary measure. 

The research team developed a robot displaying the 
functions of a phonetic m::chanism. just like a human 
being. The human vocal tract is mimickc:d with a rectan
gul,u air channel block. ft:ndamental sounds are generated 
by passing air from an air press:.m." source into the vocal 
cords model. then fundar.1ental sounds arc input into the: 
resonant model. by which sound is regenera•edfrom the re
sonance characteristics. 

The prototype robot consists of the compressor servir.g 
as the so;:~ce of pneuma:ic pressure. a fundamental sound 
generall'r using a rubber film 0.3 mm thick. and duct type 
resonar.r parts made of acrylic blocks. Each of these 
::-esonant parts consists of eight slidable blocks with an 
area of about 2 cm wide and 4.5 cm long arranged along
side each other. and joined together with a stepping motor 
and ball screws. The blocks slide into the required 
rectangular sectional shape in conformance: with the 
respective sounds. 

At present. only vowels are generated. but not iri the 
form of words. Research will be ad\anced on the 
consonants and on the nasal of the Japanese language with 
the aim of generating continuous sounds. 

Further details from: llosci University. Dept. of 
Mechanical Engineering. College of Engineering. 3-7-2. 
Kajino-cho. Kogane1 City. Tokyo 18-i: Tel.: ·81-423-87-
6133. Fax: +81-423-117-6121. E-mail:tanaka'1/ ctrl.mc.hosei. 
acjp. (Source: .IETR<>. March 1995) 



I. STANDARDIZATION AND LEGISLATION 

The gold standard (CD-Recordable standards) 
\t;n: i:omp;111ics arc now i:ontcmplatm~ thc usc of CD

Rci:orJahl.: ICl>-R I tcdmolog: as a;i in.:xpcnsi\.:. '>cc:m· 
anJ standardized rcplai:crm:nr for tlopp~ dis1.:<>. hard drin·s. 
rapc. microtich·~ and oth.:r optii:al mcdia such as magnctu
optica: and WOR\1. In addition. m;..ny an: L•sing CD-R to 
tcst appli1.:iitions bdiirc o•mn,;tting t~·: data to mas'>
produccd CD-R0\1. Sab of CD-R units in the l ·s hav.: 
hc.:n forcca'' to rcach 1.5 millio .. hy the: en.! of 1995. 

lhi'> incr.:;N:d intt·rcst in CD-R ha\ becn cncouragcd 
h: thc dramatic fall m th..: pri1.:es for CD-R dri\es. soti
wan:. media and CI>-R0\1 dri\1:s. In li\c years. the price 
of U>-R '>y<>tcms h.:s fallen from S l 110.000 to under 
S5.IJOO. and is expcctcd hi fall hclow S 1.000 this ycar. 

If CI>-R is to •ullil irs potential. hm\c\er. further 
coopo.:ra~ron bctwecn the manufactur.:rs of dn\ t:'> and media 
\\ 111 h.: required. The Orange Book specification for record
ahic media ddin::s the standards to which the di'>C'> musr 
rnnform. hut not the proccs'> hy which the blank discs arc 
manufactured l:\cry manufacturer use'> a 01ffrrent. ~omc
tir!lC'i proprietary. method. and as a re'>ult. ;omc CD-R 
di-.c'> will \\or!.. rn one CD-R0\1 Jn\c. hu1 not in another. 
( )lht:r r.n>hlcms of '>nliware u1rnpatihi!it~ i:an ari_;c. ·1 he 
S( ·s1 \pcl1ficatio;1 mdudc\ ii command set for CD-R de· 
\ices. hui " 11l(11mplc:.:. leaving m~mufocturcrs to define 
!heir o\\ n 1.:ommilr•J sd. These J!llcn:nccs require soft•.\arc 
de\ eloper'> In write dilforcnl code for drifrrcnt dri\es. 

Another i•,suc i'> that of longc'li i;~ ·1 hi< "not 1.nponant 
il rho: CD-R dis\.: 1s uwd as ;m inpu; m..:dium for ma~s 
replH.:<1tion. but ;., i1 it j\ uscJ for stonr.g medical or legal 
m.:or•k ~ hcthcr CD-R di-;cs \\Ill ia'>I longer rhan mass
produccd disc' 1' not 1..nowr>. I Source: < "f>-Rf J\; 
f'r·if,·1 '''""''· lchruar~ I 99~ 1 

EC moves on telecoms standard licensing 
:\ nc1\ Luropc<rn tclc1..• 11nmun 1c;ir ion,<iandard licensing 

'c.:hemc \\ hilh m1hl 1.1!..c a1.:count of private!: held intei· 
ki:tuai prop..:rty rii;hl\ I ll'Rq has hcen cleared hy the I·.uro
p1·an Comm1v-.1on t ·ndcr th1. new •.chcmc 1-.uropcan tclt:
communrcat1ons stan,lards hod: 1·."I SI can no long.:r deem 
an~ rn\atel: held IPR as e~scntial for ii specific technical 
'tandard. making rt open!: il\arlablc to all manufactur.:rs 
I he ind1\ 1dual ll'H·. of 1..ornpanics must he taken rntl\ ai:
i.:ount when .:rc.tting '>land<1n.h. ·1 his \\di avoid a repeat of 
the IPR rel\\ which followed the (;reatron of the <iS\1 digi
tal 1..dlular telephone standard. ll<mcvcr. the proposal ma: 
limit ;u.:c.:-,~ ; .. kchnolog: w.cd rn future tclccommunica
t1on'> '>landards. f Soun:c f)L'ctr11111n Weekl.1. 5 April 1995) 

Intel rolls out bid for more functions 
Intel will propm.: a new bu-. standard with dctaih of ih 

native '>i!!nal procc\\rn!! spcc11ica11on a'> p;in of a bid to add 
more function·, to baSJC l'C motherboard\. 

lnrcJ", propo'>-.:d 1rn1vcrsal '>crial hu'> 11 · )f!J will 
rrarJ<,fcr data at 1.'i :'v1h:tr: '· rnor.: than triphw· rhc r;11\.: nl 
'!andard '>crial pon data transfer '>peed aho,1'. 
.trio !Y1hytc , 

t :..;n " dc'>cnhcd as an :1\ynchroroo1h bu'> c<1pahlc of 
,1.rr1ortin~ up to I 2X pcr1phc,·al•, m a dais~ chain. Ir will 
al'><• •,upport \11Cro'.oh ·' Plug and Play spec 1tic:1t1on, whid1 

\Ct:k' to mal..c it ca..,icr to i:1111n.:1.:1 pcnphcn I Jc\ 11.:cs to 
pc, 

C1•mputcr i:1:mpan1c\ c\pci:tcJ 111 ;mnounl<.: th..:ir 
'upport for I ·sn indude \hi:rowll. C1>111pa4 Computer. 
!B\1. Dl:C anJ ~LC. ISoun:c: f.1L'druni<' 11",·,-Hr. 
22 \1.iri:h 199:' l 

Analogue videophone standard 
Tclc.:ommur:ic;;.lion~ manufacturer~ anJ operator~ plan 

111 finalize a . id.:ornnkn:ncing standard h: !he end l'f 1h..: 
~car which will support ..-idcophone ~nd data '..Cr\ ii:e-. mer 
c\i<•ing anaioguc telephone line'>. 

In h:hruary·. !he standard-; rnmrr.1th.:c of the n I ap· 
pro\·ed a first dr;iti of the IU2..l 'liidcoconfcrcncrng '>lan
dard. wh!ch !s the anaiogue )inc cqui\alcnt to 1:1c II 320 
ISD~-hihCd standard. T;IC intcnti•lll is to ha\C a fmai drali 
r•·ad: h~ ~on:mber ( 99~ ;rnd !hc first analr1guc PC \ 1dc11-
phonc canh arc cxpc1.:•ed to appear early in 1990. It is the 
first true: intem<llional anaiP!!UC vidcophunc -;tandard and 
\\ill cfli:cti•cly kill •iff attcm!"Jts hy Bl and A l&T to im
po"c propnctJry protocols. 

To keep co'>t and de\cJ,1pmcnt time., down the standard 
will lcar> heavily on e\Ming data tran.,mi..,.,ion protocols 
and si:icon. IU~.t uses the \'.3.t 28.8 Khir s Jata modem 
protm.:1•1. and the channel i.., di'iiiJcd into a 5.> or o.3 Khit s 
a1:dio '>tream lea\ ing around 22 Khit ' for the compr..:\\..:d 
\!UCO. 

The standard I'> cxp.:1.:!cd to support a numher of lc\els 
of 'idco comprcs\i11n. gi\ing a range of p11.:turc quality 
opw~ns fr»m a hasic '>i\ frame'> 'iccond up to )O frames 
'e1.:ond. Th.: i:orc \ idco comprcs,ion j.., the discrete cosmc 
tran .. form ff)("( I b;1scd II 261 alg1>rithm U'>cd in the 11.320 
01grtal '>landard Although 11261 i:'c' hoth intraframe and 
predicti\c mterfact. coding. the nc\\ standard ini:orporatc'> 
an enlqnccd lc\el of motron i:ompcnsation and hidirci:tron;il 
frame pr.:diction. To ai:hic\c the lc\c! of data 1.:nmprc'>sion 
needed to 'qucc1c the >o frame\ .., \ idco picture into a 
20 Kbit s ;trcam an inkrpolatcd motron cstm1ation on 
I' and B frames similar to that ll'>Cd rn !he \ll'Hi \landard 
" rn1plcmentc<l. 

lhc principle hchind motion estimation r' th;1t hy 
predicting how the image change'> from frame to frame. 
le\'> picture information ha'> to h.: transmitted for each 
frame. I :nlikc the 11.261 motion compcns.1tion algorrthm. 
which cxccat..:\ a series of '>can:h and compar"11n opera
tion' \\ ith rc'>pect to the pre\ 1ou'> fr<tmc stored in a huller 
memory. 11. .12.t C\timatcs the pixel content of an: frame hy 
rnmparin!! the image<. in h•1th the pr.:~ iou'> frame and ,1 
prcdic1t;111 of the next futur.: frame. 

·1 he rnntcnt of the l:amc " th.: a\t:ril!,!c ot thc picture 
block changes from p<•'>I to future frame' and '>i!,!nrlic;mtly 
reduces the amount .11 pic111rc information wh1i.:h mus! he 
tr;m-.mittcd. 

·1 he rc'>uh!nµ data comprc'>S1on double., the achlc\ahlc 
frame rate for onl~ a 21J per c~nt rncrca\c 111rhc1r;111..,m1tt..:d 
d;1ta rate. II 12.t 'r~ntic' :1 quancr-< 'II· pir:turc re"1h111on 
at 11r to 10 frame' \ . 

1\ new audio ~omprc"'1on aliwnthrn has hc.:n dclincd 
whJCh '' mon· clticicnt than that u-.cd rn II 120 and ;pcci
lics •:it her 'i. 1 or f, I Kh11 ' ;lud10 channel'> I here " <tlso 

/'a~c· fi I 
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provision for a separatedata channel. which uses a variable 
portion of the video and audio channels. (Source: 
Electronics Weekly, 8 March 1995) 

Standard in'iroduced for squeezing video on 
phones . 

The transmission of video pictures of acceptablequality 
ov~r the standard analogue telephone line is only achiev
able if the associated speech occupies less of the available 
channel bandwidth. 

The ITU has recently apprnved an audio compression 
standard that squeezes telephone quality speech into a 
channel with a fraction of the bandwidth of a traditional 
64 Kbit/s PCM telephone speech channel. 

The ITU's new analogue videophone standard will use 
the 28.8 Kbit/s modem data rate. but over 20 Kbit/s of that 
channel bandwidth is needed for the 30 frame/s compressrrl 
video stream. The speech compression standard. agreed in 
March 1995 and designated G.723. is intended to operate 
at data rates of 6.3 and 5.3 Kbit/s. 

The new standard was based on an amalgamation of 
the compression algorithms developed separately by DSP 
Group/AudioCodes and France Telecom with the Univer
sity of Sherbrooke in Canada. The principal speech coding 
is accomplished by a version ofDSP Group's TrueSpeech 
algorithm, which is already being used by Intel and 
Microsoft. 

In addition, the standard incorporates a flavour of the 
CELP compression technique to support multiple com
pression operations needed for multipoint video
conferencing. 

The 6.3 Kbit/s version of TrueSpeech algorithm is 
based on a multipulse maximum likelihood quantization 
(MP-MLQ) low rate speech coder develo;>ed by Audio
Codes, the Israeli affiliate of DSP Group. 

The MP-MLQ speech coder uses a tenth order linear 
predictive coding (LPC) sche'lle to derive the filter co
efficients of a time varying linear digital filter that perform 
the spectral shaping of the audio input. 

The LPC filter samples a 30 ms speech frame at 8 KHz 
and the output is a 16-bit linear pulse code modulation 
(PCM) data stream. Each 30 ms frame divides into four 
sub-frames and tenth order LPC filter coefficients are 
computed for each sub-frame. 

The Mt>-MLQ speech coder has been designed to be 
implemented on a 16-bit fixed point USP. such as Motorola 

DSP56156. running at 18 MIPs. It requires 2.240 16-bit 
words of RAM and 9.100 16-bit words of ROM for look
up tables and 7,000 16-bit words for program memory. 
Overall system delay is 97.5 ms. (Source: Electronics 
We!:kly. 29 March 1995) 

Leamil'g the highway code (legal issues on the 
supemighway) 

There are some emerging legal issues facing those who 
build. provide content for and use the superhighways. 
Copyright is perhaps the biggest single question. This 
includes the issue of how content providers should be 
protecting digitized works by copyright JDd how users ai>rl 
developers can gain access to such works by affordable and 
practical means. Important patent issues have also emerged. 
especially on the patenting of allegedly routine multimedia 
search techniques and software algorithms. 

A second issue is data security. Naturally, businesses 
and individuals will hesitate to upload vast amounts 
of valuable content or commercially sensitive information 
if it can be readily hacked into, manipulated and stolen. 
Personal privacy is also at risk in situations where 
voice, data lllld photog:.iphk images can so readily be 
distorted without the knowledge or consent of the data 
subject. 

Digital piracy is a third concern for owners of films, 
books, music and images. They have reputations to protect 
and marketing control to exert, but they fear losing th-=ir 
prized assets in a network.ed digital nether world. While 
copy prevention devices are being developed at a 
rapid pace, recordable CD-ROM equipment threatens to 
make off-line piracy extremely easy. and this is heightening 
fears. 

The fourth issue is cross-border liability. It can be 
difficult to escape liability (for instance, for libel or trade 
mark infringement) in a single country. When electronic 
services are distributed across borders. however, the risks 
appear to multiply. 

The fifth issue is liability for cont~nt of messages on 
bulletin board services, where prosecutions have been 
made. The sixth issue to look at is unfair competition, 
which will have a major role in regulating the super
highways. Market leaders risk acting unlawfully if they try 
to abuse their proprietary technical standards to gain 
business advantage over competitors. (Source: Information 
Worid Review, December 1994) 
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J. RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

Full text 
The number of electronic full-text sources is exploding. 

In addition to international sources. trade publications. and 
newspapers. there are new broadcast transcripts. profes
sional journals. magazines. loose-leaf services. and news
wires going online every month. In addition to the data
banks. which increased the number of full-text titles carried 
by 15 per cent from mid-1993 to mid-1994. they are also 
appearing in the form of customized news services using 
dedicated lines to deliver information directly to the 
desktops of end-users; they are appearing on consumer on
line services; and they are showing up in multimedia 
formats on CD-ROM. Th~re is also the Electronic News 
3tand, the gopher-accessible site on the Internet offering 
access tc dozens of current titles. 

The rush to present traditional products in new and 
unconventional ways has resulted in some experiments that 
fiddle with the basic fundamental purpose of the original. 
as well as changing the form or method of delivery. News
week Interactive on CD-ROM. for example. is not a news 
\\·eekly at all, but rather a quarterly amalgam of source 
material from the traditional magazine revamped with 
sound and video to become more of a multimedia mini
encyclopaedia, covering selected topics in an educational 
presentation. 

As the corporate mergers between information 
producers and communications companies continue. the 
media will continue to play with conventional information 
sources in order to make them what they think is more 
accessible. convertin~ them ,o various electronic formats 
while trying to capture ~he ima~ination of the marketplace 
by out-dazzling the competition. Major online services are 
also likely to experiment with the form and delivery of 
traditional database services. and the author expects them 
to unveil in the next year or so new products that attempt 
to change the face of electronic full-text. (Source: 
Database, 17(6) December 1994) 

Industrial electrochemistry 
Second edition. Derek Pletcher & Frank C. Walsh. 

London, Chapman & Hall 1993. Ppviii +653. £19.95. 
ISBN 07514 0148X. 

Here is an opportunity to obtain one of the most com
prehensive treatments of fundamental and applied aspects 
of electrochemistry at a real value for money price. This 
softbound volume is a must for most industrialists and 
academics working in the field. It is an expanded version 
of the first edition ( 1982) and achiev0:s quality coverage 
of the diverse areas encompassing electrochemical tech
nology. 

The book consists of 12 chapters: two introductory 
chapters covering the fundamentals of electrochemistryand 
electrochemical engineering. and 10 describing specific 
electrochemical areas. The first two chapters pmvide a 
solid foundation for an appreciation of the technolcgy and 
engineering of the wide range of processes. 

Industrial Electrochemistry is indeed a welcome 
addition to the literature. in a subject area which has 
changed radically in recent years. 

Da.'ly Telegraph launches Internet newspaper 
The Daily Telegraph has become the first British 

newspaper tu establish a strong Internet presence. Its 
ElectronicTelegraphexperimentotTersasignificantamount 
of actual content and is more than just a promotional 
vehicle. It is only available as a World Wide Web(WWW) 
service. accessible to people with full Internet access and 
a bro"ser such as Mosaic or Netscape. 

The Electronic Telegraph costs nothing to access. This 
will be reviewed in July. The review will be closely linked 
to the results of an advertising experiment that the ET will 
run in the first six months of 1995. It is already .;elling 
advertising space (advertisers include the Innovations 
catalogue company. Apple. and Sun Microsystems) and has 
received a lot of interest from the advertising industry. It 
also plans to announce deals with six advertising agencies 
where each will rent space in the ET and ca!l then use this 
as they wish: agencies may resell the space to clients. or 
may provide it free of charge to stimulate business. 

The basic news content is the same as the printed 
paper. but some of the smaller stories are omitted and even 
major stories are edited to a maximum of 400 words. 
Because of the predominantly younger male readership. the 
sports infonnation has been heavily used and the editorial 
team gives this area particular attention. some content is 
enhanced. in particular extra computer stories are carried in 
the Electronic Telegraph to appeal to the technically-a"are 
population that reads it. Wire stories are not used in the 
ET. as existing agreements with the wire services do not 
permit this. 

Internet publishing practicalities (Cyberleaf's 
"white paper") 

This article take a long look at a recent White Paper 
produced by Cyberleaf. While access to the material placed 
on the Internet may be J."'it about free. preparing that 
material is not. Neither is maintaining the information. 
There are four key issues: the material created for 
distribution on paper inevitably looks bad when distributed 
electronically: the fonts are wrong. the information is not 
correc'ly formatted for the computer screen. etc.; even once 
the information is formatted correctly. if it does not take 
advantage of the capabilities Internet delivery affords. such 
as hyperlinks. buttons. multimedia, it presents the 
organization in a bad light; the Internet material needs to 
be maintained as corporate information changes. and this 
can be as labour-intensive as creating it in the first place; 
and learning how to do the first th!'ee steps can be 
unnervingly expensive since.; it probably requires learning 
several new languages, including HTML. 

Cyberleafprovides templates for Web home pages (the 
first screen seen when a user makes contact) together with 
an editor which enables these to be modified. Perhaps the 
most important selling point. however. is that when it is 
time to update a document distributed over the Internet, 
you can revise it using the originai application (e.g. Word 
or W'lrdPerfect) without breaking any of the links. When 
asked by the author/publisher to insert a link. Cyberleaf 
duly marks it up in HTML. but it also records in a separate 
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file where that link is in the structure of the original (say 
WordPerfect) document. This means that. if ever the 
Wordperfect documertt is re-edited. then Cybcrleaf is able 
to update the HTML version with the link re-created in the 
right spol. (RD) (Source: Electronic Docllllfents. 3(12) 
Deccml>cr 1994) 

rr Publications 
Many readers may noc: know of the excellent selection 

of publications available from IT Publications. the 
publishing ann of Intermediate Technology. Below you 
will find a very small selection of the titles that are 
available, followed by a list of booksellers and stockists 
around the world where books may be ordcreJ. IT 
Publications is based at 103-105 Southampton Row. 
London WC l B 4HH. UK from whom a catalogue of all 
their published books may b..: ordered. 

Books by Post. a full list of recommended titles on 
Appropriate Technology and Development Issues, for usc 
by develcpment professionals world-wide. is also available 
from IT Publications. The titles listed in Books by Post are 
selected from those published by a range of publishers and 
are available for world-wide supply by mail order. 

Intermediate Technology (ITDG) is one of the leading 
charities involved in the long-term relief of poverty in 
developing countries. Its aim is to locate and usc 
technologies appropriate to the social, cultural, economic 
and environmental needs of communities throughout the 
world. 
How to Run a Small Development Project by A .. Geneva 
Group" will help the managers of development projects to 
design and manage their projects well. in particular by 
emphasizing the importance of forward planning. Covers 
both starting up and running projects. and working with 
Northern partner organizations. 44pp. 1986, (ITP), ISBM 
0 946688 47 8, £5.95/USSl I.50, paperback. 
Sustainable Industrial Develnpment Introduced by 
Marilyn Carr. Successful, established AT projects: forestry 
in Swaziland, Kenyan stoves. micro-hydro in Nepal, boat~ 
and cement plants in India, industries in Ghana and small 
grain production in Botswana and Zimbabwe. Can the 
benefits be sustained beyond the project? 208pp. 1988, 
(ITP) ISBM 0 946688 89 3, £10.95, paperback. 
Appropriate Technology for Rural Development: The ITDG 
experience (Dec. Pape': No. 1) by Derek Miles. Originally 
prepared for an Expert ,Meeting organized by UNESCO in 
1980, this paper outlines Intermediate Tec .... 1ology's basic 
approach to development work; and assesses the lessons 
learned froll' 15 years e'xperience in devel.>pment ac!ivities. 
32 pp. 1982, (ITP). £5'.95/USSI 1.50. paperback. 
The Economies of Small-Appropriate technology in u 
changing world by Raphael Kaplinsky. Describes the 
origins and development of the appropriate technology 
movement, ar.d analyses both its changing concerns at the 
different stages of devel:>pment, and also its abiding 
emphasis on scale and human values. 244pp. 1990, (!TP). 
ISBN I 85339 072 0, £25.00/US$47.50. hardback. ISBN I 
85339 071 2, £9.95/USS I 8.95, paperback. 
The Manal{ement of Te,chnolop,ical Chanl{e. An annotated 
hihliol{raphy Donnacalih Hurley with an introduction by 
Matthew S. Gamser. T~is extensively annotated collection 
of titles aims to guid~ Governments and other decision 
makers in developing nations in the choices they make in 
technologies. and also :in the development of mechanisms 

by which these selections can be implemented. 216 pp .. 
1987 (ITP/CommonwealthSecretariat).ISBN 0946688 842. 
£9. 95/USS 18. 95. paperback. 
Mobilcing .4ppropriale TechnoloyJ·: Papers on planning 
aid programmes Edited by Matthew S. Gamser and oth-:r:.. 
Discusses the role of AT in a national aid progranlme. If 
AT enters the project cycle at too late a stage it has little 
influence over the technological choice and the grassroots 
orgailizatioru that play a key role in development and 
change in rural areas. I 12pp. 1988. (ITP). ISBN I 85339 
045 3. £12.95/US$24.95, paperback. 
The Other Poliq: The injlueTK.:e of policies on t~clu1ulog)· 
choice and small enterprise clewdopment Edited by Ton de 
Wilde with Henk Thomas and Frances Stewart. Foreign aid 
to deve1oping countries often favours inappropriate 
technologic:s. This book reviews the policies promoc:ing 
appropriate technology and identifies positive progranlmes 
of actior: that could be instituted at a national level. 5 i 2pp. 
1990, (ITP). ISBN I 85339 063 I. £25.Cl0/US$47.50. 
hardback. ISBN I 85339 059 3. £14.95/US$28.95. 
paperback. 
Science and Technnlog}~lessons for development policy 
Edited by Robert E. Ever.!:on and Gustav Ranis. The 
success of the newly industrialized countries of S.E. Asia 
is a prime example of the role that scien.:e and technology 
can play in development strategies. This book aims to 
identify those policies which have proved to be workable 
in most situations. 392pp. 1990. (ITP). ISBN I 85339 062 
3, £19.95. paperback. 
Science. Technology and Development by Atul Wad. The 
author of this interdisciplinary book stresses that a full 
understanding of the introduction of new technology in all 
its aspects is the only way to achieve a workable 
compromise regarding science. technology and 
development. 316pp. 1989, (ITP). ISBN I 85339 075 5. 
£19.95, paperback. 
The Technological Transformation of Rural India by 
A.K.N. Reddy and A.S. Bhalla. The economic development 
of developing countries is hindered. in no small measure. 
by their technological backwardness and their lack of 
indigenous technological capabilities to master the 
absorption of new technologies. Despite the efforts made in 
recent years to study the technological tra:..sformation of 
developing countries in the process ofthc:ir industrialization 
and growth, very little, if any, evidence exists of the nature 
and extent of the technological transformation o!" rural 
areas, which are generally bypassed by the 3dvances of 
science and techr.ology. 

This book presents conceptual model of the process of 
commercialization of rural technologies in developing 
countries and then tests this model against some case 
studies taken from India's experience, concluding that India 
has placed far more emphasis on the surviva: of small-sca:e 
production units than on ensuring their efficiencv and 
growth in a competitive ervironment. I 92pp. 1994, ( ITP). 
ISBN I 85339 199 9, £14.95, paperback. 
Technology Choice: A critique of the appropriate 
technology movement by Kelvin W. Willoughby. A 
comprehensive review and critique of the theory of 
appropriate technology. which proposes a framework for 
integrating traditional economic development with its 
tc:chniques---a sober look at the obstacles. and an 
appreciation of AT's value. 350 Pt'· 1990, (ITP). ISBN I 
85339 057 7, £14.95, paperback. 
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Tt.>r:hnolog:i· Transfer: Nine nm.· studies by Sosthenes 
Buatsi. Nine case studies in rechnology transfer which 
demo."tstrate the experience gained in ditT~nt counlries 
and ditT~nt 1echnologies. ::?pp. 1988. (ITP). ISBN 0 
946631 29 X. £5.95'USSI 1.50. paperback. 

Stockists and SoolcsellfKS 
You can order IT Publications books through good 
booksellers world-wide. and in panicular through the 
booksellers listed below: 
AllStnlia: Astam Books Ply Ltd. 57-61 John Sr. 
Leichhardt. 2040. 
Baacladesh: University Press Ltd. Red Crescent Building. 
114 MOlijheel CIA. P.O. Box 2611. Dhaka IOOO. 
Belgium: ATOL vzw. Blijde lnkomstraat 9. B-3000 
Leu~en. 

Botswana: BOlswanaBookCentre.P.O. Box 91.Gaborone. 
l>Hmark: MS Bookshop. Borgegade 1-t Copenhagen K. 
DK-1300. 
Genn..:y: Triops. Hindenburgstrasse 33. D-64295. 
India: K. Krishnamunhy Booksellers. 23 Thanikachalam 
Road. T. Nagar. Madras 600017. 
India: International Book Distributors. 440512. 5 Ansari 
Road. New Delhi 110002. 
India: Overseas Press. 7/28 Mahavir Street. Ansari Road. 
Darya Ganj. New Delhi 110002. 
India: Segment Book Distributors. E-256 Grcarer Kailash-
1. New Delhi 110048. 
India: Selectbook Service Syndicate. E-10. Kai lash colony. 
New Delhi 110048. 
Japan: Unired Narions University Press. Unired Narions 
Universily. 5-53-70 Jingumae. Shibuya-ku. Tokyo 150. 
Kenya: Texrbook Cenrre. P.O. Box 47540. N1irobi. 
Southern Africa. David Philip Publisher (Ply) Ltd. 
P.O. Box 23409 Claremonl. 7735. Soulh Africa. 
Nepal: Everest Media ln1ema1ional Services (P) Lid .. 
G.P.O. Box 4554. Kalhmandu. 
Netherlands: TOOL Bookshop. Sarpha1is1raa1 650. IO 18 
AV Amsterdam. 
New Zealand: Smail Resources ln1erna1ional. Okari Road. 
RD:? Weslpon. 
New Zealand: One World Books. P.O. Box 68-419. 
Auckland. 
Philippines: APB Educational Marerials. P.O. Box 1968. 
CPO Manila. Philippines. 
Spain: Ecoserveis, Ceramica 38. 08035 Barcelona. 
Sri Lanka: Lake House Bookshop. Sir Chinampalam A 
Gardiner Mawalha. P.O. Box 244. Colombo 2. 
Switzerland: SKAT. Vadianslrasse 42. CH-9000. Sr 
Gallen. 
USA: Women Ink. 777 IJN Plaza, New York. NY 10017. 
Zimbabwe: Grassrools Books. P.O. Box A267, Avondale. 
Harare. 
Appropriate Technoloh)·. The quanerly magazine of 
prdctical change in 1he developing world. Repons from the 
field for anyone concerned wilh development in practice. 
Plus rhe latest in appropriare 1echnology applicalions. news 
from Intermediate Technology. hook reviews. Foodlines. 
Resources Guide and a development diary. Annual 
subscriprions £I 9!lJSS37 institutions £I :'i/lJSS28 
individuals. lntermedialeTechnology Publicalions. I 03-105 
Soulhampton Row. London WC I B 4JIH. lJK. Tel.: •44 (0) 
171 436 9761. Fax: •44 (0) 171 436 2013. 
Smull f:nt1·rprt.~t· De\·elopmt'nl. A quarterly intcmalional 
journal. Across the world there is a growing rea!izali1n of 

the potential conlribution of the small business sector to 
economic expansion and the achievement of improved 
living standards. Small Enterprise °'-"·e/opmenl provides a 
forum for those involved in the design and aJministration 
of small enterprise development programmes in developing 
countries. It is genuinely international. and news and views 
are welcomed from any source. 

Small £n1erprise Dn-..lopmen1 contains: 
Dctailedarticlesrcponin._ original research.programme 
evaluations and significant new 3JJPll>ClChes. 
Case studies of small Cflterprise development projects 
implemented by donor agencies. 
Shon practice notes from the various regions of the 
world describing programmes in operation and wort. of 
wider interest. 
Reviews of books. pamphlets and Olher material. 
News of projects and grants f:-om the international and 
local agencies. 
The journal tackles the major themes and pressing 

concerns of small enterprise development. such as technical 
assistance. finance form icroenterpriscs. group co-operative 
enterprises. private sector involvement in enterprise 
development. 
Subscription Rates 1994 
Institutional rate £60/USS I 00 
Individual rate £361USS60. 
IT Publications Ltd. I03-I05 Southampton Row. London 
WCIB.4HH. UK. Telephone.: +44(0) 171-'36 9761. Fax: 
+44 (0) 171-'36 2013. 
Machine Perception and Al Series-Vol. 17 Applications 
o/AI. Machint! Vision and Robotics edited by K.L. Boyer 
(Ohio State Univ.). L. Stark (Univ. of the Pacific) & 
H. Bunke (Univ. Bern). This text features a broad array of 
research etTons in computer vision including low level 
processing. perceptcal organi7.ation. object recognition arid 
active vision. The volume·s nine papers specificallyre1-.on 
on topics such as sensor confidence. low level feature 
extr.iction schemes. non-parameuic multi-scale curve 
smoothing. integration of geometric and non-geometric 
attributes for object recognition. design criteria for a four 
degree-of-freedom robot head. a real-lime vision system 
based on conlrol of visual anent ion and a behaviour-based 
achve eye vision syslem. The scope of 1he book provides 
an excellenl sample of current concepls. examples and 
applicarions from multiple areas of compuler vision. 
Contents: Range Es1ima1ion from Camera Blur by 
Regularized Adaplive lden1ifica1ion (L-F. Holeva); 
Modeling Sensor Confidence for Sensor lnlegration Tasks 
(K. Hughes & N. Ranganarhan); From 3-D Scauered Dara 
10 Geomelric Signal Description: lnvarianl S1able Recovery 
of Straight Line Segmenrs (P. Ueben el al.); Fea1urc.
F.x1rac1ion and Marching as Signal De1ec1ion (X-P. Hu & 
N. Ahuja); Non-Parametric Multi-Scale Curve Smoothing 
(P.L. Rosin); lnregralion of Geometric and Non-Geomerric 
Anribules for Fasl Objecl Recognilion (L. Grewe & 
A. Kak); A Four Degree-of-Freedom Robol !lead for 
Active Vision (F-L. Du & M. Brady); control of F.ye and 
Arm Movements Using Acrive. Anentional Vision 
(P.A. San::ton): Behavior-Based Active Vision 
(C.S. Pinhanez). 200pp. (approx.) 981-02-2150-9. Pub. 
date: Spring 1995. £33. Available from World Scienlific 
Publishing Co .. Farrer Road. P.O. Box 128. Singapore 
9128. 
l'a11ani11K of Afaterial /,c~rerJ in Suhmicron Region by 
11.S. Tandon and W.S. Khokle. Economic success of 
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mu!timegabit memories has uphdd the evolution of 
technology for- cr('ating submicron structures. Thcsc 
structures also constitute neural networks_ nanomachines. 
smart sensors. quantum devices and so on. Pa11eminJ.! of 
.\lo.1t.:na! Layc:rs m Suhmicron Rt1<!ion offers. in a single: 
ensc:mblc:. state--0f-the-an information on various 
lithographic and delineation tc:chniques along with their 
applications. It invokes the interests of the reader into the 
wonderland of nano-miniaturization for industrial. 
biological and fundamental applications. Its contents 
portray the ad,·ent and relevance of submicron structures 
and proffer a rerception of materials_ modules and schem~!' 
for preparing them. 

I'allernin~ of Mat.:rial Layers in S:i/tmicron R.:gion 
puts fonh a coherent and comprehensive treatise of thr·:e 
submicron patterning tc:chnolcgies viz. electron beam. ion 
team and X-ray lithography. These technologies are 
undergoing rapid individual developments and are vying 
with each other to become the chief writing tool of 
multitrillion dollar microelc:ctronic industry. This book is 
endowed with quantitative features of the operational 
ingredients such as sources. resists. masks. writing. 
aligning/scanning techniques and commercial'captive 
systems. It is profusely illustrated with layout diagrams. 
flowcharts. analyses and SEM pictures of n.->vel results to 
ensure lucidity. The book also presents various recent 
developments such as X-ray mask preparation. plasma 
developing resists and :- · .o;:1act synchrotron with statistical 
details. 

Implications. sc Jpe and trend of these technolo~ies are 
demonstrated through significant results followed by brief 
futuristic projections of the activities and devices. The book 
aims to meet the requirements of modernizing postgraduate 
syllabi and enhancing the capabilities of R&D engineers as 
well as capital equipment manufacturers. It also co~trs 
useful material lor technology optimiser and device & 
systems planner. The book is published by Wiley Eastern 
Ltd .. ISBN 81 :!:!-I 0561 -I (1993). pp. 183. 
M1c:ro.:lc<:tmnics State of the Art Report. Written with 
the s~cific purpose of elucidating different levels of 

microelc:ctronicstechnolog)>-. this book coversevolutionary. 
economic. implicational. social and human den:lopmental 
aspects of microelectronics. The book begins with a 
chronological overview of the growth of semiconductor
elect1011ics since the mid-twentieth century.It attempts to 
familiarize the reader with the scope and fabricational 
a<;peets of logic and memory devices. hybrids and 
micromachined'i!ttegratedsensors. etc. In the international 
arena. it oilers a window to trendy materials and industrial 
applications of microelectronic devices. advanced fabrica
tion techniques. neura! and molecular electronics. It goes 
on to discuss interesting economic data. industrial linkages 
and techno-economic compulsions. 

Activities in microelectronics education. R&D. pilot 
production and industries being pursued and planned in the 
member countries have been described in fair detail with 
relevant business data. etc. To meet the specific demands 
regulated by technology absorption levels of various 
countries. grou!ls of specific technologies and their 
limitations have been dealt with in detail. These include 
multilayer PCBs. hybrid microcircuits and discrete and 
power semiconductor cievices: fields of applications of all 
of them arc systematically described. Oe:;ign as well as 
fabrication process steps of linear. digital ar.d special 
monolithic integrated circuits which account for about two 
thirds ofall microelectronic devices have been explained in 
simp!e terms. Principles of state-of-the-an processes such 
as chip and system design. mask making and replication 
techniques. different material grov.1h and modification 
processes. lithography. plasma etching. etc. have been 
explained lucidly. Glimpses of economic and social 
influences on humanity at large. resulting from the 
technological growth and applicatillns of microelectronic 
devices and systems are given. Suitable plans with 
methodology and economic factors for setting up various 
levels of microelectronics cer•tres are given as 
recommendations in the text. The book was prepared for 
the Centre for Science and Technology of the Non-Aligned 
and other Developing Countries (New Delhi) by 
Dr. W.S. Khokle and Or. IJ.S. Tandon. pp. IOO. USS:!5. 
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